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The primary

i>iir)3oso of tills

higher education insi.itutions can
hypothesis is that
continuity

in

research

jilay in

is to

examine the crucial role

Kenyan social development.

order for higher cdumition to contribute

must exist among the

iihilosojjhics, iiolicies

government and the academic commimily.

to test this

which may answer five subquestions.

socid

Tiie basic

uoveio].v»:iont,

and jiracticec of !he national

With such continuity the cdircational system

will contribute to societal progress in an optinical

This study attempts

1o

that

manner.

hypothesis by collecting

They arc:

to

find a.naly/,mg

data

determine the various philoso-

phical ideals concerning a Kenyan higlier educational philosophy; to viev; policy
jihilosopjhical ideals; to

observe

of actual higher education practices at specific institutions; to

examine

statements concerning the implement. a lion of

examples

tire

the opinions of higher education ]jcrsons regarding pliilosopliies, policies and

programs which
roles

tliat

affect the

academic community; and

higher education jilays

in relation to the

VI 1.

to discuss ajid analyze

larger society.

tin:

The research methodolo^^y for
sections.
of

The

first is a

Kenya's independence,

review

c^md

this dissertation consists
of two

major

analysis of the literature from
19G3, the year

until tlie spring 1974.

The second section

includes interviews with administrators,
faculty

members and

of the

students

research

from

the

University of Nairobi, Kenyatta University
College and Kenya Science Teachers
College.

Determining how various government and higher
education philosophies,

policies and practices are perceived by persons
involved on a daily basis with
the academic

tlliat

community

the

is the

major purpose

of the interviews.

government and higher education have discrepant views and

interpretations of various philosophical ideals, policies
and programs is the maior
finding of tins research study.
foi the

While

apparent aiscrepancies, some

suggestions include;

it

would be

initial

difficult to elucidate all

suggestions are presented.

reasons
I’liese

lack of clarity or exjilictness regarding the philosoplucal

ideals; general philosophies, policies and
institutions; failure to take

programs

that relate to several

complete cogiiizance of certain factors during

years of independent higher education;

major
initial

liigher education persons' tendency to

relate various ideals to observable policies and

programs

just within the

academic

community; and divergent views within the higher education community.

Some succinct recommendations are

put forth in

tlie

iiope that they will

help lessen the disparities in outlooJc between the government and higher education.
Tlie

recommendations center around the need for

exialicit clarification of

philosophical ideals; the need for awareness of contemporary and historical

IX

family of six or eight.

Thej’’

seventy-five per cent of

tlie

may

live several miles

Ethopian population.

from

the nearest road as do

They may earn only a few hmidred

dollars a year from the sale of their farms' meager produce.

As

I

observed such poverty throughout Africa,

and possible solutions.

The contemporary

rlietoric

I

seriously pondered causes

and superficial analysis

of

pseudo-revolutionaries and liberal dilettantes from Western, countries argue that the

current social-economic-political structures must be obliterated.

per se

is virtually

Moreover, the social structure

meaningless.

Such analysis
of

most developing

nations will not change sufficiently within the immediate future so that people's lives

The cardinal question may very well be,

will be gTeatly enhanced.

and long-range measures

’'Wliat

immediate

will eradicate poverty and ameliorate people's lives?"

People from many developing nations have expressed profound hope

in their

educational systems as a most important m.easure of helping to solve their problems.

I

was rather surprised

to

hear this sentiment echoed incessantly throughout

various journeys to Africa.

As

I

reflected upon this optimistic view,

it

my

seemed

that educational systems, indeed, could offer substantial contributions to issues mid

problems challenging developing African nations.
institution can assist

them

is

The people's

perhaps as important as

belief that this

its actual ability to

provide

the training and skills so vitally needed for social development.

I

West

began to study and examine the general educational systems

Africa.

dilemma was

After completing

my comprehensive

temporaril}'^ posed by

my

XI 1

need

examinations

in

of

East and

these areas, a

to select a dissertation topic on

one

particular country.

Kenya was selected for a variety

of

personal and academic

reasons.

This couatiy had intrigued

when Kenya was struggling for

its

me

since

I

was a young

mentioned the name of Jomo Keuyatta,
although
he was so important.

About twenty years

impressed by the warmth
economic system.

was

facilitated by

to

I

parents and their friends

did not completely understand
first visited

Kenya and was

why

quite

me

determined to return.

'Ibis decision

receiving a National Fellowships l^md
Dissertation Grant.

Correspondences with colleagues

me

later,

I

950's

]

of the indigeneous people, but
disappointed with the

That brief visit made

my

My

independence.

child during the

at the University of Nairobi

made

it

possible for

conduct field researcii on Kenyan higher education
in August and September

1973.

This work focuses on the relationship of Kenyan
national philosophies and
policies to similar elements within the higher
education system.

The basic

hypothesis of this study is that the philosophies, policies
and programs of the
national government and higher education must be
congruent,

development
to

Kenya,

for

means

is to

be a reality.

its significance

optimal social

Altliough this particular research

was delimited

extends beyond those national boundaries.

The search

of integi'ating national and higher education features is an issue
which

must be addressed by
diaspora.

if

all

Every phase

African people whether we are on the Continent or

of our lives, particularly the deducational,

within the total sphere of black existence.

minute step.

xiii

I

sincerely hope

tliis

must be

in the

jilaced

study is one such

CHAPTER ONE
EDUCATION FOR THE DEVELOPING KENYAN SOCIETY

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Presently the process of development challenges Kenya, as well as other

As

independent African countries.

the nation confronts this crucial issue

it

looks for solution from economic, political and social institutions which have

been readily identified as the fundamental means for national development.
of these, according to

these problems.

Kenyan national leaders, provides a unique contribution

Economic

political institutions should be

The

concerned with seeing that indigenous persons

control and occupy major positions.
in

to

institutions should ensure that Kenya's natural and

material resources are produced and distributed on an equitable basis.

manner

Each

And

social institutions should address the

which Kenyan citizens can share the responsibility

in

pursuing general

welfare concerns such as running hospitals, business establishments and
religious organizations. 1
an
Institutions charged with the function of education are regarded as

indispensable component for the country's development.

^Tom Mboya,

"Sessional Paper

Socialism," East AfricaJoumal,

May

Number

Kenya Africa National

10, It Is African and It Is

1969, pp. 16, 17, 21.

2

Union (KANU), the major political party,

has stated that
geared as

to

"it

addressing the role of education

remains KANU's commitment that education

prepare our youth for their role

self-reliant and truly African nation. "
skilled

in

in the building of an independent

Each phase

manpower which can only be drawn from

The Kenyan people perceive education

to

shall be so

of

economic planning demands

the reservoir of the educated.

be the critical service that will enable

Kenyans to enter the modern technological world.

Further, on a social and

personal level, education is the key that will open the door to a better
higher standards of living,

Early

in 1964, the

ha short, the country

life

views education as a panacea.

Kenyan government realized that no clearly defined

educational policies existed for the newly independent country.

Recognizing

the policies that would aid in the country's development, the government

commissioned a group

of

and

prominent citizens

3

commission traveled throughout the country,

to undertake this task.

elicited responses

from

that

This
the

populace, and looked abroad for models which might assist in identifying

problems and suggesting new

policies.

This body published

^Kenya African National Union, KANU Manifesto
Packaging Corporation), no exact date, p. 10.

,

Tlie

Kenya Education

Nairobi (Printing and

^This commission was composed of KANU members, members of
parliament, and the University of Nairobi and the Kenya National Union of
Teachers personnel. The chairman was Professor Simeon H. Oniinde of the
Ominde
University of East Africa, Nairobi; thus the report is often called the
Report.

3

Commission Report which asserted
1.

that:

Education is a function of the Kenya nation and must

promote national unity and nationhood;
2.

Education must be seen as an instrument for conscious

change of attitudes and must

human
3.

still

foster respect for

personality;

Education must subserve the needs of national

development;
4.

Education must promote social equality and remove
divisions of race, tribe and religion;

5.

Education, at

In 1971 another

all levels,

must be adaptable

major educational study. The Report

to change.'^

of the

Commission

of Inquiry, advocated similar educational aims.

This Report stated that:
1.

Education must serve the needs of national development;

2.

Education must assist

in fostering

and promoting national

inquiry;

3.

Education must assist in the promoting of social equality

and train

in social obligations

and responsibilities;

^Kenya Government, The Kenya Education Commission Report, Nairobi
(English Press, Ltd.

),

1964-65, p. 25.

4
4.

The educational system must respect,

foster and develop

the varied cultures. ^
Botli of these

educational system.

major reports advocated diverse multiple roles for the
It

was called upon

to

promote traditional values such as

social equality and cohesiveness while simultaneously furthering national

development.

Not only was the national government studying and issuing reports, the
public also

was concerned with education.

The rapid proliferation

or Harambee schools, established by the wananchi (people),”

example

is a

of self-help

conspicuous

Today, there are

of the public's desire for educational extension.
n

over 500 Harambee schools scattered throughout Kenya.
in the

Incessant demands

several provinces for the establishment of village polytechnics for training

youth is another example of the desire for educational expansion.

Perhaps the statement

public so preoccupied with education?

humble Kamba woman who resides
Nairobi, acciiratel}^

^ Kenya

sums

it

up.

in

is the

poor and

Gikomba, the poverty-stricken area

of the

of

most

abject surroundings

Commission

of Inquires Nairobi

Wliile looking at her

Government, The Report

(Government Printing

of a

Why

Office), 1971, p. 146.

means, "children of tlie earth,
used to
or people. Throughout this study several Kiswaliili expressions will be
help convey the true Kenyan meaning or framework.
^I'liis is

a Klswalnli

term which

'^Kenya: Government, Kenya:
Publishing House), 1973, p. 153.

An

literally

"

Official Handbook, Nairobi (East African

she said.

"I

want

my

daughters to leave this.

Both the statements

of the

They must go

to school.

government and the public indicate

educational institutions have vital roles to
perform.

that

However, various opinions

exist regarding the precise roles that such
institutions shoidd play.

Government

reports express concern for national development
vis-a-vis education, whereas
the public frequentlj'^ desires personal
enhancement.

A comprehensive

study of all of Kenya's educational institutions
to determine

their various roles v/ould be a

Hence

monumental task beyond

this \vriter will focus her attention and analysis
upon higher education.

Focusing upon higher education per se

example:
(2)

the scope of one work.

(1)

What

What should the

still

raises several major questions, for

societal forces help to shape the role(s) of higher education?

relation be between the nation's need for development and

higher education s academic endeavors? In examining these questions, a purely

conceptual discourse concerning

Such
is,

A

is not the

tlie

purpose of this study.

role of higher education could be undertaken.

A

conceptual dissertation of higher education

at best, a luxury that could be afforded v/heii writing about developed countries.

higher education dissertation focusing upon a developing country, such as Kenya,

necessitates a study of both an analytieal and practical nature.

This view was expressed

young Kamba woman.

to this

writer during a discussion with the

6

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study will explore the relationship between higher education institutions and

Kenyan social development.

The basic hypothesis

is that in

order for

higher education to contribute to social development,^ continuity must exist

among
the

the philosophies, policies and practices of the national governments and

academic commimity.

With such continuity the educational system will

contribute to societal progress in an optimal manner.

This study will attempt to

test this hypothesis by collecting and analyzing data which

questions.

may answer

five sub-

They are:
1.

to determine the various philosophical ideals concerning a

Kenyan higher educational philosophy;
2.

to

view policy statements concerning the implementation

of the philosophical ideals;

3.

to observe

examples

of actual

higher education practices

at specific institutions;

^Although other major societal forces affect the educational system's
relation to national development, an indepth discussion of these diverse factors
For a detailed discussion of historical and
is beyond the realm of this study.
sociological forces which influence education see, John Anderson, The Struggle
for the School, London (Longman), 1970. The monumental anthropological work
The Human Fact or in Changing Africa by Melville J. Herskovits, New York
inter(Knopf), 1967 addressed how the human element affected the schools. The
is
relationship of economic and political forces with the educational system
East
analyzed in Guy Hunter's Edication for a Developing Region: A Study in
(editor)
Coleman
James
Africa, London (George Allen and Unwin Ltd.), 1970, and
Press,
Political Development, Princeton, New Jersey (Princeton

Education and
1965.

7
4.

examine the opinions

to

of higher education persons regarding

philosophies, policies and programs wliich affect the academic

community.
5.

to discuss and analyze the roles that higher education plays
in relation to the

larger society.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research procedure was divided

was a review and analysis

of the literature

independence, until spring 1974.

government publications,

into

two major sections.

from 1963, the year

An analysis

of

was undertaken.

that is, books, journals, periodicals and

Moreover, secondary sources,

newspaper

primary and secondary sources

questions considered were:

(2)

Kenya's

primary sources such as

articles, which expressed

diverse views focusing on higher education also, were examined.

higher education?

first

political party statements, college calendars, course

syllabi and student handbooks

cally analyzing both

of

The

(1)

Is there

When systemati-

of material, the central

an implicit or explicit philosophy for

Are higher educational

policies and

programs also

discussed?

The second section
faculty

members and

of the

research included interviews with administrators,

students at the University of Nairobi, Kenyatta University

College and Kenya Science Teachers College.

The primary purpose

of these

interviews was to determine how various philosophies, policies and practices for

8

education were perceived by persons involved
on a daily basis in the academic

community.

To understand

the views and interpretations of the
higher education

community, open-end interview questions were
constructed.

framework was established

A

conceptual

for the interview questions (listed in
Appendix One).

Questions centered around the three factors of
philosophy, policy and program.

For example, questions one and

five

addressed the concepts

of philosophies,

whereas questions six and nine focused on educational policies
and programs
respectively.

These questions were

initially evaluated

by faculty advisors, pre-

tested with African students in Massachusetts and
Washington, D. C.

revised before administering them

a total approximate population of 5, 000

fifty

persons were interviewed from

from three higher education

Deans and assistant principles, among others, were questioned
Faculty

and finally,

m Kenya.

Dui ing August and September 1973,

spokesmen.

,

members from

institutions.

as administrative

the histoi’y, geography, geologj'’, literature,

math, industrial education, educational research, music, political science and

chemistry departments were interviewed.

were interviewed from seven major
Arts,

First, second and third year students

faculties.

The faculties were: Architecture,

Commerce, Education, Engineering, Law and

statistical

Science.

computations such as percentages will be used

in

Appropriate

analyzing the data.

9

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study focused on contemporary higher education

in

Kenya with major

emphasis on the University

of Nairobi,

Science Teachers College.

This study was primarily concerned with the present

Kenyatta University College and Kenya

functions of higher education in relation to the needs of the society since

independence.

The historical role

of higher education as well as secondai'y

and/or primary education were mentioned for the sake of clarifying the main
subjeet matter.

The willingness

was another factor

to

of

bear

respondents to answer this researcher's questions
in

mind.

Most respondents readily answered

the

various questions, however, there were some instances of slight reluctance.
In

some cases,

the respondents provided "formal" or "official" replies during

an appointed interview, whereas they had conversed quite freely
conversations.

Many respondents wished

to

in

informal

remain anonymous and did not

want any of their remarks quoted.

The
publications

difficulty

was a

m obtaining

limitation.

recent periodieals, journals and government

Literature concerning Kenyan higher education

housed by Amcriean libraries was frequently received a year or more
publication date.

Various proposals may have been written or policies

by the time the literature was received.

after the

initiated

Recognizing this factor when examining

practices was
the relationship between philosophies and actual policies and/or
crucial.

10

Though a

totally representative

sample was not obtained, there was a

concerted attempt to interview people from different parts of the higher education

community.

No overall generalizations

made from

will be

the statistical analysis

because the sample was not representative.
Completely understanding the positions of government documents and
other reports, as well as interpreting the views of higher education interviewees

were, of themselves, a

difficult undertaking.

by the fact that the researcher

is

This attempt was also affected

an American.

Neveretheless, this investigator

attempted to present various views and interpretations as accurately as
possible.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Throughout

this study several concepts, for

example, higher education,

philosophy, policy and program, are frequently used.

Working

definitions of

these and other major concepts follows:
1.

Higher education refers to Kenya's two secondary teacher
training institutions and to

tlie

University.

These

institutions

are Kenyatta University College, Kenya Science Teachers
College and the University of Nairobi.

in
^^This definition of higher education is closely related to that stated
University
the
as
"The Education Act of 1968. " This act defined higher education
College became part of
of Nairobi or a constituent college and in 1970 Kanyatta
Science Teachers
the University. There are discussions for maldng Kenya

College a constituent institution. All these institutes require a
four years of secondary school in order to matriculate.

minimum

of

D

2.

A

philosophy of education

is defined

as the basic of fimdamental

principles which provide the foundation for educational
institutions.

Moreover, they are those ideals or values which

help provide the educational institutions with a sense of
direction.
t

3.

A

philosophy of higher education is simply the general educational

i

ideals as they specifically pertain to secondary teacher training
institutions and the university.

4.

A

policy is the procedure or method designed for

tion of a specific course of action.

There

tlie

implementa-

is usually an

under-

lying philosophical premise.
|i

5.

I

A

practice or

program

is that

which actually observable

m

an

institution.
I

I

6.

Kenyan development refers
in various

society's

'

evolvement or gTOwth

to the coimtry's

dimensions, some of which include

manpower needs, improving

fulfilling the

the living conditions of

the populace, eliminating the influence of neocolonialism, and

'

promoting indigenous institutions and values.

i

II

7.

!

An administrator

is a fulltime

employee

education institutions who is in charge of

at

one of Kenya's higher

managmg

or executing

I

;

the

major functions

of a division witliin the institution.

University of Nairobi, this person liolds

tlic

At the

rank of a faculty

12

dean or higher;

at

Kenya Science Teachers College
and

Kcnyatta University, this individual

is

a department ehairman

or above.

^

faculty mcmlier is a person

who

is

engaged

time

in full

teaching at one of Kenya's higher education
institutions.

person holds the rank

of

This

an assistant lecturer, lecturer, senior

lecturer, reader or Professor.
9.

A

student i s one

Kenya

who

is

engaged

in fulltime study at

one of

s higher education institutions and is in
pursuit of an

academic degree or a diploma

in education.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Less than a year after Kenya's independence, the government formed
an
Educational Commission to survey the educational system and to advise the

government concerning policies and priorities.
publislied its report entitled, Tlie

In

1964-65 this Commission

Kenyan Education Commission Report

.

This

report focused primarily upon recommendations for public education and teacher
training.

staff,

^

^

Some general

were applicable
Seven years

educational study.

policy suggestions, for example, Africanization of the

to higher education.

latei*

the national government authorized another major

This commission, composed of university personnel, public

faRenya Government,

I1)C

Kenya Education Commission Report.

13
officials,

and political leaders, reviewed Kenya's educational progress

development, viewed specific policies and practices
education, and

recommended philosophies and

to the 1964-65 report, Tlie Report of the

in general public

and teacher

policies for education.

Commission

in

Similar

of Inquiry also contained

philosophical ideals which were applicable to the entire educational realm, for

example) preserving the indigenous culture.

The Kericho Conference

of 1966

organized by

tlie

Kenyan government and

the University College, Nairobi (now the University of Nairobi) examined the
interrelation of education,

employment and rural development.

Several of the

conference panels specifically focused upon higher education's role

developmental concerns.

The Ministry
of Nairobi

in

these

13

of Education

Calendars (1970

statements and programs.

Annual Reports (1963 to 1973) and the University

to 1974)

were helpful

m

assessing educational policy

The periodicals, East Africa Journal, Africa Digest

,

African Report, Kenya Journal of Adult Education and the Comparative Education

Review contained numerous articles focusing on Kenyan education.

The Daily

^^This commission was chaired by D. N. Ndegwa and was composed of
other government officials and miiversity persoimel. It is often referred to as the
Ndegwa Report. Kenya Government, The Rc)3 ort of tiio Commission of Inquiiy.

^^The proceedings and reports of this conference was wi'itten in James
Nairobi
Sheffield (editor) Education, Employment and Rural Development
,

(East

Africa Publishing House), 1967.

1
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Nation and the East African Standard, Kenya's major newspapers, provided a

contemporary view of educational issues.

Much
official

to

of the material specifically

government documents.

James

Kenyan education.

addressing education

is

contamed

in

There arc, however, several books which pertain

Sheffield's work. Education in Kenya:

An

Historical

Study, provided a historical assessment of policies wliich influenced the entire

realm

Another of his monographs. Education

of education.

in the

Kenya, was a descriptive overview of the educational system.

Republic

Emest

of

Stabler's

succinct work. Education Science Ulmru: The Schools of Kenya took account of
3

post-independent Kenyan schools as they attempted to alter the colonial design.

The process

In

The Africanizati on

education insofar as

James

was

of Africanizing the public school curriculum, which

influenced by historical policies and practices,
of the

it

Curriculum

affected

in

was

the concern of George Urch.

Kenya Urch briefly addressed

primary and secondary education.

Sheffield, Education in Kenya;

G

liigher

17

An Historical Study New York
,

(Teachers College Press), 1973.

James
(U.

S.

C.
Sheffield, Education in the Repuidic of Kenya, Washington, D.

Government Printing

Office), 1971.

^^’Erncst Stabler, Education Since Ulmru: The Schools of Kenya
Coimecticut (tVesleyan University Press), 1969.

,

Middletown,

Kenya Ann
'^George Urcli, Tlie Afric anization of tlie Curriculum in
Dissertation Smucs,
Michigan (Mallory Lithoprinting, Inc. Comparative Education
^

,

,

No.

2),

1968.

Ail)Oi,
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Several doctoral dissertations provided a very general background for
this study.

James

Sheffield's dissertation attempted to trace the changing

priorities identified in statements of general educational policy

1963, that is, the decade prior to mdependence.
that the educational policy of this period

policy which assigned

more

was

from 1949

to

His basic premise asserted

reflective of over-all colonial

responsibility to Kenyans.

Stafford Kay's thesis

focused upon general historical factors, for example, the role of Christian
missions, as they influenced education

in

Western Kenya from 1902

irntH

1965 .^®

A

master's thesis, "Issues of University Development

in

East Africa,"

written by Svein-Erik Rastad of the liiiversity of Nairobi was considerably

relevant to this study.

His thesis traced the major developmental concerns of

East African Universities from the colonial era

Two

policy issues, namely credentials and

focal points.

to the

contemporary period.

manpower development, were

He viewed credentials as a balance between

standards versus adaptation.

Manpower, on

his

the question of

the other hand,

was related

to the

Progress in African Education in
Kenya: 1949-1963." Unpublished dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia

^^James

Sheffield, "Policies and

University, 1964.
^^Stafford Kay, "The Friend's Africa Mission and The Development of
Education in Western Kenya, 1902-1965,"^ Unpublished doctoral dissertation.

University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1973.

D
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number

of university students, to

methods

of elite

recruitment and to the

vocational and moral content of student education.

Rastad also discussed

tlie

British’s positive contributions to contemporary East African Universities.^^

Murray
tion,

I.

Fishel of the University of Denver wrote his doctoral disserta-

"The African University and Social-Political Development," which sought

to analyze efforts undertal^en to develop an appropriate educational philosophy

and curricula at the Nigerian universities of Legon and Ibadan.

Although the

study specifically addressed two West African universities, his methodology and

conclusions were applicable to the writer's research

in this

document.

Fishel

analyzed the views of individuals toward the philosophy and administrative policies
of the universities.

distinct views.

Two

groups, the restrictionist and the expansionist, had

The former adopted the

belief that scholarship is the

primary

function of the university, whereas the latter believed the primary function is
to serve as a contributor to modernization.

21

The dissertation which had most relevance

to this study

was "An Examination

of the Functions of the University of East Africa in Relation to the

People,

'

by Abukuse Mbirika of

New York

University.

Needs

of the

This study stated that

exdent
two main problems were: the need to propose criteria for judging the

2^Sev in-Erik Rastad, "Issues of University Development
Unpublished Master's thesis. University of Nairobi, 1972.

in

to

East Africa,

^^Murray I. Fishel, "The African University and Social-Political
of Colorado, 1969.
Development." Unpublished doctoral dissertation. University
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which the University

of

East Africa was meeting the needs of the society; and
to

^pply these criteria to the functioning of the University in order to
determine to

what extent

it

was serving

the economic, political and social needs of East Africa.

Mbirika hypothesized the possibility
effectiveness of the criteria.

of developing guidelines for assessing the

He concluded

that the University of East Africa

not geared to the needs of developing nations since
functional because

it

was

still

it

was

was more ornamental than

too dependent upon the British model.

SUMMAJIY AND OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
The issue
the

of social

Kenyan people.

development

Contributions of

is the

most challenging problem confronting

all societal institutions

the massive endeavor of disecting social development.

are necessary for

According

to the

Kenyan

national government and the people, higher education institutions, in particular,

are vital instruments for the country's progress.

It is

the

Kenyan perception

that education institutions can address multiple and diverse facets of the nation's

needs which range from technological advancements,

ments

to skilled

manpower require-

to the overall amelioration of living conditions.

The government and national leaders envisage short and long-range
contributions of education, while the wananchi are often preoccupied with immediate

^^Abukuse Mbirika, "An Examination of the Functions of the University
East Africa in Relation to the Needs of the People, " Unpublished doctoral
dissertation.

New York

University, 1970.

of
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The specific problem

results.

of this study is to understand the purpose of

higher education in relation to the needs of the Kenyan society.

It is

hypothesized

that there must be philosophies, policies and programs that provide educational
institutions with a sense of direction.

When

these three factors are in accord,

higher education institutions will contribute to general social development

in the

most optimal marmer.
Chapter

Two

will provide an extensive

review of primary and secondary

sources which discuss the philosophical foundations for higher education.

Con-

siderable emphasis will be placed upon the positions of the government and
national leaders.

which affect the

It

is these

people who ultimately maim the crucial decisions

total operational

process

of the higher education

Chapter Three will present an overview

community.

of education policies and practices

as observed at the University of Nairobi, Kenyatta University College and Kenya
Science Teachers College.

sources will be discussed

Statements of higher education persons and primary
in relation to the daily operations at the three institutions.

Chapter Four will analyze the views and interpretations of persons involved
in the higher education

community regarding philosophies,

policies and

programs

at their institutions.

Chapter Five will examine reasons for the disparities
the national government and the higher education community.
will

compare the positions put

in outlook

between

That examination

forth primarily in government documents with the

interpretations of such views by higher education interviewees.

19

Chapter Six will discuss the unique roles or functions
in relation to

Kenyan social development.

which the academic community can

It

will seek to portray the

manner

vitally assist the society in the transition

and search for social progress and will contain a series

based on this study.

of higher education

of

recommendations

in

CHAPTER TWO

GENERAL PinLOSOPHIES FOR KENYAN
HIGHER EDUCATION

MAJOR AFRICAN EDUCATION CONFERENCES
At the dawii of contemporary African independence a series

were conducted which addressed themselves
developing society.

ment

In.

May

of Education in Africa

of conferences

to the issue of education in a

19G1, the Conference of African States on the Develop-

was convened

at

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

This

Conference, composed primarily of African leaders and major education officials

from independent nations, sought

to provide guidelines for the

new nations'

positions regarding the development of educational institutions.

These general

guidelines were also to be applicable for those colonies which v/ere not yet

independent but which were interested and had sent delegates.

example.
vital

need

The Conference
of the time.

identified education as Africa's

Kenya was an

most urgent and

^

^ David B. Abemethy, The Political Dilemma of Popular Education:
An
African Case, Stanford, California (Stanford University Press), 1969, p. 4.
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The purpose
and to help

A

of the Conference

was

to

determine priority educational needs

promote economic and social development

focal point of the conference

was

the estabHshment of short-term and
then

long-range plans for educational development.
that had been decided upon for

in Africa through education.

These plans embodied the priorities

economic growth

of certain regions. ^

The priority

educational plans, established by the Conference, recognized
the particular

concerns of the individual nations, yet maintained that some
educational develop-

ment concerns faced

all of

Africa, for example, eradicating illiteracy.

general overall plans were devised that

all

Thus,

countries might use as guidelines.

According to some critics, the notion of establishing guidelines and
planning for educational development was more important than the actual plans.

The plans always emphasized

the link between educational planning and the

planning for overall development.
the

most

effective

means for

Any planning had,

altering current European educational systems to

specific requirements of the various countries. ^

honors degree in European literature

had

little, if

of necessity, to consider

(a

Graduating with an academic

practice of the British educational system)

any, relevance to an African nation.

Such a degree did not prepare

the African graduate with instructional skills designed to assist the indigenous

2

James

Education in Kenya; An Historical Study pp. 68-69;
David Scanlon (Editor), Traditions of African Education, New York (Teachers
College Press), 1964, p. 1.
^Ibid.

Slieffield,

,
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people

m

obtaining the level of literacy they ardently
desired and vitally needed.

In 1963 another

education officials

major education conference

was convened

government and

Tananarive, Malagasy. Wliile the Addis

in

Ababa Conference concerned itseK

of African

general issues of educational planning

witli tlie

and national development, the Tananarive Conference identified
several roles for
higher education.

The Conference suggested

that these roles in

terms

of

economic

social and cultural development of Africa should be:
1.

to maintain adherence and loyalty to

2.

to ensure the unification of Africa;

3.

encourage elucidation of and apprection for Africim
culture and heritage and to dispel misconceptions of
Africa, through research and teaching of African

world academic standards;

to

studies;

4.

to develop completely the

human resources

for meeting

manpower needs;

The

5.

to train the "whole

6.

to evolve over the

man"

for nation building;

years a truly African pattern of
higher learning dedicated to Africa and its people yet
promoting a bond of Idnship to the larger society. ^

declaratio}! of these points highlighted the delegates' belief

tliat

education had specific roles to play in their nation's development.
point identified by the participants implied

tliat

higher

The

first

universities had a definite

Babs Fafunwa, A History of Nigerian Higher Education, Lagos
(MacMillan and Company), 1971, pp. 276-277.
"^A.
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responsibUity to adhere to particular academic standards,
while the fourth point
suggested that higher education must develop human
resources for national

manpower needs and

the sixth point

aUuded

to the

problem

of eradicating neo-

colonialism.

The focal pohats
posed

in

Chapter One.

of these conferences are similar to the two

They were:

role(s) of higher education?

and

(2)

(1)

main questions

Wliat societal forces help to shape the

What should

the relation be between the

national development needs and higher education's academic
endeavors?

number one,

Question

for example, might suggest that the British system, discussed
at

length at the Addis Ababa Conference,

role of Kenyan education.

On

was

a

major societal force

that shaped the

the other hand, question two implies that educational

philosophies or policies might address the relation between government needs and

the roles of higher education.

Thus

tliese

major conferences provided an

forum for those crucial questions awaiting each African nation

initial

at the beginning of

independence.

An

analysis of the philosophies of Kenyan higher education will show that

this country also is

concerned with the focal points and questions raised by these

two major conferences.

Kenyan national leaders, education

officials

and scholars

had their own views concerning philosophical questions which pertained
education.

to higher

Their subsequent statements and writings, whether based upon implicit

or explicit ideals,
educational issues.

all

expressed concern with

tlie

relation of societal forces to

Government reports, presidential

initiatives, legislative

24

actions and political party statements have also
dealt with the need to relate

higher edueation to national development issues.
In various

documents and

the expressions of prominent Kenyans,
certain

recurrent themes have emerged: African Socialism, Africanization,
national

development and eliminating neocolonialism.
their individual definition, they also overlap.

While these four themes each have

For example, a genuine philosophy

of Africanization advocates the eradication of neocolonialism.
definitely argued that neoeolonialism has

And

it

may be

impeded national development.

AFRICAN SOCIAUSM
At the eore

of

any society is a basic philosophical premise from which

institutions and activities should evolve.

In order to

move a nation forward,

institutions should continually reflect this basic philosophy.

Kenyan national government, African Socialism has been

this position,

it

the

to the

their ideal in Kenya,

and, therefore, should be the basis for national development.

government took

According

all

Because

tlie

assigned the Ministry of Economic Planning

and Development the responsibility of developing a paper which would define
principles of African Socialism.

In 1965, the Ministry published its often-quoted

and much-debated paper, African Soeialism and

Kenya

.

Its

Application to Planning in

This paper, frequently referred to as Sessional Paper Number Ten

,

attempted to diseuss in detail both the tlieory of democratie African Socialism and
its

relevance for planning in Kenya. ^

^Republic of Kenya, African Socialism and Its Application to Planning
Kenya, Nairobi (Government Printing Office), 1965, pp. vi, vii.

in
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In the introduction to this

document as well as

in other waitings,

Kenyatta, the President of Kenya, voiced the argument

on the basis of democratic African Socialism,

and Eastern comimmism.

it

tliat

Jomo

as Kenya developed

would reject Western capitalism

Instead the Kenyan people must look to themselves

and their deep-rooted African tradition for answers to their problems.

Kenyatta

emphatically stated:

We must

settle down to the job of building the Kenyan
To do this we need political stabilitj'^ and an
atmosphere of confidence and faith at home. We
cannot establish these if we continue with debates
on theories and doubts about the aims of our
society. Let this paper be used from now as the

nation.

unifying voice of our people and let us all settle
down to build our nation. Let all the people of

our country roll up their sleeves in a spirit of selfhelp to create the true fruits of Uliuru. This is what

we mean by llarambee

^
.

While Kenyatta ’s introductory remarks served as a rallying

main featunes

Ten

.

of African Socialism

The primary characteristics
1.

political

Paper N umber

of African Socialism included:

democracy

2.

mutual social responsibility
various forms of o^\^lership
a range of controls to ensure tliat property is used
the mutual interests of society and its members
diffusion of ownership to avoid concentration of

5.

economic power

,

in Sessional

3.

4.

%bid.

were explained

point, the

p. viii.

in
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progressive taxes to ensure an equitable distribution
of wealth and income.

6.

Political

democracy and mutual

social responsibility, derived

from

traditional

African society, should form the nucleus for the other four
points.

While African Socialism
ideal.

Tom

is a social philosophy, it is also an

Mboya, the Minister

architect of this paper,

Mboya maintained

was

that the

of

Economic Planning and Development and

quite concerned with its

the

economic implications.

Kenyan economy should be based upon egalitarian

principles advocated by African Socialism.

Once these egalitarian principles had

been firmly established, the economic concerns
important.

economic

of national

development become

Kenya’s economic growth should provide welfare and educational

services for the people.

A

economic growth.

The absence

of egalitarian principles

had hindered

class system based upon race, for example, impeded general

O

economic growth.

Thus welfare and education services had been impeded by the

racial class system that

was rejected by

the philosophy of African Socialism.

Concurrently, Mboya stated that major social provisions for the people
should help to stimulate additional economic growth.

Welfare services for the

public should enhance individual and family lifestyles thereby permitting all to

'^Ibid.

,

p.

16.

8

Tom
Socialism,”

Mboya, ’’Sessional Paper Number

10:

It is

East Africa Journal, May 1969, pp. 15-18.

African and

It

Is
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obtain benefits.

The people, as a

economic growth.

result, would

readUy strive tor their country's

Educational services would provide
necessary training and

skills for people so they could tlien
engage in occupations and positions for
the

stimulation of economic growth.

In short, the only

permanent solution

to

many

Kenyan problems rested on economic growth,^
Critics of Sessional

Some contended

paper.

P aper Number Ten

supported some basie ideals of the

that the paper represented a genuine desire
to preserve

the best that traditional soeiety had to offer
and to blend these traditions with the

better features of

Kenyan soeiety.
tliat

tlie

colonial heritage in order to use

them as

the basis for the

The opponents' primary critieisms were based upon the
view

the eeonomic growth of

Kenya was

aetually the

paramoimt concem-thereby

relegating egalitarian principles to a secondary position.

Indeed the Paper itself lent some support to the latter argument.

It

stated

that at Kenya's stage of development there is limited capital,
and the question of

trade-offs must be weighed.

nature.

new

Education's

role

Some services are more

may

of an

economic than a social

be considered less of a service to individuals

and more a service to the state through the training of sMUed domestic manpower.
Education

is

a principle means

economic opportunities for
as

much as possible
^
^

Kenya,

Ibid .

,

all

for relieving

people.

to education

In

manpower shortages and

accord with

must contribute

through self-help payment of school fees and

p. 15.

^Republic of Kenya, African Socialism and
p. 40.

this, citizens

equalizing

Its

Application to Planning in
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taxes, and through services as teachers.

These particular points were
parties,

al so

expressed by the two major political

Kenya African National Union (KANU) and Kenya People's Union (KPU).

(KPU has been banned

after its leader and

former Kenyan Vice-President,

Oginga Odinga, disagreed with Kenyatta and
national development.

)

KANU

over means for achie\dng

Both parties have argued that persons who are the

educational recipients of citizens' self-help schemes

cognizant of the resources for their training.

Eind

taxes must always be

There has been a tendency among

university graduates to compete with local Europeans in the superfluities of

The university should be a source

of lilghly skilled labor dedicated to national

progress, not a breeding ground for social snobbery.
place in the lives of public-financed graduates.

As they serve

social responsibilities will be fulfilled.

fimdamental premise

of

Social arrogance has no

Graduates must abandon their

snobbish attitudes and behaviors and work for service

development projects.

to all

through various

the public and national needs, mutual

Thus gnaduates should be supporting a

African Socialism.

Education institutions also have social responsibilities as do

gTaduates and students.

^^Ibid.

,

life.

The Kenya Education Commission Report

pp. 39-40;

James

,

tlieir

for example,

Sheffield, Education in the Republic of Kenya,

p. 20.

'^^Kenya African National Union, "Vdiat a KANU Government Offers You,"
Nairobi (Press ;md Publicity Department Kenya African National Union), 1963, p. 22;
Wananclii Declaration: Tim Programme of the Kenya Peoples' Union, London

(Goodwin Press Ltd.

)

no exact date, pp. 12-13.
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stated there is a

world.

problem

of reconciliation

and synthesis of education

modem

in the

Glaring examples were evident between individual competition and social

obligations.

Every

effort

must be taken

to blunt competition in

which have been founded upon the British system.

Kenyan schools,

That system emphasized

examination criteria as the indicator of success or failure.

Persons who pass

examinations were frequently very arrogant about their achievement.

According to

the Report, the examination system must be restructured so that whetlier students

pass or

"fail, " it is clearly

perform.

realized that all

Everyone was needed

still

have vital societal roles to

in the chain of cooperation^^

which was founded

upon principles of mutual social responsibility and democracy.
Stated succinctly, the doctrine of African Socialism rested upon the premise
that the traditional African values of mutual social responsibility and political

democracy should form

the basis for Kenya's

As economic development occurred
of

African Socialism.

it

economic growth and development.

would preserve the two fundamental ideals

Education would be a partner

in the socialization of

Kenyans

to this perspective.

AFRICANIZATION
When

a country

becomes independent, one

indigenous values permeate the

new

of its first tasks is to see that

national etlios.

Staffing

key positions with

^^Kenya Government, The Kenya Education Commission Report,

p.

231.
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indigenous personnel is a conspicuous manner of accomplishing this;
however, in

Kenya, this has been

difficult.

During Kenya's first five years as an independent

country, over seventy-five per cent of the staff at the University College,
Nairobi

and the Kenya Institute of Education were occupied by non-citizens.

That non-

citizens, regardless of their intentions, will not contribute as

citizens

to the

new country's growth and development

is an

much as

argument frequently asserted.

Non-citizens' values and ideals are not rooted in the traditional African society.

To promote an indigenous ethos and

program

of Africanization

national development,

it

was realized

that a

had to be formulated.

Kenyatta stated that the purpose of an Africanization program was to maintain an efficient and effective

machine

of

government by and for the Kenyan people.

A

breal^down in the machinery of government would send the country back instead

of

forward.

For

on color or race.
important.

this

reason Africanization cannot be an automatic program based

Talent and loyalty are requirements, but experience is equally

Kenyatta's statement suggested that he was attempting to maintain

a delicate balance on a tightrope.

He preferred

that loyal

Kenyans with experience

occupy major positions; yet loyalty per se was not the important criteria.
skilled and experienced non-citizens would not actually jeopardize a

Hence

program

of

Africanization that sought to promote the country's growth.

^"^James Sheffield, Education

in tlie

Republic of Kenya, p. 60.

^^Jomo Kenyatta, Harambee! Nairobi (Oxford University Press,
p. 3.

1964,
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Ses sional Paper Number Ten also
argued that Africanization must be
in

accord with national grovvth.

Indeed, this paper stated that

if

"africanization is

undertaken at the expense of groulli, our
reward will be a falling standard of
living.

In addition,

The Kenya Education Commission Report
argued

tliat

foreign aid should be channeled into
projects within the framework of national
plans.

If

expatriates were initially required to

funding source, every attempt must be

made

fill

key positions due

to see that their plans

to

tlie

were

in the

best interest of national development.

The Africanization process was also conceraed
and material resources were controlled by Kenyans.

Paper Number Ten,

this

witli

seeing that the natural

According

to Sessional

does not mean the mere transfer of resources but also

the deliberate spread of ownership.

A

substantial percentage of people owning

resources would mean that certain community controls and
constraints would be
in operation.

Such factors would ensure that

to all people.

In turn, the country's

Establishing Kenyans

with national growth.

in

A

tlie

resources would be beneficial

development and gTowth would be accelerated.

firm positions

in the

monetary sector

large share of the planned

is also consistent

new expansion would

be

16

Republic of Kenya, Afriean Socialism and
in

Kenya,
17

p.

18.

~~

Its Application to

Planning

Kenya Government, The Kenya Education Commission Report,

p. 19.
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controlled by Kenyans.

decisions

they have the prerequisite

if

preneurship.
l_h e

Yet Africans can only malcc
planning and expansion

Here the role of

skills for the efficient
exercise of entre-

liigher education

High-Level Manpower

R eciuiremcnts

becomes

crucial.

and Resources Plan (1904

to

1970 asserted that Africanization
is dependent upon clear
government directives

designed to guide the public and private
sectors toward national policy
priorities.

This Report pointed out

occupied by Africans.
require a

minimum

tliat

only a small percentage of top-level
positions

High-level positions, designated as
Categories

of secondary school education.

requires a university degree.
in the public

The

And

category'

A

A

were

and B,

usuaHy

first chart portrayed the lack of
Africanization

and private sectors, while the second
chart represented the racial

brealcdowTi witliin the private sphere.

From

tliese charts, it

may be observed

that in

segments of the economy

where very decisive policies and plans were formulated,
African influence was
minute.

The Manpower Report further suggested

most rapid

18

that Africanization should be

in the following professions:

1.

town and physical planners

2.

lawyers

3.

physicians and surgeons

Republic of Kenya, African Socialism and

Kenya, pp. 27-30.

Its

Application to Plnnm'ng in
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TABLE ONE
Racial Distribution in Top Level Positions^^

European

Category

Category

Asians

Africans

Total

Percentage

Total

A

3,267

50.4

1,745

26.9

1,476

22.7

B

1,890

14.7

1,229

9.6

9,696

75.7

Percentage

Total

Percentage

Republic of Kenya, High-Level Manpower Recfuirements and Resources in
Kenya 1964-1970. Nairobi: Ministry of Economic Plamiing and Development, 1965,
p. 28.
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TABLE TWO
Racial Breakdown Within the Private Sector^^

Category

A

All Oil

2.

Ten Leading
Motor Firms

Africans

Percentage

Percentage

Percentage

59.0

15.9

25.1

82.3

16.0

1.7

300 or more

50.1

18.7

31.2

Four Leading
Banks

62.2

35.9

1.9

25 Manufacturing

Firms

3.

Asians

Firms

1.

3.

European

that

Employ

^ ^Republic of

Kenya, High-Level Manpower Requirements and Resources
in Kenya, 1964-1970. Nairobi: Ministry of Economic Plaiming and Development,
1965, p. 28.
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engineers

4.

all

5.

surveyors

6.

chemists

7.

all

university teachers

10.
8.

directors, managers and worldng proprietors

9.

secondary school teachers

agronomists and other agricultural graduates

These priorities were designated as such because there were
few Kenyans educated
in these areas.

19.

1%

For example less than 1%

of directors

of the

planners were Kenyans, only

and managers were Kenyans and 26.4% of the agronomists
were

Kenyans.

The University

of Nairobi

Africanization of these positions.

was given

the responsibility to educate people for

The University was also

to continue producing

personnel for other positions that were not assigned such a high-priority but which

were necessary for the furtherance
training

of Africanization.

Secondary school and teacher

college positions also required university graduates.

the percentage of non-citizens has decreased

from 47%

In

in 1970 to

secondary schools,

41%

in 1971.

Similarly in teacher-training institutions the percentage has decreased from 50%
to

43% during 1970 and
21

Kenya

,

1971.

Higher education's output contributed

to this

.

Republic of Kenya, High-l/evel Manpower Requirements and Resources in
Nairobi (Ministry of Economic, Planning and Development), 1965, p. 28.
22

Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Education Annual Report (1971)

(Government Printing

Office), 1972, p. 10.

,

Nairobi,
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decrease

in expatriate staff.

At the University
been rather successful.

Kenyans, while seven

of Nairobi, Africanization of administrative
positions

The vice-chancellor, registrar and planning

of the ten

has

officer are

deans are Kenyans and over twenty Kenyans

professors are department chairmen. 23 An argument frequently voiced
has been
that the remaining top administrative positions are not chaired
by Kenyans because

persons with particular academic criteria are not available.

In

response to this

argument, Arthur Porter, a Sierra Leonean and former principal

of the University,

asserted that there is a need to maintain academic standards; however, there is

an urgent necessity for change, adaptation and acclimation.

Impeding Africaniza-

tion on the basis of Western academic criteria is an invalid practice.

Concurrent with Africanization of positions
this

same practice permeates

in a

manner

,

necessity to see that

Teac hin g must be presented

that appeals and persuades all Africans to strive for what is useful

to their country.

Tradition

the entire curricula.

is the

2^^

In his

renowned work, African Universities and Western

Eric Ashby argued that the overwhelming impact of English higher

education was most observable in African educational structure, curriculi and
standards.

23

The structure of higher education

Kenya Government, Kenya: An

in

Official

former British colonies was

Handbook

,

p. 158.

2'^Richard Greenough, African Prospect, Paris (UNESCO), 1966, p. 56.
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derived from that of the Itoiversity of
Loudon.

Courses taught from

die English

perspective prevented the African
amiversily from adequately addressmg

its

own

problems. 25 Both Ashby and Porter
were arguing essentially that Africanization

must be a

total

process within

University.

tlie

cord with English universities had

of

universities helped to create an elite class

tlie

umbilical

African universities focused upon the

social consequences of a university
education.

African elites and

this, the

to be severed.

Ashby's other basic criticism

held by exiDatriates.

To accomplish

The Western influence

who now occupy

in the

positions formerly

Higher education has widened the chasm
between these

masses.

for the African intellectual to

Since the

convmce

chasm

the

exits, it

masses

becomes

quite difficult

that his ideas and plans

concerning Africanization were designed to foster the
masses' interest.

Thus

the ideal of Africanization has both a literal and
a figurative

significance.

The

literal sense involves "Africanization" of positions
witliin higher

education and the larger society.

Kenyans

in

such positions will promote

traditional African values and thus strive for the country's development.

The

Eric Ashby, African Universities and Western Tradition Cambridge,
(Harvard University Press), 1964, Chapter 2. Although this work was
,

Mass.

written specifically about West Africa, its profound conclusions are applicable to
all former British colonies.
^

^Ibid.

,

pp. 99-103.
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fip,ratlve sense refers to the
process whereby the university and
other societal

mstitutions

move from

a mimicry

-.of

the British institutions to
a posture of

responsiveness to the needs, problems
and conventions of

its

own economic,

social a3id cultural milieu.

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
UndoubtecUy, the issue of national
development forms the crux of aU

Kenyan’s major problems.
national development.

The

ability to attain other goals is
dependent

Technological improvements, manpower
skiUs, housing-

conditions, health care and educational

development,

mile

all

programs are

all

indices of national

these major factors are indices of national
development.

Development Plan has designated certain priorities.

producmg a
support a

sufficient

liigh

upon

number

of people with the

required

These included

skills and

knowledge to

rate of economic gTOvth for a productive
society and fostering those

cultural values which enrich people's lives and
unify the society. ^7

Economic

consideration s\^m’e the basis for the former
priority, whereas social or cultoal

values rest at the heart of the latter one.

Pi educing sufficient numbers of people to perform

in

tlie

rural and urban

sectors, in high-level, midcUe-level and low-level spheres
and in

private sectors are several dimensions of

manpower needs.

tl\e

public and

That education has a

27

Republic of Kenya, PI .aiming for Progress: Our Second Development P lan,
Nairobi (Government Printing Office), 19G9, p. 23.
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role to play in these

was seen by

the convening of the Kericho conference in

The Kericho Conference, sponsored by

1966.

the University College, Nairobi and the

national government argued that the success of national development was dependent

upon the interrelation

of all education,

employment and rural development.

over 90% of the populace reside in rural areas and agricultural production
chief source of national revenue, development in this area is crucial.
of

employment, particularly

also

demands

attention.

in

Many people migrating

tliey

contribute.

technical sldlls were available,

to urban settings do not possess

limited vocational opportunities

tlie

However,

if

trend would be reversed.

The Kericho Conference based some

released Second Development Plan

must become an integral part
merely a producer

.

witli

needed

of its conclusions on the just-

According to this plan, higher education

of a national rural

of high-level

more

certain agricultural and

Education is that pivotal institution which provides persons
skills.

The problem

In both rural and urban cases, these people might expend

national revenue than

is the

urban settings where migration has been increasing,

technical skills or even adequate formal training.

are available.

Since

manpower.

hesive national educational system in which

development program and not

The challenge
all

is to

develop a co-

parts of the structure

fit into

an

overall strategy^^ of rural and urban development.

2®James
ment

,

Sheffield (Editor), Education,

Employment, and Rural Develop-

p. V.

^^Simeon Ominde, "The Structure

Problems,"

in

Development,

James
p. 296.

of Education in

Sheffield (Editor), Education,

Kenya and Some Planning

Employment, and Rural
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In

regard to manpower needs and educational planning,
The High Level

Manpower Requi rement and Resources
assume

that all high-level

in

Kenya argued

that

it

is

a mistake to

manpower needs are equally important.

is an erroneous belief that the need for
highly
educated and trained manpower is ’limitless’ and
It

that little attention needs to be paid to the
measurement of demand in the various high level manpower

occupations nor in planning
of higher leaming/trainuig.

much

of everything that

tlie

inputs to institutions

country needs so
you can’t possibly go wrongTlie

no matter how big your outputs are.^^
This Report envisioned that by 1970, for example, there might
be an adequate

number

of university graduates.

However, a shortage

of over 1,300 doctors,

engineers, geologists and graduate science teachers would exist,
while there

would be an oversupply
degrees.

31

of

approximately

1,

200 persons in non- specialized

Specialized degTees are needed for high and middle-level teclmical

exiDcrtise.

Teacher supply for certain disciplines

is

another example.

There

is a

serious shortage of qualified and exiDcrienced teachers at various levels, despite

new and varied courses

at the University of Nairobi,

Kenya Science Teachers

College, Kenyatta University College and Egerton College (an agricultural school).

Many new courses have been introduced
30

in the curricula of agriculture,

commercial

Republic of Kenya, High Level Manpower Requirements and Resources
in Kenya, 1964-1970, p. 5.
^^Ibid.

,

p.

14.
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and mdustrial arts.

needs

Nevertheless, these are

and the question of locating people

still

inadequate for development

to instruct these

courses remains.

Several additional national plans have attempted
to define how education

should relate to national development.
stated that educational development

The Report

of the

may be viewed as

Commission

of Inquiry^

a conceii:ed and coordinated

effort in the appraisal of Kenya's needs and the
formulation of strategies and

constant evaluation of action programs. ^3
its

The University

of Nairobi

function in meeting economic and social requirements
for

for national development.

study and learning.

The

It

must recognize

manpower

essential

The University must be a practical center for

effective

cannot afford luxurious accommodations or exotic subjects.

utilization of university

facilities

vacation periods is mandatory.

each day over a lengthy academic year and

Some mimpower requirements must

lie

met

outside

the University setting, therefore the need for extention services^^
during vacation

periods.

economic terms, education was seen as an investment

In

human resources; educational planning was seen

m^power
32
^

and economic planning.

Kenya Government,

^Rjid

34

.

Tom

,

p.

3

Tlic

in the nation's

as an integral aspect of national

Education planners were asked to place primary

Report of the Commission

of Inquiry.

63.

Mboya, A Development Strategy for Africa;
Nairobi (Government Printing Office), 1967, pp. 24-25.

Problems and Proposals.
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emphasis on raising the productivity
simple expansion. 35 That

is,

of educational

resources rather than on

education is both a social and an economic tool for

national development.

National development is contingent upon national unity.

National unity is

frequently written about in terms of race and class antagonisms,
as witnessed in

Sessional Paper

Number Ten

.

Moreover, the Kenya Education Commission Report

stated that a function of education is to promote national unity and
education policy

should be consciously directed toward training

in national unity.

The psychological

basis of nationliood can be fostered through the promotion of particular ethnic or
cultural values.

Only those cultural values which emphasized mutual cooperation

across racial and tribal boundaries were to be encouraged.
designed as a conscious attempt to change attitudes but
the

human

personality'^^ based on a particular milieu.

considered to be an end in
all

itself; its

end was a better

still

Education was to be
foster respeet for

Education was never
life

and fuller service for

through national unity.

According
as a united nation.

to Kenyatta, all

The importance

assistance was stressed.

James

of self-help,

Sheffield, Education,

Kenya Government,

Jomo

Kenyatta,

of

Kenya must be brought together
good-neighborliness and communal

Kenyans must work together as a united team

36

37

communities

Tlie

Employment and Rural Development,

Kenya Education Commission Report,

Harambee

for

p. 8.

p. 21, 93.

pp. 22-25.
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national development.

In short, integTatioa of the
different

races and cultures

will lead to unity.

Economic factors are concemed with modernization

m a technical

sense.

Kenya society

Modernization through manpower sldlls and
training and

subsequent productivity
national unity derived

of tlie

is

one major dimension of national development.

from a sound social/cultural or psychological base,
was

perceived as necessary to help sustain coordinated
efforts toward the
dimension.

ment.

Genuine

Hence national unity was a

Education was to be

first

second major aspect of national develop-

the "key which unlocks the door” to modernization

and helped integrate various groups into a cohesive
body.

ELIMINATING NEOCOLONIALISM
Perhaps the term neocolonialism
philosophical ideals to define.

The tendency

and political implication exists, yet
education.
that

it

is the

it

is not

most

difficult of the four

to discuss

and analyze

as easy to discern

its

economic

its effects

on

Neocolonialism, on the one hand, refers to the many adverse effects

were founded

in

colonialism and are

still

present today.

On

the other hand,

refers to major Western powers, wliich never had colonies, yet exert con-

siderable influence on the current affairs of a developing country.

Cplonizers transported their major institutions and values to the colonies.

Many

Africans’ acceptance of these institutions as ’’superior”^ to their own was a

most detrimental

effect of this practice.

Observers of African education have

44

been critical
(1)

of the transportation of

European systems onto African

the system has tended to alienate the educated minority

culture and values and

economic needs

of a

from

soil

because:

their traditional

the academic curriculmn had been irrelevant to the

(2)

predominately agrarian society.

That

is,

two primarj^

functions of the educational system, the socialization and the acquisition of
applicable sldils and knowledge, had been altered radically so that these major

purposes no longer served the interests

The flaws, cited by

of the African.

the observers, did not permit

contemporary and future national development concerns.

was

observ'able in the area of educational planning.

educational planning erred as

were the basic factors

were not related

to

in

it

assumed

tlie

African to analyze

One example

of this

Dui’ing the colonial period,

that finance and competitive opportunities

viewing the college system.

The structure and curricula,

immediate nor long-term manpower needs.

The system

of colonialism and neocolonialism implanted very negative effects in relation to

planning and the development of higher education.

Neocolonialism also led to the elimination of traditional cultural values
wliich provided the foundation for African Socialism.

qo

James

Slieffield,

Consequently, the absence

Education in Kenya: An Historical Study

,

p. 98.

^^Simeon Ominde, ’’The Structure of Education in Kenya and Some Planning
Problems,” in James Sheffield (Editor) Education, Employment, and Rural
Development, pp. 288-290.
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of Africanization

To

and the impediment

of national

development became evident.

alleviate or to prevent the realization of
African Socialism. Africanization

and national development had been tantamount

Kenyan society.

A

to erradicating die

essence of the

general consensus has existed among Kenyans
regarding these

very adverse effects of neocolonialism.
imprint on higher education, as

it

Neocolonialism has

did witli other institutions.

left its

negative

Different views

concerning the extent of these negative consequences and the
best means of
addressing these problems exist.

The president

of

Kenya now serves as the chancellor for the University

Nairobi in order to portray the important
national government which

linls.

betiveen the University and the

was not a practice under colonialism. Wilde

tliis

particular design has been rarely questioned, advocates of university academic

freedom would discourage additional direct
freedom have been rather nebulous.

linlvs.

Conceptions of academic

Kenyatta has stated that the principle of

academic freedom should be observed while he has also raised two
questions:

(1)

"Is there any danger in the University of aloofness

problems and realities
flexibility in the

of the

motives and

light of East Africa’s

surrounding society and
initial

(2) Is

significant

from the

there enough

standards for seizing opportunities in

pressures and needs

As

tlie

a partial response to his

"^^Jomo Kenyatta, Suffering Witliout Bitterness, Nairobi (East African
Publishing House), 19G8, p. 271.

of
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own questions, Kenyatta
University were

uo

furtlier

asserted that

it

would be wasteful

if tlie

adopt the role of spectator, and thus neglect a potentiiil

contribution of objective example and influence.

This argument suggested that

higher education must respond to the realities of the surrounding society
and/or

government and must remain an objective example and influence.
contention

may be viewed as

suggesting dual and sometimes conflicting functions.

In liis capacity as a national leader,

contentions.
activities

He contended

were an example

coordinate their endeavors.

that the

Mboya has

Kericho Conferences and other similar

of the universitjd^s

The

also addressed tliese

and the government's attempt to

activities of the university, in this and other

cases, were to be oriented toward national development.

Mboya realized
in this area,

that he

of

Broad benefits could be accrued

Some education administrators’ and
liave frequently

Closer collaboration

research imdertalcen or the status
to all, if solutions to develop-

ment problems were forthcoming,'^^ through cooperative

freedom

In taldng this position,

was treading on dangerous ground.

would not impair the quality

of the university.

Such a

faculty’s'

focused upon the issues

efforts.

perception of academic

of standards, curricular

innovations and other higher education alternations and have declared them within
the

domain of academic autonomy.

Because education should be an integral

"^^Tom Mboya, "Priorities in Planning," in James Sheffield (Editor)
Education, Employment, and Rural Development, pp. xxi, xxii.
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aspect of national development and the university has been funded by

government, some people have argued that certain degree

has been automatically

tlie

of university

national

autonomy

Although a degree of autonomy has been lost,

lost.

it

has

been argued that higher education should maintain certain standards, design
curricula changes and engage in specific research projects.
of

two eminent African scholars and Kenyatta

will

Perhaps the views

shed some light on these issues.

Professors Ali Mazrui and Yash Tandon, two eminent Kenyan scholars and
authors of several major works, have maintained that there are
for an East African LMversity.

The acquisition

tw'o

major roles

of professional sldlls, that is,

a factor in manpower calculations, and a specific intellectual outlook or belief are
these two major roles.
in a similar

Tins second role for the university has been eximessed

manner by Kenyatta. Kenyatta has argued

irrespective of where

it

has been acquired.

For

tliat

Imowledge

is

knowledge,

example, students have been

sent to Western countries to obtain Imowledge, which is distinct from ideology.

Whether students have studied abroad or remained
standards comparable to universities

standards has been crucial

if

all

in

Kenya,

over the world.

Kenyan scholars are

to

all

should have met

Maintaining such

have access

to centers of

^^Ali Mazrui and Yash Tandon, "The University of East Africa as a
Political Institution, in Kennetli Prewitt (Editor), Education and Political Values;
An East African Case Study Nairobi (East African Publishing House), 1971,
,

pp. 171-176.
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specialized research and learning on an equal basis witJi scholars
from other
countries.

Wliile Mazrui,

Tan don and Kenyatta have emphasized the relation-

ship between the university and national problems,

tliej'^

have also been advocates

for establshing and maintaining international standards for

Kenyan education.

This view has also been expressed by some Western scholars.

Martin

T-ipset, of

and universities

Seymour

Princeton University, the author of numerous essays on students

in

developing areas, has maintained that tliere are equally

important dual functions for universities.

The miiversities of the miderdeveloped countries bear the
burden of being, in an age of nationalism, institutions part
of whose task it is to propogate a universal culture and to
contribute to its gro\vtli, while simultaneously cultivating
and developing the indigenous, actually or potentiadly
national culture and enhancing national

The substance

of Lipset's

some similar concerns

life.

44

argument rests on the age-old premise that there are

of a imiversity,

whether

in

a developed or underdeveloped

area, that is, mtemational standards for higher education must be upheld

if

institutions are to contribute to a global body of knowledge.

Another

scliool of thought

has argued that die question of academic freedom

and standards should always be placed within the context of Kenyan development.

43

Jomo

Kenyatta,

Harambce

!

p.

86.

^"^Seymour klartin Lipset, "University Students and Politics
developed Couiitrics, " Mincr^ Autumn, 1964, p. 16.

in

Under-
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According to Mboya, the criteria for research should not
be some United Kingdom
or United States professional publication, but rather
development problems. ^5
Similarly, the editors of the Kenya Journal of Adult
Education asserted

University cannot afford to be a

mere ivory tower as

responsibility to the wananclii

Carrying the university

.

extension courses, was a primary concern.

it

tliat

the

has a paramount
to the people, through

Extension services for the

wananchi have not been conceived as a function for preserving standards similar
to

Western countries.

Instead they were viewed as an opportunity for the university

to reach out to the people.

Some Western scholars have

also been proponents of this basic position.

Such advocates have argued that educational and societal conditions of developing

areas have been sufficiently different from developed areas

approaches to problems.

to

warrant distinct

This group of scholars, for example, E. B. Catle,

asserted that the test for excellence was the test of relevance to the moral,
intellectual and material

needs of the African

situation.
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Tom Mboya, "Priorities in Planning, " in James Sheffield (Editor),
Education, Employment, and Rural Development, pp. xxi, xxii.
^^"The Role of the University in Adult Education, " Kenya Journal of
Adult Education December 1971, pp. 21-23 and tliis argument was also supported
by the Kenya People's Union. See the Wananchi Declaration: The ProgTamme
of the Kenya Peoples' Union p. 11.
,

,
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Arthur Porter, "African Universities in Transition," East African
Journal, May 1965, pp. 26-27; E. B. Castle, Growing Up In East Africa
London (Oxford University Press), pp. 106-107.
,
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Clearly the issue of eliminating neocolonialism

is

very much alive today.

especially relates to higher education in the ongoing
argument between the need

It

for close linkage between the national and development
and the academic community

which
of this

is often

concerned with academic freedom and ’’standards.” The resolving

argument

will influence

Kenyan social development.

SUklMARY
During

convened

at

the early 1960’s, two

Addis Ababa, Ethopia and Tananarive, Malagsy.

government and education

of

major African educaticn conferences were

officials, the

Composed primarily

Conferences were concerned with

establishing general educational directives and policies for the African nations.

Participants at the Addis Ababa Conference were interested in determining overall
priority educational needs which would help promote economic

On

the other hand,

higher education.

tlie

A

and social growth.

Tananarive Conference identified several specific roles for

variety of social, cultnral and economic roles that liigher

education could perform for national development were discussed.

discussed the role of societal influences which were applicable

and their education systems.
the social structure of the

new

The overwhelming influence
nations had to be alleviated.

Both Conferences

to all the nations

of colonial

powers upon

And education was

perceived as a major institution for assisting societal restructuring.

Wliile general

education directives and policies were viewed in relation to overall social structure,
it

was

their

still left

up to each individual country to translate Conference views

own needs.

into
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Particular views of Kenyan social needs were influenced by the two major

Conferences.

Even more important than the Conferences directives were Kenyan

government reports, presidential

initiatives, legislative actions, political party

statements and scholarly writings which also addressed the manner

An

higher edueation should relate to national problems and issues.

in

which

analysis of

these various sources shows that certain implicit and explicit recurrent philo-

They are:

sophical themes appear.

Africaji Socialism, Africanization, national

development and eradieating neocolonialism.
Usually the definitions and implications of African Socialism have been

diseussed as put forth

in

Sessional Paper

Number T en

and, to a lesser extent, in

the writings of President Kenyatta, national education reports and political party

statements.

According

to Sessional

based upon the traditional values

democracy.

of

Paper Number Ten African Socialism was
,

mutual social responsibility and political

Moreover, the basic pliilosophy

of African Socialism should

the underlying foundation for various Kenyan social institutions.
to this

form

As a corollary

fundamental philosophieal stance, the ideal of Africanization has been

constantly espoused in major national development plans and education reports.

Africanization can insure that indigenous values permeate the national ethos.

And

of native
the Kenj^an people would also be provided with a visual example

control.

The issue
Kenyan problems.

of national

development has formed the crux

of

many contemporaiy

This multi-dimensional issue encompasses concerns that
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range from technological growtli to manpower training and
considerations.

to health and social

Several national development reports, conferences and

monographs have viewed education

institutions as having the capacity for

addressing vo,rious facets of national development.

In

most instances, however,

neocolonialism has impeded national development because

it

has eradicated

indigenous perspectives and placed a heavj^ emphasis on economic factors.

Within higher education, the influence of neocolonialism has been noticeable in
the areas of structime and curriculum.

neocolonialism
all citizens

is

extremely necessary for genuine social development whereby

can participate

These four basio
education.

Eliminating the negative influence of

in the society's

ideal.s

growth and development.

should have special relevance for higher

Higher education is that pivotal and manipulatable institution which

should be influenced and sustained by these four ideals and concurrently work

toward their implementation within the academic comimmity and the larger
soeiety.

hi the following chapter, a detailed discussion of

tlie

historical origins

and contemporary policies mid practices of Kenyan higher education
presented.

This portrayal should provide

initial

will be

evidence of whether the

implicit and explicit philosophical ideals are, in fact, borne out in higher

education policies and practices.

CHAPTER THREE

FROM PHILOSOPHICAL STANCE TO HIGHER EDUCATION
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

mSTORICAL BACKGROUND OF KENYAN HIGHER EDUCATION
The origins for
to 1947

when

liigher education institutions in

the British Colonial

Kenya can be traced back

government developed a proposal for the

establishment of a Teclmical and Commercial Institute in Nairobi.

proposal expanded

it

African territories.

included provisions for students to attend from

As

the

East

all

Concurrently, the Asian community was also planning to

construct a College of Arts, Science and

Mahatama Gandhi. To avoid

Commerce

as a living monument to

duplication, the two proposals

were combined and

the Royal Teclmical College of East Africa admitted its first students in April

1956.^

During

its

infancy the Royal Technical College i^erceived the need for an

additional tjqae of liigher education that would not be primarily limited to

^University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar 1973-74 Nairobi
(English Press), 1973, pp. 398-401; University College Nairobi, University of
Nairobi Calendar 1970-71-72 Nairobi (Printing and Packaging Corporation Ltd),
,

,

1970, pp. 3-5.
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commercial and teclmical subjects.
tlie

Jolm Loclcwood, then Vice-Chancellor
of

University of London, was appointed the chairperson
of a worldng party which

was

to analyze patterns of

recommended

East African liigher education.

that the Royal Teclmical College be

The working party

transformed

into the

second

Inter-Territorial University College of East Africa-the
first being Makerere

University in Kampala, Uganda.

In

June 1961, the Royal Teclmical College became

the second University College in East Africa and was
renamed Royal College
Nairobi.

2

After Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda became independent in the
early 1960’s,

each

countrj'^

tcims

perceived a vital necessity for cooperative educational efforts

of ovei all development.

Toward

country became constituent bodies

this end, the separate eolleges within each

of the University of

The formal relations with the University
of the University of

East Africa.

in

of

As each

East Afriea

in

June 1963.

London concluded with the establishment

coimtr}^ continued to develop,

government

and education officials began to believe that each constituent college should design
its

progTams for

Africa.

the particular country of which

In July 1970, the University of

it

was a part instead

East Africa was formally dissolved

separate institutions, although some cooperative efforts continued.
College, Nairobi

Nairobi Act,

^Ibid.

became an independent

Number

Sixteen of 1970.

of all

institution in

Tims

it

East
into

The University

accord with the University

was formally inaugurated by

of
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Chancellor

Jomo Kenyatta on December

10, 1970.^

The Kenyan Parliament University
1970,

was enacted

University.

Nairobi and

to specify the function,

of Nairobi Act,

Number

purposes and duties

Sixteen of

of the

new

According to this Act, die primary function of the University
its

of

constituent colleges were:
1.

to provide facilities for university education,

mcluding technological and professional education,
and for research, either directly or through the
medium of connected colleges, schools or
institutions;

transmission and
increase of knowledge and in the stimulation of the
iutellectual life and cultural development of Kenya;

2.

to assist in the preservation,

3.

to conduct examination for, and to grant degrees,

diplomas, certificates and other award of the
university;

4.

to co-operate with the

Government

development of higher education.
5.

.

in the planned
.

;

determine who may teach and what may be taught
and how it may be taught in the University.

to

These several points

illustrate the

government’s concern for blending

university responsibilities with national development.
five are primarily within

tlie

university domain.

Points one, three and

Yet points two and four are

intended to gear university endeavors to the stimulation of Kenyan development.

^University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar 1973-74
401.
^Ibid.

,

p. 407.

,

pp. 400
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In short, university activities should

work hand-in-hand with

efforts to enliance

national development.

Kenya has two

additional institutions of higher education:

University College and Kenya Science Teachers College.

Kenyatta

Kenyatta University

College was originally handed over to the Kenyan government as a post secondary
institution in 1965.

It

has, since

then, developed

secondary teacher-training college.

from a junior college

Under the Parliament Act

of 1970,

into a

it

became

a constituent college of the University of Nairobi. ^

During the early 1960's the Kenyan and Swedish governments began
negotiations for the establishment of a higher education institution designed to
train secondary school science teachers.

producing a sufficient number

The secondary school system was not

of students with science qualifications to fulfill

current and long range plans for the society.

was

tlie

the two

1976.

Kenya Science Teachers College

result and admitted its first students in 1966.

governments

based on a bilateral agTeement covering the period 1965-

is

Under the terms

of this

agreement, the Swedish International Development

Authority (SIDA) contributed ninety per cent of the

during the

^

initial

Ibid .

,

years of operation.

p. 405;

The cooperation between

Many

caiDital

cost and

all

personnel

of the Swedish personnel held posts

Kenyatta University College, Kenyatta Universit}^ College

Students’ Hand-Out, (Nairobi), 1973, p. 2.
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at the University of Upsalla.

Thereafter, the Kenyan government will contribute

a ten per cent yearly financial increment and a comparable
number of Kenyan
faculty

members

until 1976

when the

institution is completely Kenyanized. ^

THE UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
University Structure

The University

of Nairobi

governance was divided

by the Kenyan Paxliament Act Number Sixteen
are:

top-level administrative

members,

of 1970.

into three

components

These three components

the University Council and the LYiiversity

The. most influential administrative persons are the Chancellor, the

Senate.

Vice-Chancellor, the Deputy Vice-Chmicellor, the Registrar, the Planning Officer

and

the Principals of each constituent college.

government that

it

have active involvement

m the

The determination
University

of the national

was underscored by

having the Kenyan President serve as University Chancellor with powers to appomt
the Vice-Chencellor after consultation

Council is composed of ex officio

wth

members

the University Council.
of the University,

by the Kenyan President, and other members
University Sena.te is composed of

6

all the

who are

of the University

members

The University
also appointed

CommunitJ^ The

of top-level administration,

Olga Lume, An Eval uation of the Kenya Science Teachers Colleg e,
(Research Report Number 19), Uppsala (The Scandinavian Institute of African
Studies), 1972, pp. 10-13.
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academic deans, departmental chairperson, faculty representatives
and student
representatives.

This
is

is the

formal hierarchy for University policy decisions.

given to this formal policy mechanism on

creation of

new

strations.

On other matters,

members

of

faculties, dispensation of

tlie

in

governance structure.

and department chairpersons, e x
tlieir

University funds and student demon-

made by

the

Univers%

The Kenyan President's position as

more ceremonial or formal

decision-making procedures.

and programs of

important matters, for example,

the decisions are usually

University Chancellor has been

ment

all

Deference

tlian

active involve-

After consultation with University deans

offici o

members

education colleagues.

usually support die proposals

Since University

ccnstantly involved in liigher education affairs,

it is

members

are

believed that they are quite

o

cognizant of the institution's needs.

Whatever the nature

of university issues

and needs, certain key higher education officials have frequently exercised
decision-malcing powers
of Nairobi

more so

than external officials.

has been a fairly autonomous body that

is, in

Hence the University
essence,

it

has maintained

a high degree of academic freedom.

7

University of Nairobi, University of Namobi Calendar 1973-74, pp. 408-

412.
g

made

Dr. D. Odhiambo (Dean of Science) and Dr. IM. Abdulaziz (Dean of Arts)
these remarks during interviews on August 29 and 30, 1973 at tlie University

of Nairobi.
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Currently the University of Nairobi has
a

totaJ

enroUment

of approxi-

mately 3,400 and consists of ten Faculties,
three Institutes and one School.
ten faculties are:

Agriculture, Architecture. Arts,

The

Commerce. Education,

Engmeermg, Law, Medicine, Science and Veterinary
Medicine.
faculties have been further divided into
over fifty departments.

The ten
Faculties and

departments have been designated as such because
of similar or overlapping

acadenuc mterests and

facilitation of administration.

Instruction and research

are the usual orientation or focus of the faculties
nid departments.

The three Institutes— Adult

Studies, African Studies and Development

Studies— are primarily designed for extra-mural or
correspondence
and research.
al

The School

of

Journalism has been designed

reporters and correspondents after two years of

to

activities

prepare profession-

i'?ten.sive study.

^

University governance has demonstrated limited interest in
altering the
orientation of the various faculties, institutes and school.

divisions has pursued endeavors wathin the
short, these

components have maintained

framework

tlieir

Each

of its

of these

major

own interests.

own autonomy.

Since the University of Nairobi is the .national university, a primary

source of funding has been the national government.

Foreign countries and

organizations have also contributed funds for specific faculties and projects.

9

University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar 1973-74

pp. 41-50.

,

In
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A few

prominent examples may be

cited.

Norway and S^vedcn have contributed

substantial amounts to the Faculties of
Engineering and Science respectively,

whereas the British government has fimded
financed

many endeavors

the Faculty of

Law.

UNESCO

]ias

of the Faculty of Education and
international relations,

a division within the Political Science Department.

The Carnegie Foundation has

contributed to the Faculty of Education, wliile the
RockefeUer Foundation has

donated to the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine.

donor organizations have sent some

of its

In all these instances, the

personnel as advisors, consultants or

teachers.
Wliile this financial

arrangement has been frequently questioned, a recent

controversy primarily centers on

tlie

proposed student tuition-loan plan.

In the

past student tuition, books, housing and board have been paid
by university
bursaries.

Tlie

new

tuition-loan plan, which should be implemented in July 1974,

proposes that students pay for
these exjaenses, they will

tliese

expenses.

Lf

students are unable to meet

be able to borrow money from the national government

with repayment due after graduation.

The national government and top university persoimel have based
proposal upon several arguments.

First,

it

this

has been argued that students will

^^Mr. B. Ogola (Planning Officer) provided some of tliis information
during an interview on August 22, 1973; University College Nairobi, University of
Nairobi; Development Pla3i 1970-1973 Nairobi (Printing and Packaging
Corporation Ltd), 1970, p. 42.
,
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assume

Durmg

additional responsibilities
or self-reliance by paying
their

own expenses.

the students' college career,
their financial position has
been frequently

better than their peers and
families who, for the most
part, have not been
fortmaate enough to attend the
University of Nairobi.

Under suoh eonditions many

students have acquired lackadaisical
and elitist attitudes
alienate

them from

the community.

tliat

have tended to

Secondly, the government has
maintained that

students can anticipate employment
in middle and high-level
positions with

comfortable financial compensation-hence

As a

result,

more

repaying a loan.

financial equity will be evident
between higher education

graduates and the larger society.

Tliirdly, the

equity between higher education students.
financial positions of graduates will
be

been based upon the issues
priorities.

little difficulty in

proposed plan would also promote

Repaying this

loaa, will

more comparable. A

of national expenditures

final

mean

that

argument has

versus developmental

Within the entire realm of education there are
many priorities

Kenya's current stage of development.

at

Providing free primary education for

cluldren has been an elusive goal since attaining
independence.

all

The establishment

of additional schools, liospitals and social
agencies has also been designated as

priorities.

According to some critics,

tlie

national government should not

continue to spend money on miiversity student
expenses; instead these monies
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should be rechanuGled into other priority areas.

On

the otlier hand, opponents of the proposals
have set forth several

counter-arguments.
faculty

The

first

members were not

their individual rights.

has been based upon the fact tlmt students and

consulted.

The lack

of consultation

was a

violation of

Secondly, students' families have always paid school

fees and other expenses.

Therefore, students feel obligated to help their

families after graduation.

severe fmancial strain.

To be burdened with a three year loan would be a

Chaos and possible corruption

loans has been cited as a third contention

.

the student's chance for receiving a loan.

in

administering the

Such adverse factors could hamper

A

final

argument has been based

upon the conception that the student-loan plan would continue to perpetuate
class system of Kenya.

Obviously, the affluent will not need a loan.

tlie

To add

another component that would serve to sustain such a system would be, detri-

mental to the society.
tlie

Further elaboration of

final one, will be found in

all

these arguments, particularly

Chapter Four.

Detailed projections, proposals and estimates are a major aspect of the
university sti'ucture.

Such assignments have been relegated to the University

^^These arguments were voiced during interviews held with Kenyan
citizens, Kenymi education officials, and University and College personnel and
students in August and September, 1973.
‘l^lUid.

D

G3

Planning Office.

This office

is

eoncemed

with all aspects of university
projections

and planning from estimating financial
exioenditures
and projecting academic expansion.

programs are done

to planning physical facUities

All plans and subsequent proposals
imd

in conjunction with the several
faculties, the national

ment and foreign countries or organizations.

The Kenyan national government,

for example, has argued that additional
personnel are needed in

and

scientific professions.

The plaiming

govern-

tlio

agricultural

officer imd the several faculties have

thus projeeted the highest inereases of 37% and
20% for the Faculties of Agriculture

and Science between 1973 and 1979.

To

help finance

some

of these increments, the

Planning Office and the national government have been negotiating
loans with the

World Bank, and

tlie

British and United States governments, as well as seeldng

grants from philanthropic organizations, for example. Rockefeller
and

Mian Soeiety

tlie

Aga

(a religious body).

The University

of Nairobi structure has portrayed the fact that, in a formal

sense, the national government is involved on an active basis with university

decision-making.

This involvement frequently does not become evident unless

there are major decisions, for example, negotiating for university grants or

tntroducmg a new tuition plan, wherein the government and the university assist

1

O

,

University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi: Draft Development Pl an
1973-74 to 1978-79 (Unpublished report). B. Ogola provided some information
during
interview held in August 1973.
,

;
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each oaer.

Daily affairs are handled by
university personnel, and
this practice

has created an atmosphere or
perhaps an illusion of institutional
autonomy.

In

the following discussion of
student eurricidum and exa,nlnations
that are under

the domain of faculties and
institutes,

formal norm

is still observed.

On

it

will be frequently evident

tliat

this

in-

the other hand, subtle mid
covert indleies of

national government directives
which also determine eurriculum
offerings mil

be witnessed.

Thus the question

of genuine university

autonomy must be raised

in the ensuing discussion.

Curricuium and Exarninations

To observe

tlie

formal adinission requirements and curriculum
design

the Universit}’’ of Nairobi system is
to note a

University of London.

program similar

of

to that of the

Students are usually admitted into the University
after

successfully completing sLx years of secondary
school with an Advanced (A)

Level Certificate.

This certificate usually requires student concentration
in one

or two principle disciplines or one principle and
two subsidiary level disciplines.

Wlien students enter the University, they begin a
program of study, that
concentration, in one of the ten faculties.
3:2:2, 3:2:1, or 3:1:1

program.

three subjects witliin a specific

Their curriculum

tlie

a

designed as a

Students under the first design usually study
faculty

during

tlie

areas during their final two years as imdergTaduates.
require three subjects during

is

is,

first year, one or

first

The

year and focus on two
latter

twoprogTams

two during the second year.
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and one during

tlie

final year.

Examinations are administered at the conclusion of
each academic year

under the auspicies

of the University Senate.

Department faculty members and

external examiners, usually drawn from an East
African, British, Scandinavian

or American country

pass

may

all

,

examinations,

retake

it

evaluate student examinations.
hi the

continue to study externally.
all

event that an examination is not passed, a student

within die next several months.

failed, usually the student is

Students are expected to

If

two or more examinations are

suspended from the University, although he may
It

is a

rare occasion when a student then passes

examinations after external study.

Students

who score marks within

the top

one-third of their class usually have the option of pursuing a 3:1:1 program
that
frequently leads to an honors degree.

Two

types of baccalaureate degrees are awarded to undergnaduate

students after three years of successful study.

A

baccalaureate degree,

designated as pass, is earned by feudents who have usually scored under 60%

during their final year of study, whereas honors degrees are awarded to students

^^University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar 1970-71-72,
pp. 51-52.
15

This general plan pertains to most three year baccalaurate programs.
Sometimes there are vaiations in this basic plan. For example, the Faculty of
Education has some differences, because practical teaching is evaluated. See,
University of Nairobi Calendar 1973-74, pp. 180-183.
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who scored above 00% on
year.

the final examination and passed

all

examinations each

Honor degrees are further designated as
First or Second (Upper or Lower

Division) depending upon the student's
final mark.

General exception to this design are observed
in professional faculties and
schools such as the Faculties of
hi these

Law and Medicine and

programs, students concentrate solely

an integral part of the student evaluation.

the School of Journalism,

in their field

and an internship is

For example, a law student attends the

University of Nairobi for three years and passes
an examination at the end of
each.
of this

Ilis

fourth year is spent as an intern at the Kenya
School of Law.

progTam earn an LL. B. and become advocates

Journalism students are examined each year
wliile also

of the

Kenyan court.

of their intensive two

being evaluated on their practical fieldwork.

Graduates

year program,

Upon successful completion

they are awarded a professional Diploma in Journalism.

A

detailed picture or analysis of the curriculum content
or

tlie

pragmatic

aspects of obtaining a baccalaureate degree will provide a vivid
picture of daily
operations.

Perhaps the examples

of four

departments, that

is,

geography,

geology, history and political science (international relations), wiU
prove helpful

1

74.

For an example, see

Many
17

p. 162 of the University of Nairobi Calendar 1973students stated that 60% was frequently the crucial score.

University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar 1973-74, pp. 233-255.

^^Ibid.

,

pp. 341-342.
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to this

regard.

In m.-my instances, a combination
of lecture and discussion

methods are used

in the

classroom.

Students in the history and geology classes

seemed preoccupied with

rapid note-taldng and rarely questioned
the fundamental theoretical foundation
of
the lecturer.

Wlien they raised a question,

lecturer to reiterate a statement.

persuade students
discussion.

to

respond

On

was usually a request

for the

Only with difficulty could the instructor

to his questions or

engage

in a general

classroom

After several rather imsuccessful attempts by
a geology professor

to alter this rigid pattern, one staident

been taught.

it

It's

customary

remarked, "This

to do it this

is the

method

that we've

way.

the other hand, a geography class and an international
relations

discussion group seemed to deviate from this

stiff

pattern.

The two instructors

provided a sound theoretical framework and then raised hypothetical
questions.

Geography students discussed the issue

of

preserving indigenous forest and grazing

lands for migratory animals instead of eliminating such habitats and
placing some

species in sanctuaries or game parks in order to attract tourists.
of this issue could be related to

what

stilted, but later

Kenyan national development.

Both aspects

Initially a

probing discussion concerning Kenyan development and

^^Personal observation of a geology class during August 1973.
20

some-

Personal observ'ation of a geography class during August 1973.
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international superpowers occurred in international
relations discussion groups.

The exchange was

initially stilted

because certain students wanted to accept

unquestioningly the lecturer's basic premise, even though he
tried to discourage
this student practice.

In the

cases of the geography and international relations clas sies genuine

yet rudimentary, attempts were being

development.

made

to relate

academic subjects

Such attempts must be pursued and encouraged

if

to

classroom

Kenyan
in-

struction is to relate constantly to the developing Kenyan society.

These endeavors must also be extended
questions.

to

course syllibi and examination

One history course sullabus contains such relevant references as

Facing Mount Kenya by Jomo Kenyatta, African Religions and Philosophy by John
Mbiti,

and

A

A Thousand Years

of

West African History by

J. F.

A. Ajayi and

I.

Espie

Short History of Africa by Roland Oliver and Jolm D. Fage.^^ These works

by African and Europeans are useful in portraying the African perspective.

Although some are regarded as critical of the European influence, none

works present a scathing view

21

of the

of the

Western world.

Personal observation

of an international relations class during

These were examples

of

August

1973.
22

some readings included on

history course syllabi

for B. A. and B. Ed. students during the 1973-74 academic year.
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On

the other hand, Walter Rodney's,

How Europe Underdeveloped

does provide a radical socialist reinterpretation

European "underdevelopment"
that this particular

work

is

(of)

and a stinging attack on the

of the African continent.

not emphasized.

The

Africa,

Students have stated

political science and inter-

national relations syllabi also include works of
various interjDretations by African

and Western writers.
as those of Engles,

The use

Marx

of historical socialist or

or Lenin are permitted.

history majors are quite versed in these works.

Many

communist works such
political science and

Yet the government has posed

a ban on contemporary socialist references, for example,
the writing of

Tse-Tung and Fidel Castro.

23

it

Mao

could easily be argued that the latter treatises,

regarding developing societies, have more relevance and applicability

contemporary Kenya than historical works.

Banning these current works seems

to rest on the belief that such socialist arguments are at variance
lying foundations of the Kenyan society.

to

\\dth the

under-

These, type of restrictions illustrate

the fact that the University of Nairobi tends to only have academic freedom when
this

freedom does not threaten the overall structure

of

Kenya.

Despite the above academic limitations, university personnel have

considerable autonomy with the annual examination system which
restricted by the national government.

23

Tliis

is

rarely

British-based S3'’stem poses no

These were examples from some readings included

course syllabi for baccalaureate degree students.
members discussed their individual courses.

in political science

Several students and

facult}'^
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threat to the Kenyan society.

Because the British type of evaluation places

primary importance on achieving a certam
to confine their studies and

classroom

level of competence, students attempt

activities to probable examination
questions.

This partially explains the reluctance of students
to engage in classroom discussions
pertaining to specific Kenyan development problems.

me

to

pass

my exams

(sic), I

One student remarked, "For

have to study the required subjects. "24

occupation with passing examinations

is, then, quite

^

pre-

understandable.

Relating the university curriculum and examinations to
national development

has been im expressed desire by many higher education
genuine concern,

it

The Committee on

appears that measures

Inter -Faculty

to

officials.

If

this is a

ensure this should be undertaJeeu.

Degree Structure issued a doctrine

outlining an

alternative to the British-desigued curriculum and examinations system.

This

doctrine was designed to replace the rigid scheme in which undergraduates in the

Faculties of Art,

Commerce, Education and Science

the first affected by the proposal.

Basic to this proposal

(and possibly Law) would be

25

is the

concept of a degree obtained by completion of

an appropriate series of courses offered by departments as either isolated units
or groups of parallel or consecutive courses.
will offer teaching

24

programs

in

course units.

To achieve

A

this, the

departments

course unit could consist

of

These comments were made during an interview held with a baccalaureate
in Augnst 1973.

degree student
25

University of Nairobi, "Report of the Inter-Faculty Committee on Degree
Structure," (Unpublished material).
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lectures, tutorials or practical classes
offered on a semester basis.

department program would require

its

Each

students to tal^e specific course
units;

yet each year students would have the option
of taking two or three units
outside
their concentration.

courses

in

For example, a sociology and histoiy major
could study

geography or business administration.

During the yearly evaluation

period, examinations would be delimited to the
student's major concentration(s). 26

This plan could simultaneously permit the introduction
material directly related to Kenyan development.
included in the evaluation process.

of

courses and

Such new materials could be

Hence curriculum, student programs and

examinations could be integrally related to national development.

The current

unnecessary divorce between the University curriculum and examinations
and
national development would be justifiable.
It

should be re-emphasized that the Committee on Inter-Faculty Degree

Structuie Doctrine is a proposal and therefore, there are both proponents
and

opponents of the plan.

The arguments and counterarguments cluster around

central issues of maintaining standards versus national development.

the

The plan's

opponents maintain that academic standards will be threatened by the plan.

If

students superficially study several disciplines, they will be "jacks-of-all trades

and masters of none. " To discuss standards under this practice would be
meaningless.
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On

the other hand, proponents of
the proposal assert that
standards can be

maintained and national development can
be enlianced.

The British-designed

structure is not the sole method for
maintaining academic standards.

proposed unit-system, which

is a

combination of the British and American

curriculum patterns, does not allow the continued
random selection
electives.

The

of unit

Therefore, student evaluation will be quite
concentrated and standards

will not be jeopardized.

A major

strength of the proposal is its ability to

incorporate meaningful methods for studying
and analyzing nationjil development

problems.

A

political science

commerce courses. This

major, for example, could take economics or

selection could enable

him

to see the relationship

between the political-economic systems.

Proponents would further contend that
with national development,

course proposal.

it

if

the

government

is truly

might encourage the implementation

This would be an

initial step.

concerned

of the unit-

The government would be

attempting to gear university course content to national priorities.

Further

elaboration of this discussion will follow in Chapters Four and Five.

Social Services and Exdra-Mural Activities

The general populace has frequently voiced
education should provide social services.

marked, "The people

at

could help people like

me who work here

tlie

A

the contention that higher

young Kenyan hotel employee re-

University should

thinlv

about all the tourists.

at the hotel.

And

the tourists'

Tins

money

73
(sic)

influmces people

in otter jobs. "2’

Essentially tins young

man was arguing

that the university has a role to play
on a personal level, tor example,
his position
at the hotel.

This role also extends to the larger society
as witnessed by his

statement regarding employment for a variety
of people.
also been expressed by the national government.

Report o f the Commission

of Ihciuin'. ^S

Indeed these beliefs have

Official doctrines such as

The

provided some clues on the national

government's position toward higher education and social
services for the wananchi.

An observance

of

some programs and practices

at the University of Nairobi wall

help determine whetlier such views have been
realities.

The three
examples

of

Institutes of the University of Nairobi are the

programs winch provide

social services.

The

most prominent

Institute of Adult

Studies has been clearly designed to address the problem of
adult education through

a variety of programs.

A

first

program focus on short-term

education courses at the major site near Naii'obi.

program are extra-mural
of the country.

to

remain abreast

of

Closely allied wdth the main

locations scattered throughout the populated regions

A primary

groups, for example,

residential adult

emphasis

women

of this

program

is to enable

specialized

leaders, local political officials aud adult educators,

very contemporary events wthin their professions.

Informing

the specialized groups using the continued assistance of local persons is a

27

These statements were made during an informal discussion held with a
hotel employee in August 1973.
28

Kenya Government, The Report

of

tlie

Commission

of Inquiry.
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distin^^aisliing feature of the

program.

A

fundamental ideal

people and to enrich their cultural lives, particularly
those

The correspondence course

unit

it

was

in

inform the

rural settings. 29

program has perhaps received more

attention tiian other Institute of Adult Studies

been thrust upon this program as

is to

Programs.

Greater attention has

originaJly designed to provide upgi'ading

courses for uncertified primary school teachers.

In 1973, there

were over 7,100

unqualified primary instructors, that is, persons without
any teacher-ti’aining.

Currently this program also provides instruction for primary
teachers

minimum

teacher-training credentials.

completed seven years
study).

for the

of

(Minimum

qualified teachers have

primary education and two years

of teacher-training

These teachers and other interested adults study courses

Kenya Junior Secondary Examination (lOSE).

equivalent to two years of secondary school.

witli

in

preparation

This examination

After completing

tliis

is

program and

passing the Kenya Junior Secondary Examination, primary instructors are
usually up-graded to the top level of primary teachers entitled P^.

Other persons

usually earn promotions in their vocations.

Finally, this

development of courses eventually leading

secondary school certification and

to

program envisions

the

OA

the baccalaureate degree.

This investigator had the privilege of attending

tlie

annual Correspondence

oq

University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar 1973-74, pp. 333334.

30

Ibid . ; Institute of Adult S'tudies, "Correspondence Course Unit 1973,"
Nairobi (University of Nairobi), 1973, p. 1.
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Course Unit Conference held

in

August 1973,

primarily of the Institutes’ academic

staff

at

tlie

Composed

and local tutors, the conference addressed

the general issue of adult education in Kenya.

genuiae attempt of

I^kuyu, Kenya.

Wliat impressed this writer

was

the

tutors to seek solutions to specific' rural student problems.

During one afternoon session, the tutors and academic

staff spent

over three hours

discussing methods of evaluating student perfoi'mance and for providing
positive

reinforcement for the less ingenious.

Another program

of the Institute of Adult Studies centers on

activities pertaining to adult education.

area.

Yet

it

research

This endeavor is allegedly a high-priority

overlaps with research activities of the Institutes for Development

Studies and African Studies.

The

Institute for

Development Studies

is

a multi-

disciplinary organization which frequently conducts field research on social and

economic factors of development.

Some

of its

research projects have included:

education, employment, rural development and mdustrialization.

may work

closely with the national government on

some

of these

research fellows usually investigated these problems as part
Nairobi degree

The

in

Senior researchers

problems.

of a University of

conjunction with a senior researcher or faculty member.

Institute of African Studies

Junior

31

has the responsibilities for conducting

original research in African history, social anthropology, linguistics, musicology,
arts, crafts, religion and other beliefs.

It

has worked closely with the Kenya

University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar 1973-74, pp. 337340.
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Museum

National

of the people.

on research projects emphasizing the
social and cidtural lives

The

liistitute

believes that the process of collecting traditions
from

the village folk has added to their self-respect,
while also contributing to

posterity.

In

recent years, literature and History Department
personnel have focused

on similar effotts as those of the Institute of African
Studies.

have been the attempts

of

and the general populace.

Kenyan

some

to

make

Similarly

progTams relevant

Under the chairmanship

novelist, literature department

villagers.

their

These endeavors

of

members have

some history department

for their majors

James Ngugi,

a renowned

collected stories from the

faculty have collected oral

oq
histories.

Within the Faculty of Education, a fairly
social services is evident.
activities and

programs

The Faculty

of Education is

orientation emphasizing

engaged

in a variety of

that provide social services to the wananchi and persons

involved in general education activities.

curriculum and exammations.
of the Faculty of

common

One major area

The Bureau

of Educational

Education- -but not a department)

Education and the Kenya Institute of Education.

is

of interest

Research

has been
(a

component

worldng with the Ministry

These groups are concerned with

curriculum and examination revisions that would be implemented

in

government-

aided primary and secondary schools.
^ ^Iljid.

,

of

p. 332.

^^These remarks were made by James Ngugi and Dr. G. Muriuki
Literature and History Departments in August 1973.

of the
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For a variety
secondary schools.

of reasons,

many

pupils do not attend government-sponsored

Their families and other villagers have fmmded
Harambee or

selfOIielp schools using local funds.

employed by the Harambee schools.

Frequently

many

unqualified teachers are

Curriculum and examination revisions along

with administrative advising are usually the areas
where the Faculty of Education

members

aid the

Harambee sehools.^^

The Faculty

of Education has also

deemed

it

important to work closety

with the Faculty of Agriculture regarding agricultural
curriculum design.
tlie

BritiSii Colonial administration, agricultural education

secondary to strictly academic subjects.
to study agriculture.

other disciplines.

Many Kenyans

was viewed as

thought

it

"beneath” them

Thus agricultural curriculum did not remain abreast

Redesigning agricultural curriculum

Under

is quite

of

important since

over 90% of the populace reside in rural areas and the country's major exports
are agricultural products.

The Child Research Unit within
public nursery schools.

tlie

Facultyof Education works closely with

This arrangement is mutually beneficial

to both groups.

34
University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi: Development Plan 19701973, pp. 16-19. Some of this information was furnished by Dr. A. J. Maleche
of the Faculty of Education during an interview in August 1973.
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Nursery centers have

the assistance of professional consultants,
while education

personnel have field sites for observations.

Fhially, the

conducts workshops for nursery schools persons and
organization.

These workshops are designed

Faculty of Education

otlier vocational

to introduce

or civic

groups to the latest

innovative methods of their profession and to seek advice on specific
problems.

Discussion with higher education faculty

members and

an observance of

several additional faculties indicated that most other departments have mitiated
only limited and sporadic social service endeavors.

To these departments,

academic oefforts are more important than social services.

It

appears that the

preoccupation with strictly academic endeavors might stem from one or bvo
reasons.
dehf ears.

Perhaps the peoples' pleas and government directives have

Or

faculty

members may

lack the necessary training or expertise in

those areas that serve the people and the nation.

American

For example, a lecturer

in

literature might encounter difficulty relating his expertise to the

developing nation.
it

fallen on

Similarly, a botany professor, trained in Britain,

difficult to transfer his

Imowledge

to the

Kenyan scene.

may

find

Both examples

illustrate that "^education" is not limited to students per se.

Two major

flaws

may be

cited which tend to

social service efforts of the several programs.

mar

The

the otherwise

first is the

Kenyanization (Africanization) in certain key positions.

commendable

absence of

Witliin the Institutes of
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African Studies and Development, many
senior researchers are European
or

American

exiDatriates.

employees.

Various Faculty

Exiiatriates

may be

of

Education personnel are United
Nations

interested and quite involved in
Kenyan develop-

ment, yet their social and economic backgromids
prevent the permeation

mdigeneous perspective.

of an

In the final analysis, their vested
interests will

the foreground— especially when they are
funded by external sources.

come

to

The old

adage may well be heeded, "He who pays the
piper calls the tune.
Since research publications are quite important
criteria for increments,

promotions and tenure, many faculty members have been
preoccupied with their
OVT3 projects.

Hence a department philosophy, very personal or

nature, has evolved.

individualistic

m

This approach has sometimes led to the duplication of

endeavors or the absence of

joint interdisciplinary efforts.

Student Activities

At the University of Nairobi there are two types of extra-mural student
organizations:

academic and etlmic.

The academic organizations include, among

others, an architectural association, a

workshop and a dramatic society.

commerce

club, a geology club, a writer's

These organizations design activities which

relate to students concentrating in certain areas.

Limited attempts are made to

extend these activities to the general university community or to

Rag week was one

activity that attempted to relate to

students dressed ragged and collected

tlie

people.

tlie

wananchi.

For one week,

money from businesses and donated

the
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funds to charity.
political.

That

According to several students, tins practice
was deemed too

is,

some

officials thought

it

demonstrated the lack

of

government

responsiveness to the poor.^^
Etlmic organizations appear to be the most
on-going and viable student

groups.

These etlmic organizations, for example, Kilmyu,
Kilcamba, Kipsilds

and Luo, were originally organized to lobby for
the development of village polyteclmics in the several Kenyan provinces.

Tlie

current

organizations center on social and cultural activities.
social-cultural activity of the Kipsilds.
is

endeavors

of these

Staging a play was one

The preeminence

of etlmic organizations

rather paradoxical when one notes stated government and
University positions

regarding national unity.

Tribal miity or integration is frequently voiced by the

government and the University.

The prominence

of University ethnic organization

attests to the diificulty of blending etlmic loyalties into national
unity.

On

July 17, 1972, a University of Nairobi student

group of students blockaded Hie State House Road
student dormitories and

encouragement

36

main campus.

And,

at that

began when a small

— the major thorouglifare between

The blockade was set up, under the

of several student leaders, because they

a pedestrian's hazard.
crossing.

tlie

strilce

viewed the thorouglifare as

time no plans had been devised for an alternate

Wlien the students refused to abandon

tlie

blockade, the police rushed

Such remarks were made by commerce and law students during August
1973. Of course, the government might argne that it was eliminating Rag Week
because it was a British tradition that has little relevance to Kenya.
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m

to disperse the group.

Many

additional students then joined
the protest.

then began to arrest students.

By

.

that time, other University Student

(the student

Police

Leaders and the University Platform

newspaper) were expressing their support
for

tlie

student stiuke.

The

July 27, 1972 issue of the diversity
Platform seized this opportunity to
castigate
the national government and the University
of Nairobi.

around two social evils— capitalism and tribalism.
supported

its

The castigation centered

The student newspaper

criticism against capitalism with quotes from
revolutionary

socialist leaders:

Kwame

M<:rumah,

Aime Cesaire and Mao Tse-Tung.

The

UnivcrsiLy Platform further argued that the ruthless
__
handling of student protestors

was linked

to a capitalistic system.

Witness the following reprint

of klao

Tung's remarks:

we stand for freedom with leadership and
democracy under centralized guidance, in no sense
do we mean that coercive measures should be taken
^^Tiile

to settle ideological

matters and questions involving
the distinction between right and wrong among people
... In settling matters of an ideological nature or
controversial issues among the people, we can only
use democratic methods of discussion, of criticism,
of persuasion and education, not coercive high-handed
method.

,

j
(

!

37

Nairobi, University Platform, July 1972, pp. 1-14.
Student Troubles," Africa Digest October 1972, p. 106.
,

38
Nairobi, University Platform, p. 7.

"Nairobi

Tse-
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The national government argued

that temporarily closing the University of

Nairobi and banning the University Platform, the Student Union and
political

groups or

have no voice

was necessary.

activities

in decisions that are

remotely

all

other

Thus University students currently
And, as witnessed earlier,

political.

they do not have representation regarding the academic curriculum or examination.

Indeed the faulty examination system caused the most recent student strOce
in

February 1974.

Kenyan students.

The Faculty

of

Architecture has been notorious in failing

Moreover, this Faculty's teaching

staff

has been composed

primarily of European expatriates who, according to some students, are interested
in aborting the Africanization process.

In short, tlieir vested interests are at

stake.

Immediately prior
Association sent a

to the examination period, the Arcliitectural Students

memorandum

determined" mass failures.

to tlie

Vice-Chancellor protesting against "pre-

Since the architecture students did not receive a

reply, they simply returned their

examination cards.

According

to the University

At

administration promptly expelled approximately 150 architecture students.
this point, manj’' University students

Comparable

examinations and demonstrating.
police rushed in and arrested

demonstrated their support by boycotting

numerous

unconfirmed reports indicated

tliat

to the

students.

previous student strike, the

Many

students were injured nad

at least several students

were

killed.

<50

Down University in Kenya," Los Angeles Times
Part I, p. G. Some of this information wns provided

’'Unrest Shuts

February 27, 1974,
correspondence with University

,

in

of Nairobi students during the Spring 1974.
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For the students, academic frustration had reached
a crisis and drastic
action

became

exiDcdient.

Unfortimately, the University administration
has

still

not implemented any resolutions or proposals
to ameliorate the problem of the

archaic curriculum and examination system.

SECONDARY TEACHER- TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

KENYATTA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Kenyatta University College
Nairobi.
of those

However,
observed

its

is

a constituent body of

tlie

University of

basic structure, curriculum and examinations are a blend

at the University of Nairobi and

For example, the major administrative
to the University of Nairobi

Kenya Science Teachers College.

official is the Principal

Vice-Chancellor.

In a similar

who

is

comparable

manner, other

administrative officials titles differ, yet their fimctions are basically the same as
their counterparts at the

main University.

Hence the following discussion

wall be

quite succinct.

Noting a few major exceptions to the University of Nairobi milieu may be
useful.

Kenyatta University, with an approximate student enrollment of 1,200,

consists of three Faculties.

Arts and the Faculty

These are: the Faculty

of Science.

have a considerable voice

Since

tlie

of Education,

tlie

Faculty of

Faculties are small, individual departments

in administTative decision.

Departments also determine

the content of their academic curriculum jmd examinations.

There

is

an effort to

84
conibiiio

academic theory with practical applicatiou.

successful; however, this orientation
is

more

Those efforts are not always

evident than at the .nain

campus

of

the University cf Nairobi.

Kenyatta University College students
frequently pursue a 3:3:3 curriculum
plan during their three years at the
institution, instead of a 3:1:1 or
a

program.
final year.

still

And

3: 2: 2

practical teaching methods encompass
a substantial portion of the

These

t^qies of

progTam designs are evident because

primarily concerned with training teachers.

teach several courses in secondary schools.

this college is

Through these patterns students

Upon completion

of their

program,

the graduates are awarded a Baccalaureate
Degnee in Education or a Diploma in

Education.

Degrees are awarded

to students

who were admitted

to the

College

after six years of secondary school, while
diploma students completed four years.

The Faculty

of Education at the University of Nairobi and
Kenyatta

University College have comparable orientations regardmg
social services.

common

A

belief prevails concerning the nature of a teacher-training
institution.

All endeavors should directly or indirectly relate to improving
the wananchi's
lives.

One observes, among other

activities, consultation in

primary and

secondary schools, workshops during vacations and cidtural activities for the

40

Kenyatta University College, Kenyatta University College Students
Hand-Out, pp. 1-2. These eomments were inade by the Dean of Students, Ms.
Muthoni Muthiga in August and September 1973.
'

41
Ibid.
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local people.
tliese

it

There

Is

an attempt to include academic student
clubs in some of

extra-mural endeavors. ^2 These aspects

will be seen, are

comparable

to

some

at

of Kenyatta University College,

Kenya Science Teachers College.

KENYA SCIENCE TEACHERS COLLEGE
I

f

College Structure
I

j

The formal administrative structure

:

I

(KSTC) has been divided

are:

major sections

in

accord with the May

6,

1965

The components

the top-level college officials, the Governing Body, the
Kenyan Minister of

Education and the Swedish ambassador.
the

Kenya Science Teachers College

agreement between the Kenyan and Swedish government.

bilateral
I

I

into

at

Dean

The Principal, the Assistant Principal,

of Students, the Director of Studies and Administrative
Secretaiy are

ii

!|

l|

the top-level

KSTC

officials

who are

in

charge of the daily college affairs.

The Kenyan and Swedish national governments perceived the need

to

!

ii

participate in the operation of the college.

The majoritv

of the

members

of the

I

College Governing Body are, thus, representatives of the Kenyan Ministry of

Education and the Swedish government.

,

Final decisions by the Governing Body

are agreed to by the Minister of Education and the Swedish ambassador or his
delegate.

44

The Minister

of

Education and the Swedish ambassador usually

Ibid. These remarks were made by a chemistry professor and the
music department Chairman, Mr. Senoga-Zalce in August and September 1973,

43

Olga Linne, An Evaluation

pp. 11-13.
44

Ibid.

of the

Kenya Science Teachers College,
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concur with the Governing Body's decisions-unless
such matters are of primary
fmancial or political import,.

Both the Swedish and Kenyan governments jointly
finance KSTC.

KSTC

is

completely Kenyanized in 1976, the Swedish
government will cease to be

a major funding source.
the

Wlien

Kenyan government.

Students

who attend

the college are totally financed by

This includes tuition, books, board and twenty shillings

each month for personal expenses.

The conditions

of the higher education

tuition-loan proposal state that students pursuing certain
professional programs,

for example, teacher college and agricultural college
diplomas, will continue to

have theii ex}ienses paid.
will be

Students in such professions are exempt because they

performing a public service.

They have also agreed

government promising their services for three years.

to sign a

bond with the

This bonding system,

however, has not been formally implemented.^^

KSTC

has an approximate enrollment of 450 students and consists of seven

major departments.

These are: biology, chemistry, education, geography,

industrial education, mathematics and physics.

All these departments, except

education, are orgamized around specific scientific needs of secondary schools.
Instruction for classroom activities, teaching methods and supervision for student

45

.

Kenya Science Teachers College of Nairobi 1974
(Prudential Printer, Ltd.), 1974, p. 4.
Ibid .

,

Nairobi

46

Olga Linne, An Evaluation of the Kenya Science Teachers College,

Kenyan Science Teachers College

of Nairobi 1974, p. 1.

p.

13.
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teachers

major rationale for the education department.

is tlie

Courses

in

business administration, English and
physical education are taught as com-

plementary areas.

All departments are concerned
with providing a relevant

learning experience so students will be
immediately prepared to be seoondarjschool teachers.

Curriculum and Examinations

KSTC
scienees

concerned with producing secondary school teachers

is

and industrial education.

Tlie

curriculum which

is

in the

designed by the

Ministry of Education and the University of Upsalla
constantly exposes students
to the several disciplines.
of three

all

primary

divisions.

In

order to achieve this goal, the curriculum consists

The

first division is the introductory course in
which

entering students study the six major subjects.

course normally lasts from twelve
course curriculum

is the

seeond division.

of the alternative branches.

1.

2.
3.

During the

final

to fourteen

This basic introductory

weeks or one term.

The basic

For three terms, students study one

These branches are:

Mathe matic s - Phy sic s - Che mi str y
Chemistry- Biology -Geography
Mathematics-Physics-Industrial Education

terms, students study two of the six disciplines.

Education

courses are an integral component of the students' three year curriculum.
Evaluation of student performance is based on

ment

in several areas.

tlie

results and achieve-

There are amiual examinations after the mtroductorj^

basic and higher level courses.

In the event of failure, a student

can repeat the
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course and
engage

taJ^e

another examination one year later.

in a special project

during the third year.
study

,

Secondly, students must

or independent study which

Many

is

normally completed

students opt for a library or laboratory research

although the option of a limited field research
project

The

present.

is

final aspect of student evaluation is teaching
practice.

occurs during two terms of the final year.

This practice

Personnel from the students' teaching

areas, a tutor from the education department and a
representative from the

Ministry of Education observe the student during his internship.
of people

make

final evaluation of the teaching practice.

a one year provisions! teaching credential,
satisfactory.

awarded a Diploma

in

Education.

secondary school.

A

teaching practice is judged un-

of all

phases

of evaluation, the graduate is

Form

Four, that

is, the

third or subsidiary science course

two secondary school years.

and examination system.
of

may be granted

This diploma grants him the privilege of

teaching two science courses up to

observance

student

After a one year period, a re-evaluation occurs.

Upon successful completion

initial

if

A

The three groups

classroom

This

is the

fourth year of

may

be taught for the

formal description

Noting the statements of some

KSTC

of the

curriculum

tutors and an

activities will be indicies of the actual curriculum

implementation.
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chairman

These remarks were made by Dr. Nilsson and Mr. Francis Mwai,
of the Education Department, during August and September 1973.
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Dr. Lennart Nilsson, Assistant- Principal
and chemistry tutor, bases his
instruction on the premise that future science
teachers
analytical and deductive method.

Analytical and deductive learning

could be accomplished by using modern Western
texts.

Kenyans have a very sound traditional education

in a student's

medicine

man

work.

For example, the rainmaker

is a botanist.

And

think using an

Rote learning, a characteristic method of

secondary school teaching, must be eliminated.

that

must

the hfaasai's

indicate their comprehension of chemistry.

Dr. Nilsson also stated

that

mandates incorporation

is a meterologist, while the

construction of poison arrows
Students

must grasp

tlie

basic

foundation of their disciplines, whether the source be from
Western and/or
traditional education.

This sound framework must then be taught as secondary

school teachers.

The incorporation

of both traditional and

Western education

curiiculuin could be an initial step in resolving a dilemma.

Tlie

caused by the tendency to urge or discard traditional education
solutions for achieving modernization.

in

into the

dilemma

is

seeldng

Both forms of education can work hand-

in-hand.

Several very pragmatic decisions led to the introduction of industrial
education at

KSTC

- relegated this
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1973.

as a sixth subject for concentration.

area to a secondary status.

Tliese remarlvs

were made

in

The British had

Yet the contemporary Kenyim society,

an interview with Dr. Nilsson

in

August

90
in its quest for

modernization, has been forced to review

tlie

former stance.

The

review clearly indicated that industrial education, along with scientific
disciplines,

were needed

in

decided that

KSTC was

industrial

secondary schools.

Thus the Kenyan and Swedish governments

an appropriate place to introduce a comprehensive

education curriculum for future secondary school teachers.

The general objectives
several major points.

of the

KSTC

industrial education center around

These are:

To develop

each student an insight and an understanding
of industi^' and its place in our society.

1.

in

To discover and develop personal

2.

talents in industrial-

technical fields.

To develop problem-solving

3.

abilities related to the

materials and processes of industry using an applied
laboratory approach.

To achieve these

objectives, industrial education tutors concur that practical

laboratories are as necessary as classroom lectures.

focus on wood teclmology

,

The practical laboratories

metal technology, power technology and electrical

teclmology.

The practices

of the industrial education

but indispensable, steps indicating

KSTC's

program are only one

role in moving

of several,

Kenya toward a

modem

industrial society.

Republic of Kenya, bidustrial Education Syllabus: Forms One to Four
Nairobi (Ministry of Education), 1973. These remarks were made by Mr. Misald,
Chairman of the Industrial Education Department, during an interview in August
,

1973.
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An

obscrvcincG of tho courso listings por so for the oducation department

are eomparable to those of the University of Nairobi and Kenyatta University College.

The dialogue and interaction between the tutors and
impressive.

A

class

in

the students at

KSTC were more

comparative education was one example.

The class began with the instructor stating
necessity of studying comparative education.
wliich stimulated class discussion.

In

very general terms,

tlie

He then raised several questions

Tlie students (sitting in a semi-circle) then

qualified, questioned, challenged and refuted their peers' statements.

The class

discussed the British-designed public school curriculum, the effect of American

peace corp teachers and the affect of studying abroad.
portrayed the students' groping attempts
to

Such classroom discussions

to relate diverse educational

approaches

Kenya.

From
which

is to

this short discussion,

it

may be seen

prepare secondary teachers.

major purpose

of

that

KSTC has

goal

a definite

The following quote emphasizes the

KSTC.

The goal

of

KSTC.

.

.

is to

remove

the shortage of well-

science teachers in a short time and
at a low cost by producing a sufficient number of wellqualified Kenyan Sj^ science teachers.

qualified

Kenyan

S^^

Observation of an education class

in

September 1973.

Olga Linne, An Evaluation of The Kenya Science Teachers College

,

p. 22.
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Although means for achieving this aim differ, students and faculty
diligently strive for

members

it.

SUMMARY
This chapter has been primarily concerned with presenting an overview of

contemporary Kenyan higher education which originated

in 1947.

At that time,

the British government proposed the establishment of a teclmical and commercial
institute in Nairobi.

Shortly thereafter, this proposal

was combined with one

formulated by the Asian community and the Royal Technical College of East Africa

was established.

Soon

was designated as

it

the second University College in East

Africa and concerned itself primarily with academic programs and,

to a

smaller

degree, vnth technical interests.
After obtaining independenee during the early 1960's, Kenya, Tanzania

and Uganda conceived

tlie

necessity for establishing a cooperative university that

would meet the education need
colleges in each country
Africa.

The necessity

of the three countries.

became

in

separate

upon each country's develop-

By mutual agreement among

University of East Africa was dissolved.

formed

June 1963, the

constituent institutions of the University of East

of focusing higher education

ment issues was soon perceived.

In

The University

the countries, the

of Nairobi

accord with the Kenyan Parliament Act Number Sixteen

was then

of 1970.

Under

provisions of this same Act, Kenyatta College also became a constituent body of
the University of Nairobi.

Kenya Science Teachers College,

in the

meantime,

for the training
had been established by the Kenyan and Swedish governments

of
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secondary school science teachers.

According
of

Kenya

to the

formal policy of the Kenyan Parliament Act, the president

will serve as Chancellor of the University of Nairobi to insure a close

link and cooperation

between the govemment and higher education.

encourage cooperative efforts, the University governance

govemment

officials

and education personnel.

To

fiu'ther

composed

will be

of

Discussions with University

administrators, faculty and students and an observance of daily practices indicated
that the higher education officials frequently

made administrative

matters of a politicfd or financial nature, however, government
considerable power.

Prominent examples

of the

decisions.

officials

On

exercised

government’s influence was

seen by their initiation of the tuition-loan proposal.

And banning

student organi-

zations alter the 1972 strdm was another example of the government's influence.

The curriculum and examination programs
based upon British college traditions.

of the University are still

Proposed policies for altering these rigid

British- style programs have been suggested so the curriculum and examinations
will be reflective of the

Kenyan environment.

Yet wide-scale implementation

of

the proposals does not appear immediately forthcoming due to administrative and

economic considerations as well as academic standards or

qualifications.

Such curriculum and examination patterns usualty have been one reason

why

faculty and department endeavors toward social service for the wananclu

have not been more evident.

Wliereas The Report of the Commission of Inquiry

and various University of Nairobi Devoloj^ment plans, for example have issued
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policies which call for extra-mural social services, only a few faculties and

departments have initiated programs reflecting this policy,

'riie

Faculty of

Education and the Institute of Adult Studies are notable exceptions.

On

the other

hand, the orientations of Kenya Science Teachers College and Kenyatta University

College have geared toward various teacher -training and social service activities.

This orientation

is due, in part, to the input

from

the Ministry of Education which

has always been interested in focusing secondary teacher-tramiug colleges to
social development.

The curriculum

ajad

examination programs of Kenyatta University College

and Kenya Science Teacher College have reflected a policy which calls for their
activities to

prepare secondary school teachers.

Hence students' curriculum and

examinations empliasize those subjects which they plan to teach

in

secondary schools.

Students and faculty appear to acquiesce with such programs and also seem to

perceive their roles primarily as "educators." This contrasts with the views of

some University

faculty and students

who envision diverse roles or

function for

higher education.

A

final point

concerning the structure and governance

Teachers College may be noted.
exqilicit

Kenya Science

Policies which established the College specified

The

conditions for Africanizing admmistrative and teachmg positions.

Ministry of Education has cooperated
in these

of

mth

College officials to insure Africanization

realms and, as mentioned previously,

in

extra-mural

activities.

other hand, tliese types of cooperative endeavors were not as evident at

On

tlie

tlie
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University of Nairobi.

That

is, policies called for

cooperative endeavors but were

not borne out in practice.
In

to

some instances,

eomponents

of national

while others did not.

then, higher education policies and

programs related

development, Africanization and eliminating neocolonialism,

Certainly

some programs and

policies of the Institute of

Adult Studies, the Facult5’ of Education and Kenya
Science Teachers College, for

example, are involved
development.

On

in

providing services for the people which promotes national

the other hand,

it

would be quite

difficult to

argne that many

activities of the Faculty of Arts demonstrate a similar
orientation.

Further,

tlie

structure of Kenya Science Teachers CoUege, for example, is
designed to insure
a pi ogram of Africanization and lessen the influence of
neocolonialism.

The differences

in structure

and orientation might suggest some

initial

reasons why the several faculties and departments pursue various policies and

programs.

Yet this reason per se does not

structure and orientation are derived.

fully explain

why or how

Perhaps interpretations by the higher

education commimity of basic philsophical ideals will provide a
explanation.

Were

the imder lying

more complete

the interpretations based u])on ideals formulated by the national

government and higher education officials? Were they based upon individual
/

faculty

members’ desires? Or were

Answers

they based upon a combination of such reasons?

to these type of questions will be sought in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE VIEWS OF THE mOHER EDUCATION COMMUNITY
The Kenyan national government, prominent leaders and various
national reports have asserted that national development, Africanization,

African Socialism and eradicating neocolonialism should serve as directives
for all institutions.

This chapter will examine the higher education community’s

interpretations of the several major ideals as they affect

tlie

University of

Nairobi, Kenyatta University College £md Kenya Science Teachers College.

To help understand

the views of the higher education commimity, open-

ended interview ciuestions were administered.
One.

Tliese questions

framework.

were designed

in

Questions are listed in Appendix

accord with an established conceptual

For example, question one addressed the issue of a philosophy

for higher education, while

number

five focused on actual

programs or practices.

Although respondents did not answer each question, various expressed opinions
still

focused on central themes.

When answering

questions one and five, for

example, many persons stated Hiat their faculty or department was interested
in filling

manpower needs

for national development.

These responses and

others have been summarized in the tables presented in

each question was not responded to by every individual.

tliis

chapter.

However,

Thus the tables have
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been derived from a two-step process,
that

is, individual

answers

to various

questions which frequently clustered
around central themes or ideals.

And

the

questions initially had been designed to
seek interpretations or views regarding
philosophies, policies and programs for
higher education.

Some questions such as number fourteen had
and are not presented in a table.

times presented

in the

body

^

only two or three respondents

Infrequent responses, however, are some-

of this chapter.

Similarly, opinions, interpretations

and quotes from primary and secondary sources
which have a bearing on the
interviewees' responses are also presented.

Although a representative sample was not obtained, the

fifty inter-

viewees were from different parts of the higher education
community.

Deans

and Assistant-principals, among others, were questioned
as administrative

spokesmen.

Faculty

members from

ten different departments

First, second and third year students
faculties.

were interviewed from seven major

These diverse opinions provide examples

community's views.

were interviewed.

No overall generalizations

of the liigher

will be

education

made.

1

A

few questions such as numbers ten and eleven were discussed in
Chapter Three when viewing higher education practices. Question ten was,
"If there were a major questions concerning higher education policy, how do you
think the issues should be resolved?" And question eleven was, "Who actually
makes the major decisions concerning tliis institution?"
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NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The majority
interviewees had

of higher education administrators, faculty

initial difficulty

and student

responding to this researcher's queries

concerning a government philosophy for the University and
Colleges.
one through four are some examples.

(They were:

Question

Wliat do you think your

country's philosophy of higher education is? Wliat do you think
the country's

philosophy of education should be?

Do you

think that higher educational policies

reflect one/or both of these philosophies and policies?)

The respondents, for the most
phies existed or were quite nebulous.
that national directives

part, initially did not think that philoso-

For example, two administrators said

were "quite hazy," while several students maintained

that no directives existed.

Of the

fifty

interviewees, thirty-nine, or seventy-

eight per cent, stated that a government philosophy did not exist. ^

Manpower Needs
After other questions such as two, five and eighteen were posed,

it

was

generally agreed that manpower needs for national development was an ideal.
(Question two was, "Wliat do you think the countrj^'s philosophy of education

should be?" Question five was, "Wliat do you think your institution's major
goals are?" and Question eighteen was, "Wliat role should your department play
in relation to national

p

1973.

development?") Indeed

all

administrators and faculty

These statements were made during interviews

in

August and September
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respondents and ninety-six per cent
belief.

of the student interviewees

^

The government's philosophy, according
probably be to
civil

voiced this

fulfill skilled scientific

service and teaching positions.

should help

clairify

what appears

to

to the respondents,

would

and teclmical positions, administrative,

Some discussion
be a mixture

of a

of these views follow and

nebulous philsoplty and

a desire for manpower needs.

Boaz Ogola, Planning Officer for the University

of Nairobi,

has stated

that general educational philosophies for the University' are those
expressed in

the various national development plans.

The University Planning Office and

the

several Faculties have formulated proposals and projecting reflective of national

government reports.'^

On

the other hand, A. J. Maleche, of the Faculty of

Education has asserted that national education reports, for example The Report
of the

Commission

of Inquiry

were comparable

years or several decades ago.

to those issued five

The Kenya Education Commission Report issued

a call for relevant education for national development.

rural jmd teclmical education.

Emphasis was placed on

Yet both reports were based upon

premises as the noted Phelps-Stokes Report

of

1925

5
.

tlie

same

(The Phelps-Stokes

3

See Tables Three, Four
4
5

ajid

Five.

These remarks were made durmg nn interview

in

These comments were made during an interview

August 1973.

in

August 1973.

TABLE TJIREE
Higher Education Administrative Interviewees
Views on
National Developm ent

Opinions Expressed on National Development

1.

2.

Government is concerned with higher
education fulfilling manpower needs

8

100

8

50

4

88

7

the people

100

8

Higher education should and does have
extension services

100

8

62

5

Higher education

is

concerned with

manpower needs

Limited govemment concern for national
unity

4.

5.

Government is concerned with higher
education improving social conditions
for the people
Higher education

mth improving

6.

7.

N*

100

fulfilling

3.

Percentage

is indirectly

concerned

social conditions for

Govemment and higher education do not
have concern with national youth service

*N (Number) =

8

TABLE FOUR
IBgher Education

Facult}^^ Intei^dewees Views
on
Natio nal Development

Opinions Expressed on National Development

1.

2.

3.

Government is concerned with higher
education fulfilling manpower needs
Higher education institutions and departments
are concerned with fuKilling manpower needs

Percentage

lOO

88

Limited government concern for national
unify

4.

Government

5.

Higher education should and does have
extension services

gg

Government and higher education do not
have concern with national youth service

88

Individual departments have their
particular philosophies

62

6.

7.

is "sensitive" to national unity

38

own

*N (Number) = 16

TABLE FIVE
Higher Education Students Inte rviewefi?^
Views
National Development

Opinions Expressed on National
Development

1.

Government

is

concerned with higher
manpower needs

education fulfilling

Percentage

95

Higher education institutions and depart-

ments are concerned with
power needs
3.

4.

5.

6.

fulfilling

mangg

Government does not address employment
problems or higher education graduates

77

Higher education graduates should improve
social conditions for the people

4G

Higher education has limited extension
services
Ciovernment and higher education do hot
have concern wth national youth service

*N (Number) = 26

5^

65
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Report was issued by a group primarily
consisting
States and Great Britain; and the
Report
in British

East Africa).

became

o£ officials

from

tlio

United

Oie basis for educational
policy

^

Although these reports have philosophical
implications for higher edueation, they

of

have not remained abreast of eontemporary
events.

M. MeDarmont, Chairman

of the Edueation

College, "events are overtaking
planners.

planners redefine
i

Department

at

Or

in tlie

words

Kenyatta University

That government and university

educational philosophies in view of
contemporary

manpower

ssues has been the thrust of these crities'
arguments.

Although government's ideals have been
nebulous, they have been reflected,
to an extent, in the educational institutions'
and departments' philosopliies

and policies.

One notable example was

in the

area of manpower concerns.

administrative interviewees, eigl%-eight per cent
of the
six per cent of the student interviewees thought

and ninety-

manpower needs were

concern of liigher education and individual departments.

A

facult}^

a primarj'

^

geology professor contended that the purpose of his
department was to

train students in the fundamental principles and sldlls
of geology.

There has

been an urgent need lor geologists, since few Kenyan geologists
have been

David Scanlon (Editor), Traditions of African Education, New York
(Teachers College, Columbia University Press), 1964. Chapter Three.
7

g

All

These remarks were made during an interview
See Tables Three, Four and Five.

in

September 1973.
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employed

in

high-level geologieal positions
by the national government and
in

other professions.

was

a fault of the government.

Wlien individual departments
observed such

displacement, they have had cUtficulty
devising a clear-cut departmental
philosophy.

The University and individual departments
simply produced manpower

without regiird for any actual philosophy
because, apparently, they hav e not perceived a genuine

eoncem by

Some students

the

Kenyan government.

at the three

contentions similar to this faculty
"if

^

higher education institutions have voiced

member.

One

first

year law student stated

there is a government phUosophy for higher
education,

manpower.

”

The Faculty

of

Law has been

it is

simply to produce

guided by the purpose of producing

lawyers, since the countr}^ has less than 200
Kenyan attorneys.
students have been very critical of

graduates.

tlie

government's position

Approximately seventy-seven per ceht

in

Moreover,
placing

of the student interviewees

thought that the government had not adequately addressed
this issue.

The appeal for
regarding manpower

the formulation of explicit philosophies and policies

is

hardly novel to higher education respondents.

numerous monographs,

9

view

articles and papers wmitten about this crucial need for

These remarks were made during an interview

^^These comments were made by a
August 1973.

in

11
See Table Five.

There are

first

in

August 1973.

year law student during an inter-
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national development.

From

the university ranks

come

the doctors, attorneys,

teachers, social plaimers, architects and
high level government persomiel.

These professionals provide social service and
administrate

the

many dimen-

sions of the economic, political and social
systems of the nation.

Service

functions and administration of the several
systems are not the sole

manpower

necessities.

Proficiency is also needed for planning immediate
and long-range

proposals for societal development.
explicit directives regarding such

therefore,

manpower recjuirements

Kenyan Parliament Act Number Sixteen

cerning manpower.

of

for

to be created.

Kenya.

development.

of 1970, alluded to a stance con-

The Act stated that one university function

preserving and increasing the knowledge

ment

becomes mandatory

presenting the objectives and functions of the University of
Nairobi,

In

the

It,

A

of the intellectual

board interpretation

of this point

Onty persons who are acutely aware

is to assist in

and cultural develop-

would include manpower

of higher education directives

can be cognizant of this philosophical stance.
It

could be pointed out that the University of Nairobi Development Plans

(1970-1973 and 1973-74 to 1978-79) specified some plans for manpower develop-

ment.

Such plans included estimates of future student enrollment projections for

12

H. F. MaJailu, Education, Development and Nation-Building in Independ-

London (SCM Press, Ltd), 1971, pp. 89, 95. J. Kalmnge, "Manpower Planning and University Education, East Africa Journal, August 1965, p.
ent Africa

1

^

,

University of Nairobi, University of Nairobi Calendar, 1973-74, p. 407.

9.
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university graduates and faculty persomiel
growth.
integral policies and

programs

Yet these plans must become

of Faculty operations and

curriculum.

Fimmcing Students' Higher Education
In a discussion of national

education inevitably arises.

development, the question

of financing

higher

Interview question thirteen raised the issue.

(Question thirteen was, "Wlio should finance higher
education?”) Nearly

members

of the higher education

the tuition-loan plan.
to national

community expressed

Most respondents believed

development.

all

definite opinions about

the plan

was

integi'ally related

Eighty-eight per cent of the administrators and

sixtj'^-

nine per cent of the faculty respondents favored a total or partial
tuition-iojm

plau,^^ wliich should be implemented during the 1974-75 academic yeai\
Several primary reasons were cited as justifications for their positions.

Academic achievement has
finance higher education.
of irresponsibility.

It

led students to believe that the government should

This arrogant attitude has tended

to

encourage a sense

has been stated that students who are committing a

proportion of their future earnings in order to attend school will certainly be

more serious about

their studies than students

the expense of the government.

academic studies but also

^"^See

who are "getting

a free ride" at

Students will not only benefit from their serious

in their attitudes

toward

tlic

society.

Proponents

Table Six.

15

D. C. Pegers, "The Returns to hivestment in Higher Levels of Education
in Kenya, " Malccrere Institute of Social Research Conference Papers Januaiw 1968.
,

Similar comments were
and September 1973.

made by

the Plan's proponents during interviews in August
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TABLE
Views

SIX

of Higher Education

C ommimit,, on

Partial or

Complete l\ution-Loan Plan

Administrators

Percentage

N*

'

No Expressed Opinion
(Number)

1.

2.

Proponents

Opponents

88

7

12

1

Faculty
1.

2.

Proponents

69

11

Opponents

19

3

0

0

96

25

2

Students
1.

2.

Proponents

Opponents

*N (Number)

N
N
N

= 8 Administrators
=16 Faculty
=26 Students

1
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furtlier assert that the

chasm, created

the general populace will be narrowed.

m

recent years, between the students
and

Considerable weight

is given to this

contention.

Still

plan.

another argument has been presented as a sound
justification for the

Several economic position papers have been
prepared at the Institute of

Development Studies and the

Institute of Social

For example, one paper dealt
education graduates.

\vith the

Research

Those with higher education^^ can anticipate considerably

becomes unemployed ten per cent

private income should

gTaduates'.
If

Students

Makere University.

projected private incomes of higher

higher private incomes than their less educated peers.
university graduate

at

still

In the events, that

of the time, the

be over twenty-eight per cent higher

who are

tlian

tlie

expected

non-

the potentially affluent should pay for their education.

students are repaying a loan, their incomes will become comparable
to others

in the society.

This basic procedure would eventually insure a more

income distribution.

In

summary,

accrue eglatarian benefits for

equitable

the initiation of the tuition-loan plan could

all.

1

In his article, D. C. Rogers included all study completed in Form IV
and after as within Hie realm of higher education. Roger's definition of higher
education differs slightly from the one being used in this work. (See Chapter One
page 10.) Nevertheless, both are similar enough to warrant comparisons.

17

D. C. Rogers, "The Returns to Investment in Higher Levels of Education
in Kenya. " Gary S. Field, "Private Returns to Investment in Higher Levels of

Education in Kenya. " (Discussion Paper 19, Center for Research on Economic
Development), University of Michigan, March 1972, p. 8.
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Fundamental eglatarian principles appeared
reason for implementing the tuition-loan plan.

On

to substantiate an

economic

the other hand, persons

who

oppose the plan disagree with the alleged eglatarian justification for the plan.

Approximately ninety-six per cent
of the faculty

of the student

interviewees opposed the plan.

According to some
implementing the plan.
public school education.

of these

1

respondents and nineteen per cent

R

persons, further inequities will be created by

Student expenses have been borne by the family throughout

That procedure has posed no hardship for the few wealthy,

yet the majority have struggled to pay school fees.
will

remain under

the tuition-loan plan.

several thousand shillings each year.

This same economic situation

The needy student

^Vllen graduation

will

have to borrow

occurs a huge debt will be

accumulated.
Tliere is the general expectation that the higher education graduates will
financially assist relatives.

a financial burden.

Coupling

tliis

responsibility with a huge debt will pose

Tnose who have always been affluent

status and the poor will retain theirs.

will retain their

economic

James Ngugi accurately summed up when

^^See Table Six. The percentage of faculty respondents may be slightly
misleading. Several respondents did not answer question thirteen. This plan mil
not affect certain students at teacher-training institutions. One Kenya Science
Teachers College faculty member stated that his advocacy was really conditional
upon the eventual implementation of the proposal at his college.

^^These remarks were made by higher education students, James Ngugi
the Literature Department and Muthoni Muthiga, Dean of Students at Kenyatta
University College.
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he said, "To argue that the plan

is

derived from an eglatarian principle

is to

argue

the absurd.

The crux

of the

argument cited

upon private incomes rather than

in the Institutes’ position

social benefits.

papers rested

According to one researcher,

adequate amount of data was not available to
construct marginal social benefits.

There

some agi'eement between

is

and James Ngugi's.

the

arguments presented

in the position

papers

Private returns aud incomes are a focal point of
a tuition-

loan plan.

has been suggested that the bonding system would be the
most equitable

It

mamier

of financing students' higher education.

Bonding would require students

or graduates to work in various government areas in lieu of higher
education
ex^ienscs.

This system has not been implemented, although "professional"
students

are hypothetically bound by

it.

Students preparing for

Certificates have agreed to teach a

minimum

of three

or Diploma of Education

years

All their exjDenses are paid by the national government.
at

in a

Some

secondary school.

of these students are

Kenyatta University College along with others who are pursuing a Bachelor of

These candidates plan

Education.

peers.
will be

Degree students

made

20

at the

same

to teach in

secondary schools as to their S^

will accumulate a loan.
institution.

A

distinction between students

Such discrepancies could lead to anomosities

This statement was made by James Ngugi during an interview

in

August

1973.
21

Gary

S.

Fields, "Private Returns to Investment in Higher Levels

Education in Kenya, "

p.

2.

of

Ill

among

students.

service from

Certainly this plaai will not lead to more unity.

all,

Requiring

rather than a loan from some, would appear to be a
means of

preventing uraiecessary discrepancies and friction.

As early as

1964, the Kenya nation called upon students to work chligently

A

for national development.

insure that

all

work

a

bonding system or

year for each spent in higlier education.

of national service is currently in operation.

composed

a national service

of teenagers and

young adults.

A

limited form

This national service

It is

The implementation

necessary and

initial step.

of a similar

is usually

designed to provide training and

skills for the participants, while simultaneously pursuing national

needs.

body could

development

system for higher education could be a

Students might

work during vacation periods and

after

graduation in the public service.

These suggestions must be viewed
question

number

twelve.

in

conjunction

witli

(Question twelve was, 'What should be a primary

purpose of the student's participation

in a National Service

two per cent of the administrators, eighty-eight per cent
five

per cent of the student interviewees did not

concerned with a national youth service

22

the responses to

24

thinlc that

Program?")

of the faculty

and

the government

for higher education.

These remarks were made by the Dean

Sixty-

If

sixtj’--

was

proposals for

of Students at Kenyatta University'^

College.
23

Republic of Kenya, High-Level Manpower Requirements and Resources
Kenya, 1964-197 0, pp. 37-38.
24

See Table Three, Four, and Five.
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the bonding system or national youth service

expertise of

all

were formulated,

the knowledge and

could become a very positive feature of such a plan.

Surely

higher education persons should contribute this apsect of their education
to the
country.

This could be viewed as the students' involvement

with the people's social concerns.

In essence, students

m

and identification

would be paying both

their social and economic debts to the society.

Social Serv ices

In

the

various documents, such as The Report of the Commission of In quiry,

Kenyan government has asserted

services for the wananchi

improving the lives

.

That

is,

of the populace.

that higher education should provide social

education institutions should be involved in

Despite the government's assertion, higher

education respondents provided a ratlier confusing picture.

Higher education

admmistrators and teacher training faculty members were aware

They

all

of this ideal.

expressed the belief that higher education was concerned with improving

social conditions for the people.

not exi^ress this ideal.

25

On

the other hand, higher education students did

27

Wanyandey Songa, "Toward A Relevant University

East Africa Jouima l, February 1971,

in

East Africa,

"

p. 11.

^^See Table Three. The views of the teacher-training college faculty
respondents were expressed during interviews in August and September 1973.
^”^Smce students did not mention this fact, it was not put in Table Five.
However, students did mention that they should be concerned witli providing
social services for the people.

See Table Five.
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At the University

of Nairobi, administrators,
faculty

and student

respondents expressed the belief that the
exdra-mural endeavors
of Adult Studies

activities.

28

of the Institute

and the Faculty of Education were some
indices of social semdce

This response was given in reply

to interview question fifteen.

(Question fifteen was, "What should be the
extra-mural activities of this
institution?''^)

M. Abdualiz and A.

member

of

Education

to

view such activities as

traming college.
directives,

it

J.

Maleche, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Faculty

respectively, contended that initially one might
be tempted
inlierent vdthin a Faculty of Education or
teacher-

Upon close examination

of

government and higher education

has been observed that the philosophies and goals for education

departments usually have been rather clearly defined.

Teacher training
Ministry of Education.

activities have always

Because

been primary concerns of the

of these interests, the IMinistry

necessar3^ to work closely with higher education.

of the

The National Development

Commission

of Inquiry

^^See Tables Tfiree, Four and Five, particularly points five and six
Table Three. And note point five in Tables Four and Five.
29

it

Several national reports have

always addressed various aspects of teacher traming.
Plans (1964~1970 and 1970-1974) and The Report

has deemed

These eomments were made during interviews

in

August 1973.

in
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addressed the issues

and scientific courses for secondarj^ school

of practical

OA

The Ministry

teachers.

how some

of the

of Education

Annual Reports (1966

recommendations have been implemented

Education and teacher tramiug colleges curricula.

to 1972)

in the

Faculty of

The introduction

education at Kenya Science Teachers College has been

summarized

of industrial

one notable example.

Although University of Nairobi faculty meml3ers and students observed
the orientation of the Faculties of Education and Institute of Adult Studies, such

endeavors were viewed as peripheral

to higher education's

primary functions.

Other departments' orientations toward extra-mural activities have frequently
talcen the

form

departments,

of lectures to various civic organizations or cultural groups.

in

recent years, have seemed to be an exception to this view.

In several aspects the literature

of a

Few

department that attempts to relate

James Ngugi, Chairman

of the

department may be seen as an example

its activities to the local

community.

Department and renowned author, has pushed his

colleagues toward both an academic and social service orientation.

The academic

focus has msured that the black literary perspective penetrates the department.

The emphases on

the

Kenyan or African perspective, as well as

black diaspora, have been integral parts of the focus.

from

the wananchi, particularly

from

the

Kenya Government, The Repo rt
288.

James

Sliefficld,

Education

in

mz ees

of the

Kenya: An

that of the entire

Gathering oral

history’-

(wise old men), has served to

Commission

of tequiry

,

Historical Study, p. 97.

pp. 287,
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reinforce the cultural and social lives of the people.

Faculty members, students

and the local people liave viewed this as an attempt to relate higher
education
to the culture of

Kenya.

At this writing, the literature department
these orientations and activities.
the absence of such views in

"compartmentalization.

is

concerned with consolidating

While this has been a justifiable concern, given

most departments,
In other

it

has served as an example of

words, faculties and departments have

focused on their particular orientation.

&jch comparmentalization has contributed

ultimately to internal department responsiveness or non-responsiveness to the

Perhaps the literature department has been a recent example

Ken3’'an culture.

of the jDositive feature of responsiveness, while other

as having

some

departments may be cited

of the negative attributes of non-responsiveness.

Yet the

literature department, to a small extent, has carved out an orientation that is

somewhat similar
ment

Studies.

to the Institute of

African Studies and the Institute for Develop-

Such orientations should serve as examples for the necessity of

intradepartmental endeavors, thereby leading to the enhancement of

Various realms,

botli social

till

involved.

and academi.c, would thus be contributing to

national development.

These remarks were made by James Ngugi

in

an interview in August

1973.

32

"Comments made

in

August 1973,

in an

interview with a Faculty of Science lecturer
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I

AFRICANIZATION

A

cursory statistical analysis of the higher education interviewees per-

ceptions of Africanization revealed some interesting interpretations.

An

initial

analysis of opinion towards a national government or higher education stance
f

regarding Africanization seemed as nebulous as opinion regarding the many

dimensions

of national

development,

hi

response

to questions

nmeteen and twenty,

University of Nairobi administrators expressed general satisfaction with the
OO

Afriermization process within the University and the national government.

(Question nineteen was, 'Tn your opinion, what is Kenyanization/Africanization?''

and question twenty was,

Kenyanization in relation to higher education?”)

''^Vliat is

The administrators pointed

out that all top level University positions are

occupied by Kenyans.

Some departments, such as

only one non-African.

And many

the Literature Department, have

cximtriates tend to remahi in Kenya for shorter
a-A

periods of time

tlian their

earlier counterparts.

Higher education faculty members were divided
Afriermization.

Approximately thirty-two per cent

faculty respondents
fifty-six

were

in their opinion

regarding

of the University of Nairobi

satisfied witli Africanization of higher education, while

per cent were dissatisfied with the process.

refused to comment on the issue.

35

Several faculty interview'ees

In addition, students' reaction to

tlie

queries

^^See Table Seven.
the Faculty of Arts and the
^"^These remarks were made by the deans of
Faculty of Science in August 1973.

^^See Table Seven.
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TABLE SEVEN
Views

of

Higher Education Community^ on Africanization

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Percentage

Percentage

N*

No Expressed Opinion
Percentage
N*

Admmistrators
1.

This process

withm higher
education
2.

75

6

25

2

75

6

25

2

-

32

5

56

9

12

2

38

6

44

7

18

3

31

8

65

17

4

1

19

5

46

12

65

9

This process
wi-tliin tile

government

Faculty
1.

2.

This process
mtliin higher
education
Tliis

process

within the

government

Students

1.

This process
within higher

education
2.

This process
within the

government

N* (Number)

N

= 8 Admmistrators

N
N

= 16 Faculty
= 26 Students
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concerning Africanization were generally
negative.

Nearly two-thirds

irtemdewed v^ere dissatisfied with higher education's

of those

efforts toward Africaniza-

tion.

Whether respondents were

an indicated a desire

to see the

satisfied, dissatisfied or

complete process of Africanization

education and the national government.

meant

Africanization of

in

higher

Somewhat surprisingly, most views

achieving Africanization were quite similar.
tion essentially

expressed no opinion,

A

for

complete process of Africaniza-

that manpov/er positions would be held by
Africans.

manpower was extremely

crucial.

It

was

the visual symbol

of indigenous control.

Indeed this visual symbol

An observance

of other societies,

may serve

as a cohesive force for the society.

whether developing or developed, frequently

portrays an attempt to have most positions controlled by that country's nationals.

According to some

liigher education respondents and other

Kenyans residing

in

the United States, the People's Republic of China, England and the United States
of

America

provide eminent examples of citizens occupying most positions.

One might well imagine

die reactions of citizens

from

the People's Republic of

China to the appointment of an American as a Dean of a University Faculty.

These persons would be most protective
that

Kenyans should react

^^Ibid.

of indigenous control.

just as protectively

if

It

would appear

they are genuinely interested in

119

insuring Kenyan control.

37

Various efforts have been initiated

to insure Africanization.

question invariably arises eoneerning the rate of Africanization.

favored a rapid process.

fifty

basic

Many Kenyans

Respondents contended that the proeess should be

accelerated over previous years.

members

A

at University College

per cent were Africans.

In 1967, twenty-six

per cent

of the faculty

Nairobi were Africans, and during 1973-74 over

38

To accomplish rapid Africanization several methods have been implemented
and others may be utilized.
lectureships.

Africans

One suggestion involves the practice

may be employed

of special

in higher education vdiile completing

their master's degree or other postgraduate research degrees.

When

exiiatriates

are teaching, there is no strong justification for denying an African the opportunity
of teaching solely

because postgraduate degi-ees have not been awarded.

The

Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Science have already initiated this practice on

a limited basis.

^"^Wanyandey Songa, "Toward A Relevant University in East Africa," p. 10.
James N. KarioM, "The Tanzanian Phenomenon: A Case Study of Human Progress,"
(Unpublished manuscript).

^^Aggrey Awori, "East African University Must Be Africanized," East
Africa Jouraal, December, 1967, pp. 15-22. Some of this information was
furnished by M. Abdulaziz, Dean of Arts, during an interview in Augnst 1973.
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A

second major suggestion

tenure for expatriates.

example,

called for stipulating a

ExToatriate contracts

maximum

length of

must not exceed three years, for

Wlienever possible an African assistant should be preparing for assuming

the exjDatriate’s position.

Given the rapid increase

of student

enrollment

higher education, this should not be exceedingly difficult to accomplish.
student enrollments have increased

East Africa to over 3,400

in

from 1,470

1973-74

projected that by 1978-79 over

in

Kenyan

1968-GO at the University of

at the University of Nairobi.

It is

also

800 students will be enrolled.

6,

Kenya Science Teachers College has been an example
for Africanization.

in

The Africanization process

of a

long-range plan

of the administration, faculty

staff will

be completed in 1976.

college.

This long-range plan and others, such as those of the Faculty

and

This will be ten years after the founding of the
of

Veterinary Medicine, were planned to provide a rapid and expansive extension
high priority areas.

in

There has been an urgent need for science teachers, tech-

nicians and veterinarians.

As

the country begins to produce its

own manpower,

there will be a decreasing need to sign such long-range plans to assure scientific

and technological development.

43

'^^Wanyandey Songa, ’'Toward a Relevant University

in

East Africa,

'^^Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Education Annual Report, p. 20.
information was furnished by the University Plaiming Officer.

" p.

10.

Some

^University of Nairobi, Draft Development Plan 1973-1974 to 1978-1979,
(Unpublished report).
Ilnd.
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Extended use

of expatriates

may

rapid teclmological needs.

fulfill

This

positive contribution has to be weighed against the adverse social implication.

Many expatriates have
political forces of the

not been aware of the social, cultural, historical and

Kenyan

society.

Thus their interpretation

of the society,

their teaching, research methods and interactions with the higher education

community and

tlie

or Asian eyes.

Some
they

larger society have been viewed through European, American

Such an interpretation can create havoc

expatriates have been able to grasp

may

create.

developing society.

in a

some comprehension

of the

problems

Witness the following quote;

do believe that the expatriate academic cannot afford
major forces which have shaped
Africa's history and continue to influeiicc events in
I

to be ignorant of the

contemporary Africa.

Such ignorance can be as
detrimental to his successful performance as an
academic as professional incompetence.
The
exi:>atriate in Africa has an obligation to be wellinformed, sensitive, concerned and sympathetic to
the goals of freedom and the improvement of the
.

human

.

.

condition in Africa.

That particular writer seemed to express a genuine concern for the
influence of ex|3atriates in the African University.

The issue

of expatriates

was

further perceived as being related to a central role of educational institutions.

Educational institutions are a major agent of socialization.
interested in ardently pursuiiig

means

for

tlie

If

perpetuation of

a society is

its culture, the

44 Jennifer C. Ward, "The Expatriate Academic and the African University,'"
East Africa Journal, October 1970, p. 15.
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educational system must not be run by foreign personnel.

ExjDatriates' social-

cultural environments and vested interest, reglardless of any noble
intentions,

simply prevent them from genuinely preserving

Many

faculty

members and

research projects should

not

be

indigenous culture.

tlie

students stated that curriculum design and

left in the

hands of expatriates.

Expatriates'

duties should be restricted primarily to teaching in their area of expertise.

Concurrently African thought should be encouraged.

problems

of the developing

Kenyan nation m.ust remain

comprehend many students' opinion and reaction on
massive 1974 student strike which began
content with the exjDatriate faculty

in the

Over

fifty

issues and

this issue, only recall the

members had reached

To students,

To

at the forefront.

Dis-

the breaking point.

community supported

some interviewees expressed concern regarding

political perspectives of Africans.

unity.

is, the

Faculty of Architecture.

IVhile the majority of the higher education
of Africanization,

That

the ideals

the social and

this involved the issue of national

per cent of the student interviewees thought that the government

and higher education had not demonstrated adequate concern for this issue.
Students stated that Kenyan citizens should be hired, regardless of their economic

class or ethnic origin.

45

in

Wlien hiring any citizens, they must be willing to work vath

Wanyandey Songa, "Toward a Relevant University

^^These remarks were made by Faculty
August and September 1973.

of

in

East Africa, "

p. 10.

Arts students during interviews
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others to promote a united African society,

This view of Africanization and national imity
was rather notable.
contrasted with

many administrators' and

persons thought the issue
development.

work together

of national unity

faculty

members' perceptions.

was a major component

Tliese

of national

That social and economic improvements wall occur
w'hen
w^as frequently expressed.

It

Most respondents, w'hether

all

faculty or

students, stated that no clearly defined government or
university directives
existed.

Perhaps the words

stance regarding the issue.
but

it

would be incorrect

of one lecturer accurately

She stated that

all

summarized the national

were "sensitive"

to national imity,

to believe that explicit directives exist for

promoting

unity.

ELIMINATING NEOCOLONIALISM
The responses
in

of

most interviewees regarding neocolonialism contrasted

one very proim'nent respect from interpretations of other philosophical ideals.

These responses centered around questions seven through nine.

(These were:

47

These remarks were made by over one -half of the student interviews.
issues of hiring persons from different etlmic and racial backgromids is an
extremely sensitive concern. For example, many respondents briefly touched
upon the issues of hiring Asians; no detailed discussion ever occurred.
Tlie

"^^See Tables Tiiree and Four.

term "sensitive"

mentioned

by a
Faculty of Science lecturer. In describmg the issue of national unity, other
respondents used terms such as "touchy question, and "delicate issue."
'^^"^The

w'as first

to tliis investigator
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"Wliat subjects should bo required of all students, in addition to his (her) major?

During your college career, have their been significant changes

And which department has implemented

the

most changes

in the

curriculum?

in the

curriculum?”) The

major interpretations for eliminating neocolonialism were discussed
factors that applied primarily to the higher education community.

in

terms

of

Curriculum,

unit-credit proposals, standards and student participation were readily mentioned

as being influenced by the
In contrast,

neocolonialism that prevailed within higher education.

respondents discussion of Africanization and national develop-

ment frequently combined government and higher education

ideals.

in the following discussion, that higher education institutions

It

will appear,

have given considerable

thought to the ideal of neocolonialism without adequately providmg modes for
alleviating

it.

Discussions concerning the effect of neocolonialism on curriculum, examinations and standards

seemed

to cluster

around one concept, that

is,

the need to

structure these components to a unique Kenyan higlier education system.

issue of standards.

Note the

Seventy-five per cent of University administrative interviewees

ex]Dressed a favorable impression of higher education standards.

Concurrently, the

Tables Eight, Niue and Ten. Perhaps the wording of questions seven,
eight and nine, for example, influenced the tyi^e of responses cited. Nevertheless,
of neoit was quite notable that respondents United these questions to the issue
neocolonialism.
linlved
to
colonialism. Questions twenty and twenty-one were also
^*^Sec
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TABLE EIGHT
Higher Education Admuiistrative faterviewees
Views on Neocolonialism

Opinions Expressed on Neocolonialism

1.

Favorable impression

Percentage

N*

of higher

education standards

75

6

2.

Disciplines are too theoretical

75

6

3.

Curriculum revisions are needed

75

6

*N (Number) =

8
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TABLE NINE
Higher Education Faculty Interviewees Views on
Neocolonijilism

Opinions Expressed on Neocolonialism

Percentage

N*

Favorable impression of higher
education standards

38

6

2.

Disciplines are too tlieoretical

62

10

3.

Disciplines are practical

25

4

4.

Curriculum and examination revisions
are needed

62

10

Dissatisfied with absence of student
participation

12

2

1.

5.

*

-

*N (Number) ^16

]27

TABLE TEN
Higher Education Student Interviewees Views on
Neocolonialism

Ojjiuions

1.

Expressed on Neocolonialism

N*

Favorable impression of higher
education standards

2.

Disciplines are too theoretical

3.

Dissatisfied vnth absence of

student participation

4.

Percentage

8

2

77

20

m higher

education

G9

8

Curriculum and examination
revisions are needed

92

22

*N (Number) = 26
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administrators generally believed that disciplines were quite theoretical.

two beliefs appeared contradictor>^

According to some respondents, high

standards insured a level of competency and proficiency albeit

realm.

These

in a theoretical

Moving the disciplines from a primarily theoretical orientation was a

needed improvement.
Faculty
Onlj’'

members and

students were not as satisfied as the administrators.

thirty-eight per cent of the higher education faculty respondents were favorably

impressed by higher education standards.

Only eight per cent of the student

respondents had favorable impressions of education standards.

In addition,

two per cent of faculty interviewees and seventy-seven per cent

of students

sixty-

contended

CO
that the disciplines

were too theoretical.

There was a consensus

of opinion that

too theoretical methods of instruction were not in the best interest of Kenyan

education.
Dissatisfaction with various aspects of the curriculum, structure and

examination method led respondents to make suggestions for alterations.
seventy^

per cent of the higher education students respondents favored the unit

course proposal as a means for alleviating the curriculum
fifty

Nearly

rigidity.

Although

per cent of the faculty interviewees supported the plan, they frequently dis-

couraged

its

immediate implementation, as did the plans opponents.

53

^^See Table Eight.
59

See Tables Nine and Ten.

^^Sce Table Eleven. These figures may be somewliat misleading as Kenya
not be
Science Teachers Coliege respondents were included. However, this plan will

implemented

at that institution.
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TABLE ELEVEN
Views

of

Higher Education Community on Unit- Credit Plan

N*

Percentage

No Expressed Opinion
(Number)

Admini str ator s
1

.

2.

Proponents

Opponents

38

3

0

0

5

Faculty
1.

Proponents

50

8

-

2.

Opponents

19

3

4

Students
1.

Proponents

69

18

-

2.

Opponents

12

3

5

*N (Number)

N
N
N

=

8

Administrators

16 Faculty
= 26 Students
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Introducing the proposal would produce administrative difficulties.
of the administrative difficulties included:

increasing the clerical

staff,

Some

increasing

faculty positions, redesigning department core requirements to allow time for

electives and counseling students about elective course selections.
that higher education personnel

benefit will be derived.

must consider the question

Will the

many

of

It

appears

where the most

positive features of the iniit-course system

(discussed in Chapter Three) outweigh the difficulties of implementation?

respondents thought that, in the immediate future, die difficulties

Most

in administration

and the opposition would delay the plan’s implementation.

The majority

of students jmd faculty

with the examination system.
tion since

it

members voiced

their dissatisfaction

The system has not undergone any basic altera-

was introduced durmg the

colonial era.

Suggestions for altering,

plan.
however, were usually mentioned when discussing the unit-course

that

not set
would be primarily distinct to a new evaluation system were

Over two-thirds

of the student respondents

absence of student participation

Plans
forth.

were dissatisfied with the

in higher education.

From

the colonial period

and Kenyatta
^^These remarks were made by University of Nairobi
1973.
September
University College faculty during Augnst and

^^See Tables Nine and Ten.
56 See Table Ten.
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to the

contemporary time, students

higher education affairs.

liave

had limited,

if

involvement

any,

Nominal student representation on

tlie

University and

Senate Councils was sometimes viewed as simply ceremonial.
political organizations

were banned

in

Since all

after the 1972 strike, students have been

acutely aware of inadequate channels for expressing gTievances.

Simeon Ominde, professor
Education Commission Report

,

of

geography and chairman

of

The Kenya

has suggested that students need proper political

education.

Certain ingidenous African values should be at the core of any political

education.

This tyim

of political education will aid students

when participating

in

various political and social affairs as well as prevent external or foreign subversion.

The current

state of higher education curriculum, examinations and student

affairs have been affected by neocolonialism.

According

to

alterations in the several irealms are drastically needed.

some

policy or progTammatic changes should be related to

do otherwise is to observe directionless practices.
is era.dicating neocolonialism.

The burden then

most intervievvees

Any suggestions
definite ideals.

for

To

In this instance, the ideal

falls

on the shoulders of higher

Kenya.
education to develop a sound philosophy with a foremost commitment to

"^^Such

remarks were made by students during August and September

^^Simeon Ominde, '^Education
Journal.,

May

19G5, p. 14.

in Revolutionary Africa, ”

East Africa

1973.
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SUMMARY
Presenting the interpretations and opinions

of the

higher education community

regarding the philosophies, policies and programs within
the academic community

was

the

major purpose

To help determine

of this chapter.

the views of the higher

education community, twenty open-end interview questions
centering around

various concepts were administered.

Some questions focused on

the government's

philosophy for higher education, while others were designed to
obtain responses

concerned with higher education policies and programs.

were interviewed from three

no extensive comparisons were made among the opinions

not discussed.
cited, however,

total of fifty

persons

different institutions and pro\dded diverse opinions,

although they did not constitute a representative sample.

faculty and students.

A

Because

of this fact,

of administrators,

Overall generalizations from the various responses were

Views discussed

in both

primary and

when they were also relevant

secondarj'^ sources

to opinions

were

mentioned by the higher

education respondents.

Respondents tended to have
philosophies for higher education.

initial difficulty citing

general government

As various questions were

asked, however,

interviewees exiiressed opinions which centered around various components of
national development, Africanization and elminatmg neocolonialism.

With regard

to these several ideals, administrators tended to cite and support official positions

of

government or education publications more so thim students.

Faculty and

students, in particulnr, frequently voiced opinions in terms of observable policies

and practices.
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Manpower needs,
were usually

Many

cited as

financing students' education and social
service activities

components

of the ideal

and policy of national development.

education persons believed that the national
government had not issued

explicit directives for

manpower needs. Thus

it

was frequently

stated that liigher

education rather haphazardly fulfilled verj^ general
administrative, scientific or
teclmical, civil service and teaching positions.

New

proponents and

opponents of the government's proposed tuition-loan

policy for financing higher education

seemed

on the question of eglatarian principles.
of loans

would make the incomes

to those

who did not attend

to ultimately base their

arguments

Proponents contended that the repayment

of higher education

graduates more comparable

colleges; and the monies spent for higher education

could be rechanneled into other areas for national development.

On

the other

hand, opponents asserted that inequities would be created between affluent higher
education students and most matriculants, which,

in turn,

means further economic

divisions between the elites and the majoritj^ of the society.

Wiile some national government documents have called upon higher education to engage in social service

projects for national development,

ents did not believe that the academic community

concerns.

accordmg

The lack
to

many respond-

was genuinely interested

of liigher education's involvement

m

Respondents mentioned that the

such

social service activities,

many interviewees, was caused by two reasons. They were:

academic or "scholarly"" pursuits imd the absence

in

of explicit

individual

government directives.

Institute of Adult Studios and teacher-training

0
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colleges engaged in extra-mural social service projects.

Yet

tliese

were

frequently perceived as peripheral, rather tlnm integral parts of higher education

endeavors.
Student, faculty and administrative interviewees usually voiced opinions

respecting a program of Africanization.
philosophical and policy implications.

Then

All

tliey

seemed

discussed

it

in

terms

of its

to desire the complete practice

or program of Africanization as rapidly as possible, despite

tlieir

diverse views

on the current state of affairs.
hi general, administrative, faculty

and student respondents discussed

The British-design

the negative effects of neocolonialism.

of the

curriculum and

examination progTams was a very striking example of neocolonialism.
interviewees desired the elimination of

a proposed unit-credit program.

tlie

Some

negative effects of this system through

However, others were concerned

that drastic

alterations would affect academic standards and qualifications.

It

may be observed,

in conclusion, that the

higher education community

expressed various views concerning national development, Africanization and
eliminating neocolonialism as they affected the University and Colleges.

Never-

theless, the expressed opinions indicated discrepancies in outlook within the

academic community and betsveen

llie

national government and higher education.

Reasons for these discrepancies must now be addressed.
I

CHAPTER FIVE

GOVERNMENT AND IRGHER EDUCATION:
DISPARITIES IN

OUTLOOK

THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT
To view

the roles of the

multi-dimensional insitution.

government

in any society is to

observe a complex

This complex institution generally has been viewed

as having certain major functions or roles in relation to society.
institution possessing

supreme responsibility

impoitant services for

its citizens.

general goals and services
equality, social justice,

tliat

human

tion and equal opportunities.

as stated

in

Sessional Paper

its citizens' lives. ^

It is

the

primary

for designing and carrying out

In developing

and developed countries the

the government attempts to provide mclude political
dignity,

freedom from want, disease and exploita-

Though these are a variety

Number Ten

,

its

of

government functions,

ultimate goal is the enhancement of

These central pursuits have been extremely important for

developing countries.

Few would disagree
r

that

influence affects all its citizens,

tlie

2

government

is the

major

institution

whose

however, various means for operating this

^Republic of Kenya, African Socialism and Its Application to Plmming in
T. H. Stevenson, Poli tics and Government Totowa, New Jersey (Littlefield, Adams and Company), 1973, pj). 12, 13.

Kenya.

,

2

T.

II.

Stevenson, Politics and Government, p.

1.
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function exist.

Sliall

the government itself primarily
formulate and implement

certain social goals?
social institutions?

Sliall

the government relegate certain crucial
tasks to otlier

Or should

the

government and other major

institutions

cooperatively seek desired social goals?

The answers
government
in the

is

to such questions frequently depend upon
whether the

democratic or totalitarian.

developing nations.

for a domestic

form

of

Most Africans,

government with

Adherents of this view include, among
the

former

some
his

^

There are examples

of both types

liowever, have exiiressed a preference

the state exercising considerable power.

otliers,

Tom Mboya

and Ali Mazuri.

political leader and the professor of political science have
translated

general observations and beliefs

of their

comprehensive work,

the developing

Tlie

to the

Kenyan government.^

Challenge of Nationliood, Mboj^a contends

Kenyan nation seeks

to

meet

tliat

for attaining this objective.

In its role as the

most

Kenyan democratic government must formulate

Some

of these include planning

priorities, formulating

hi

as

the challenge of modernization as

rapidty as possible, the government has a major responsibility" to devise

the

Both

means

uifluential social institution,

ideaJls, policies

economic development

and programs.

in relation to certain

major policy reports and seeing that various laws and

3
Biid.

4

Tom

,

29, 30, 33, 34.

Mboya, The Cha]lcnge of Nationhood, London (Ileinemann Educational
Books Ltd), 1970. Ali Mazuri, On Heroes and Bhu ru-Worship, London (Longmans,
Green and Company, Ltd), 19G7. See Ciiapter Nine.
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programs are introduced.

To be successful such government endeavors must receive
support of other social institutions and the general populace.

the cooperative

All social institutions,

especially the government, must aclmowledge fully and willingly their responsibilities
to

Mboya has best

each other.

endeavor:

"We must seek

to

stated the government’s responsibility

in.

this

ensure that our political and Government institutions

create the desired response among our people ^md persuade and assure them
their interests, security and welfare lie within the nation-state.
Wliile the

the people,

p

government may desire mutual assistance and responsibility from

must

it

"

still

attempt to

fulfill

planning jmd issuing national directives.

one of
In this

its first

major tasks which

requirements to rural and urban development
special effort will be

made

to

is

chapter, a brief examination of

national directives that encompass a variety of social issues from

Tlie

tliat

will be discussed.

view those directives

in relation to

manpower

However, a
higher education.

views of higher education interviewees and various writers who have addressed

the role of the academic

commmiity

Nvill

be analyzed.

Lastly, a discussion con-

cerning disparities in outlook between the government and higher education with
concise recommendations will be presented.

^Tom Mboya, The
^Ibid.

,

p.

172.

Challenge of Nationliood, pp. 175, 176.
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NATIONAL DmECTIVES
During the first decade

of

Kenya's independence, various philosophical

ideals have been put forth as guidelines for the young nation.
of these

may be

major philosophical

ideals, as observed

m

A

brief reiteration

various speeches and doctrines,

helpful in recalling the governments position on important issues.

The

speeches and writings of Jomo Kcnyatta have frequently expressed the ideals

of

African Socialism, Africanization, national development and the eliminatioi of
neocolonialism.

In his introduction to Sessional

Paper Number Ten, Kenyatta

voiced his support for the doctrine which outlined a plan for African Socialism
in

Kenya.

He also called for

all

Kenyans

to rally behind the doctrine and

work

for uhuru (freedom).

While this appeal may have served as a rallying
substance to

it.

In a similar

call, there

was no real

manner, additional speeches and vnitings

of

Kenyatta and other national leaders as well as political party statements have

been exclaimed frequently for

political imity.

The

KANU

Manifesto, for example,

discussed how programs of health, education, finance and agricultine related to
Q

national development.

The wordings

of these expressions concerning such

ideals as national development and Africanization have been stated in very broad

and general terms.

Such generalities are designed to insure acceptability by many

’^Republic of Kenya, African Socialism and Its Application to Planning in

Kenya, pp.

vi,

vii.

®Kenya African National Union,

KANU

Manifesto

.
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people.

It

would be rather

general ideals

of,

difficult for

a Kenyan citizen to disagree with the

say, African Socialism.

Political appeals call for support of an ideal; the doctrines attempt to

spell-out the ideals and policies.

Education Commission Report

,

Sessional Paper

The Report

of the

Number Ten The Kenya
,

Commission

of Inquiry ^

and

several national development plans were the major doctrines which addressed

various national issues and problems.

Each

of these reports and

papers were

to

concern themselves with some specific aspects of national development.

The Kenya Education Commission Report outlmed some general

policies

Important value was placed on national unity, nationaJ

of the education system.

development and cultural preservation when considering the formulation
education ]>olicies.

That

development was stated

all

in

these significant values should contribute to national

very broad terms.

relation between education and the country’s

The Report also emphasized

its

it

work

was premature

did the

The conclusions

in

some

aspects.

tlie

its

attempt to address major

Only during the last few months

Commission have limited access
of

the

manpower needs.

AKliough the Report was commendable in
issues,

of national

to any nationaJ.

manpower

of

studies.

report had to be produced well in advance of the revised

National Development Plan (1966 to 1970) which linked education to manpower

^Republic of Kenya, African Socialism and

Its

Application to Planning in

Kenya.

^^Kcnya Government, The Kenya Education Commission Report.
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The general

needs.

effect of this crucial

Commission report was

warn

to

tliat

the nation s fundamental education decisions would need to be operationalized
over

a lengthy period of time and on an empirical basis.

were not clearty

policy concerns

some

state that the plan described

priorities.

1

Perhaps

policies before

this has led

it

some

critics to

clarified philosopliies or

o

The purpose
the general

defined.

Hence philosophical and

way

in

of

The Report

of the

Commission

which the education system related

of Inquir3>-^^

was

to

examine

to social development.

This report focused on how educational policies and practices should be restructured in primary and secondary schools and in primary teacher training
colleges.

This Report was not designed to address similar factors

education.
of

The educational policies contamed

in the

in liigher

Report dealt with the issues

curriculum, manpower needs and social/cultural phenomena.

Although ideals

and issues were expressed, they were not explicitly related to any suggested
national policies.

How

all

Kenya's institutions could contribute to national development were

the concerns of the National

1970 to 1974).

^

Tliese plans focused on

Slicffield,

to 1970, 1966 to 1970

manpower production

Ijolm Anderson, The Struggle for the

^^James
^

Development Plans (1964

for national develop-

Scliool , p. 147.

Education in Kenya: An Historical Study

^Kenya Government,

9'hc

Report of the Commission

and

,

p. 87.

of hiquiry

.
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The National Development Plan (1964

ment.

how

1,

to 1970), for

example, discussed

300 technical and scientific positions would be required by 1970,

over, the

manpower requirements were

More-

to be related to a policy of Africanization.

Instead of expatriates indigenous person, educated by the national government,

were

to

occupy position.

The revised Development Plan (1966

to 1970)

Kenya had been independent for two years when

focused on similar conditions.

this plan

was published.

second plan had additional statistical information on which
directives.

It

called upon

Mgher education

development as well as a producer

to

become an

of high-k- .el

to

base

its

Thus the

policy

integral part of national

manpower.

Higher education

should confront this dual challenge, yet no precise plans had been spelled-out

by

tlie

plan.
In addition to the

several plans various education conferences have been
1

convened.

The Kericho Conference

intellectual dialog

among

officials

from

was a major example

Economic Planning and Development.

in lengthy

discourses on three central issues:

education, employment and rural development.

^'^Republic of Kenya, High Level
in

Kenya,
^

of an

the University College, Nairobi, the

Ministrj^ of Education and the Ministry of

Conference participants engaged

f*

of 1966 ^

It

was

generallj'’

agreed that

tlie

Manpower Requirements and Resources

p. 5.

^Republic of Kenya, Planning for Progress: Our Second Development Plan

^^James

Sheffield (Editor), Education,

.

Employment and Rural Development.
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entire

realm

of education

from primary school

employment problems and rural development.

to graduate

National development would be

accelerated according to the Conference
participants,

and involvement
Thus far

of all education institutions
it

work could address

became

if

the continuance thrust

evident.

has been seen that the various speeches, reports,
doctrines

and conference discussed the ideals of national
development, African Socialism,
Africanization and eliminating neocolonialism.
explicit definitions of
In the

realm

tlie

Yet these writings did not provide

various ideals nor did they spell-out policy directives.

of national development, the issues of

manpower,

scientific needs,

technical sldlls and higher and/or middle-level administration
were cited in

many plans and reports
zation, the

as necessary components of national development.

economy, the life-styles

of the wananchi and rural

also listed as dimensions of national development.
is

improvements were

That national development

a multi-dimensional phenomena, as evidenced by these factors, should have

been stated.

by

Africani

Explicitly stating

the various

Kenyan

how and

wliich of the dimensions could be addressed

institutions should have been the next step.

This was not

accomplished.
hhirther clarification

was needed respecting

elimination of neocolonialism
scattered

— another prominent ideal.

remarks and a picture which alludes

of neocolonialism

the ardent desire to see the

The doctrines presented

to the belief that the eradication

would greatly enliance national development.

It

was further
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implied that neocolonialism had most negatively effected the society because
the indigenous culture had been relegated to a very minor level.
exioloitation

of

tiie

was sometimes viewed as the major impediment

society.

These types

of

remarks, however, are not

Economic

to ’'modernization"

explicitly evident in

the various reports and plans.

Another major point must be kept

in

mind.

Generally, the various national

doctrines did not address the role of higher education, rather they discussed
only in a peripheral manner.

From

1963 to 1970 the plan was to unite the higher

education systems of Kenya, Unanda and Tanzania,.

was

initially a constituent

body of the University

of

Since the University of Nairobi

East Africa, higher education

plans of the several countries were to interrelate and overlap.

This could have

been an argument cited as a rationale for various Kenyan doctrines’ failure
address explicit roles of higher education.

of the three countries,

each individual region.

each constituent college

In fact, this

University of East Africa.

The wish

to

Yet this argument would be invalid.

While the University of East Africa was designed

needs

it

to

still

meet the higher education
had a role

to play in

issue contributed to the dissolvement of the
to

lini^

each 'constituent college closer to a

particular country, as each nation began to establish its course of direction, was

a prime factor, and the several governments believed
colleges had progressed enough to

University of Nairobi,

fulfill

tliat

the separate constituent

the needs of each country.

Universe

of Nairobi

Thus national

Calendar 1973-74, pp. 400, 401.
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directives, whether or not higher education

was explicit^ mentioned, have

influenced the functional directives of their colleges and universities.

As

the University of East Africa dissolved, the University of Nairobi

established in accordance with the Kenyan Parliament Act

Number

was

Sixteen of 1970.

This Act sought to establish the structure for the new University, to outline the

broad parameters
institution

of its activities

and to define the relationship between the

and the national goverament.

To some

extent, this Act also took into

account the colonial antecedents and early years of independent higher education.

Though

this

Act was created

the role of the

in direct

new Universiiyof

ment addressing the unique role

response to the need for outlining and defining

Nairobi,
of

it

wa,s an explicit

higher education.

example

of the

In this regard,

it

govern-

may be

viewed differently from other national reports and doctrines, for example, The

Kenya

Educ-ation

Commission Report, which

did not devote explicit attention to

higher edueation.
In brief review, it

may be

seen that various national government reports

and plans issued very general direetives that applied to various aspeets of
education institutions.
issued.

Usually no explicit directives for higher education were

During the early years of independence, the University

been part

of the University of East Africa; thus the

was interrelated with those

of its

was not adequately addressed
tins

seemed

to be the

This factor, also,

several national doctrines.

Kenya Parliament Act

of

had

Kenyan higher education system

two neighboring eountries.

m the

of Nairobi

An exception

to

1970 which was enacted after the
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dissolvement of the University of East Africa.

Issumg directives or formulating

philosophical bases were major purposes of the national government, although

these were not always evident.
liiglier

Wliat the distinctive roles or puriDOses of the

education commimity and the intellectual are must now be addressed.

ROLE OF THE INTELLECTUAL
Thus far

this discussion has focused upon the

ment has viewed the several
that there

was a

ideas.

manner

in

which the govern-

Some higher education interviewees implied

distinctive and central thrust of the academic community.

Certainly, there are specific roles for the academic commmiity and the intellectual

which differentiate them from the fimctions
institutions.

What are

of social, political

their distinctive roles?

be related to the larger society?

If

so,

and economic

Should these roles and functions

how should

the roles be related?

Under-

standing such distinctions will be useful when maldng recommendations for

cooperative efforts between

Two
of

tlie

intellectual

community and

schools of thought will be discussed in respect to

tlie

the larger socictj^

distinctive features

Kenyan higher education.
Ali

Mazmi,

for example, has defined an intellectual as one

who has

the

capacity to be fascinated by ideas and has acquired the skills to handle some ideas
effectively.

Intellectuals

general spheres.

may perform

in die

academic, literary, political and

The general, literary and academic

foimd in higher education.

The academic

intellectuals are frequentty

intellectual, accorchng to Mazui-i,
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should ougage in activities which
provide data from which O.e
political mtellectual

can formulate ideologies and policies.
types of intellectuals.

In

sum. the

«

This

is not of

major concern

to otlier

activities of the tour types of
intellectuals

should be interrelated; however, the
basis lor

.all

may be

tj^es

found in the

higher education community.

On
lectual.

the other hand,

some

critics disagi-ee witli this concept
of an intel-

According to Akena-Adoko, an intellectual
differs timdamenbally from

a non-intelectual, not with regard to
the amount of Imowledge but how
the Imowledge is utilized.

lAirthermore,

relation to his society.

tlie

Atric.an inteUectual seeks the trutli

ITie effective handling of ideas,
as

should not bo the criteria tor defining an
intellectual.

example, handles ideas quite effectively.

A

m

Mazuri contended,

confidence man, tor

Surely, one would not argiie that the

confidence person has the interest of the academic
community or the society
at heart.

Ihere

is

essential distinction between Mazuri' s and

view of the intellectual.

some

The difference rests upon the question

of

critics'

whether the

intellectual should primarily aiialyze ideas without any
specific societal objec-

tives in mind, or should the intellectual, in his imique role,
respond to specific

1

1969, pp.
19

Ali Mazuri
11,

16.

,

"Wliat Is Aji Intellectual,

"

East Africa Journal,
—

N. Alvona-Adolco, "Tlie Role of the Intellectual
East Africa Jounial, March 1969, p. 20.

m

tlie

April

African Revolution,
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societal needs.

To respond

to specific or non-specific

needs and goals are a

basis for the two schools of thought concerning the role of the intellectual.
Critics have also pointed out that higher education institutions in a

developing society cannot afford to be solely erudite sites of multiple and diverse
ideological positions.

For an African intellectual

to

merely present jmd mialyze

ideas is to waste the country's intellectual resources.
effect on the African scene

must be addressed.

Ideas wliich have an

20

Indeed this latter point has been an underlying rationale for the proposed

curriculum and exammation revisions for

tlie

University of Nairobi,

hi addition,

Africans living abroad have also exiiressed their concern with curriculum revisions

and have made some suggestions.

Curriculum alterations would seek

a single ^ideological stance, that is, one for the developing society.

suggestion has centered on a course in African political economy.

to present

One

Such a course

could offer an analysis of market, price, taxation, production and distribution
of precolonial

African societies.

Understanding such factors might lead to clues

that would insure African socialism.

^^dlile

21

proposals such as the unit credit plrm would permit the intro-

duction of various subjects, its success depends upon lecturers who have a

^^Grant Kamenju, "hi Defense

of

a Socialist Concept of Universities,"

Transition, February-March 19G8, p. 16.

^^Wanyandey Songa, "Toward A Rclevimt University
P.

8.

hi

East Africa,
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certain nationalistic African
perspective.

Higher education respondents
and

writers have aripied that
strategic inteUectnal posts
must be held by nationalist
African intellectuals who truly
align themselves with
Kenya. 22 The political

perspectives of African lecturers
should espouse endeavors
that would lead to
national unity and dovelopniont.

That higher education
die African society

was

is the

most important non-political

a major argument of Mazuri
and Tandon.

institution in

To these

the business of higher education
is not to respond automatically
to the
latest policy declarations,

'mat

neither defiance nor subsei-vienoe.

a University owes the government.
It

is a

.

.

is

combination of criticism and

affirmation, of attachment and
responsibility, or in other words,
intelligent

cooperation.

23

Higher education must contribute to the
countrj^'s political

improvements, but

it

must not be an instrument

of politics.

That

is,

certain

functions of education can be limited
to the academic campuses without
being

influenced by the national political process.
In an insightful

article entitled,

National Development in Kenya,"

"The University, The Government and

Mohamed Hyder appeared

to have reached

22

This view was argued in Chapter Four by persons
such as James Ngugi.
N. Alcena-Adoko, "The Role of the Intellectual in
the African Revolution," p. 19.
23

Ah

.

.

Mazuri and Yash Tandon, "The University of East Africa As A
PolHical Institution, " in Kenneth Prewitt, (Editor)
Education jmd Political Values
'
““
~
An East African Case Study, p. 175.
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tlie

heart of the matter concerning the role of the intellectual
community in the

developing society.

government

in

The role

of the

academic community

areas of genuine national pursuits.

is lo

cooperate with the

Although honest difference in

pei spective and orientations will arise, this does not
preclude joint endeavors.

Hyder's position addressed the contradiction posed by Mazuri and
Tandon.

Ihe

latter

two scholars postulated that analysis of government policies

of the intellectual

community.

is

a role

Yet intellectuals can provide the data for relevant

policy-maldng decisions for cooperative procedures.

It is

inconsistent to argue,

on the one hand, that analysis of government policies for cooperative endeavors can
be practiced, while, on the other, not actively responsible to policy declarations.

Engagmg

in active

cooperative endeavors, with the recognition that honest

differences will be present, is a

realistic position.

Given the intellectual's

be should be able to deal with the honest differences that arise concerning

ability,

the

more

academic community’s and the government's views for the developing society.
If

the higher education

community could reach a consensus concerning

Hyder's position or a similar one, the foundation would be laid for mutually
cooperative and integrative efforts between the academic community and the

government.
society.

Such cooperative efforts are necessarj^ for the developing Kenyan

Hence the school

of thought which advocates mutual cooperative efforts

between the intellectual and/or academic community and the larger society

24

Mohamed Hyder, "The

Development

in

Kenya,

"

University, The Government and National

East Africa Journal, April 1970, pp.

9,

10.

is at
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variance with the school ot thought which
contends that certain functions of
education can be confined or limited to the
boundaries ot the higher education

community.

VIEWS OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMUNITY'
General Views

The higher education community expressed various
cryptic views
development, Africanization and neocolonialism.

were presented

in the tables of

national, unity, social

mentioned

Chapter Four.

of national

Frequently exqDressed opinions

For example, opinions on manpower,

and/or extension services and financial proposals were

in relation to national

development.

The higher education community

voiced no explicit definitions of national development.

Rather, to many, higher

education's concern with national development was demonstrated
by these various
topics.

An

analysis of the academic community's views of Africanization and

eliminating neocolonialism provides a picture comparable to the view of national,

development.

Africanization was seen in terms of the decline of exinatriates and

the subsequent increase of African persoimel.
in addition,

in

A

few higher education interviewees,

linked the increase of African staff with the possibility for a change

higher education orientation, that

is,

the African perspective could

25

See Tables Three to Five in Chapter Four.
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dommant.

However, concise points

of Africanization

were not

stated.

RatJier

overt examples such as African faculty
and staff positions were cited.

Improving curriculum and examination were
the most frequently discussed

means for lessening

the influence of neocolonialism.

A

respondents mentioned, in passing, that some changes

process should be implemented.

The

few higher education

in the

decision-making

rigid and formal relations between students

and faculty, as well as that of n junior and senior
faculty members, should be
mocUfied.

The protocol

of these strict relations

structured higher education setting.

was due,

to eliminate neocolonialism,

characteristics needed to be restructured or alleviated.
of the higher education

were

in part, to the

all

Englishthese

Hence a cursory analysis

community's exiDressions indicated that three major ideals

identified and explained in

definitions of the ideals

terms

wore absent.

of tangible

Moreover,

examples.
tlie

Exq)lieit or

examples

of ideals

concise

were

delimited to the academic community^.

African Socialism

Thus far

tlie

mentioned three of

tlie

to African Socialism

2G

TJiese

discussion has indicated that the higher education respondents
ideals that the national government advocated.

References

were conspicuously absent, however.

remarks were expressed by students and

interviews in August mid September 1973.

faculty

members

during
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Se ssional Paper

Number Ten was

defme African Socialism and

to

the major doctrine which
attempted to

develop sidelines for

its

implementation.

This doctrine stated that the traditional
African values of mutual social responsibility

and political democracy formed the basis
of African Socialism. Wliile
few

could argue with this definition

it still

did not clearly portray or outline

the parameters of social responsibility
or political democracy.

or

common

left

The underlying

characteristics of social responsibility and political
democracy are

unexplained.
hi

a critique of Sessional Paper

University, stated tliere

The basic goals
Moreover,
upon.

it

is

Number Ten Ahmed Mohiddin
,

agreement concerning the basic tenets

exiioimded.

Republic of China. 29

Nor are they

the

same as those

28

same as those which
of the

Peoples

This suggests that Mohiddin's and Sessional Paper Number

of socialism should be refined.

Moliiddin also argued that socialism is both a way of

achievmg

of socialism.

argue that the general tenets of socialism are agreed

Certainly, the tenets of African Socialism arc not the

Ten 's concept

Makere

of socialism are generally Imown, though not
accepted, by all.

is difficult to

Marx and Lenin

of

this life.

life

and a means for

Various views exist on how to achieve this way

Ahmed Mohiddin, "Socialism or Capitalism?
Revisited," East Africa Journal, March 19G9, p. 7.

of life.

That

Sessional Paper No. 10

G. Mennen William, Africa for the A fricans, Grand Rapids, Michigan
(William B. Eerdmans lAiblishing Compmiy), 19G9, Chapter Two.
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is,

this

definitions

may be comparable

but

means

differ.

There

is

some

validity to

argument because various means for achieving African Socialism do

Indeed some might argue that the socialism of Cuba or Tanzania differ

in

exist.

means

only.

The goals outlined

in

Sessional Paper

will not lead to African Socialism.

emphasis on economic development,

Number Ten, according

Since the Sessional Paper placed primary
this

approach meant that the capitalistic

Kenyan economic system was not

to be altered.

antithesis to African Socialism.

Moreover, Mohiddin argued that

Imed

in the

to Mohiddin,

This capitalistic system is an
tlie

means

out-

paper were really plans against the non-Africans rather than a radical

attempt to restructure society or to create new values and institutions.

The

Africanization of a capitalistic system was not to be confusbd with African Socialism.

Mohiddin has not been alone
evident in the Kenyan society.

in his observation that African Socialism is not

Colin Leyes, former professor of government at

the University of Nairobi, has expressed a generally satisfactory interpretation of

Kenyan development.

Lo3ms contended

social consequences of Kenya's

development.

In

terms

of

dividual materia,! ambition

tliat

a socialist

primary commitment

may

to a capitalistic

economic gTowth, the decision

was

justified.

hi short,

deplore the long-run

to rely

mode

of

mainly on in-

Leyes argued that Kenya

is

^^Alimed Mohiddin, "Socialism or Capitalism? Sessional Paper No. 10
Revisited,

" p.

7,

8,

9.

and Admini^^Ijcyes, Colin, "Kenya's Second Development Plan Political
6.
strative Aspects,"^ East Africa Journal, March 1970, p.
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capitalistic, despite any socialistic doctrines
such as Sessional

Paper Number Ten.

Positions similar to Mohiddin's and Leyes have been
observed by the

Kenyan higher education community.
It

is

If

Mohiddin's and Leyes' assertions are true,

understandable why people involved in higher education are
unaware of the

ideal of African Socialism.
ideals.

This contrasts with some indices of the other three

Higher education respondents mentioned examples

attemptmg

to

produce manpower for national development.

Africans poitiayed attempts to Africanize.

were viewed as

On

initial efforts to

the other hand,

it

And certain curriculum proposals

<was rather

difficult to

to indicate that

manpower.

observe examples

They could not be observed

curriculum, in the decision-mailing process,
the efforts to provide trained

Staffing positions with

lessen the influence of neocolonialism.

Socialism in the higher education setting.

evidence.

of the institutions'

The absence

was frequently

African

in the

in the staffing of positions

of overt indices

persons identify and define philosophies on the basis

Visible evidence

of

nor

in

seemed

of tangible

linked to an ideal.

Identifying an ideal on the basis of overt indices really indicates that

persons are responding to a policy or program.
observable, whereas ideals are not.

A

difficulty lies in

32

Thus

it

Programs or

seems

tliat

the

policies are

problem

is twofold.

defmtng the ideals as well as observing their indices

See Tables Three, Four, Five, Eight, Nine and Ten

in

in the

Chapter Four.
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forms

of policies

and programs.

These issues must now be examined to analyze

reasons for divergent views of the government and

DISPARITIES IN

liigher education.

OUTLOOK

The preceeding discussion has indicated

that the

government and higher

education liave different views and interpretations of various
philosophical ideals,
policies and progi’ams.

for the discrepancies,

Though

some

it

initial

would be

difficult to elucidate all the

suggestions

may

be presented.

reasons

Understanding

causes for discrepancies should later lead to some recommendations for
alleviating the disparities.

The national government has been concerned with one

of its

major roles,

the establishment of a soiuid philosophical, base or rationale for its policies and

programs.

Four proiment ideals— national development, Africanization, African

Socialism and eradicating neocolonialism— have usually been cited as forming
the crux of the country's philosophical position.

Yet an analysis

politicfJ speeches, national reports, plans and other

have been implicit, that

can be reached only by inference.
vei'y successful in

meeting one of

nebulous ideals have been quite

In otlier

its

is,

words,

major roles.

difficult for the

well as the higher education comimmity.

major

doctrmes have not provided

any explictness or clarity regarding the several ideals.
of the several doctrines

of

Rather the statements

some degree
tlic

of

comprehension

government has not been

Attempts to comprcliend the

general Kenyan populace, as

The mmiy critiques written by the

15G

government and education persons
ideal, say, African Socialism.

illustrate difficulty in interpreting a vague

In short, vague or nebulous ideals have been one

primary reason for discrepant

viewijoints.

Secondly, the national government has put forth general philosophies,
ideals, policies and

few

of the

Number

programs

that relate to several

govermnent's positions such as that

major

of the

institutions.

Only a

Kenya Parliament Act

Sixteen of 1970 have attempted to primarily address themselves to the

Higher education has been confronted with

role of higher education institutions.

the challenge of translating national stances which apply to various institutions
into

major functions

of the

SimulLaneously relating academi

academic community.

activities to general social development

was also

Thirdly, the national government did not

early years of independent higher education.

to be addressed.

talce

complete cognizance of the

For seven years the University

College, Nairobi was part of the University of East Africa.

Being a constituent

institution affected the type of education at the University College, Nairobi, since

it

was part

of the educational

system for two other countries.

Yet the University-

College was to simultaneously address Kenyan needs.
Fourthly, higher education has usually related various ideals such as

Africanization and national development to observable policies and programs
within the academic commimity.

was usually linked

to the

For example, the ideal

endeavors

of

of national

each Faculty or department

development

to fulfill

some
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numpower needs. Yet

the government had discussed several chmensions of

national development, with

manpower requirements as only one

national stances have alluded to several

means

facet.

In addition,

of eliminating neocolonialism.

Tlie

higher education community again has usually perceived adverse effects of

neocolonialism

in its structure,

curriculum and examination.

views have been

Fifthly, divergent

exii^ressed about the

practices just within the higher education community.

Chapter Four portrayed the contrasts among the view
strators, faculty
tuition -loans

members and

same

ideals and

The several tables

in

of higher education admini-

Perceptions about Africanization and

students.

show some striking examples

of divergent viewqaomts.

Usually

administrators expressed more awareness of the operationalization of an ideal
than faculty

members

Perhaps

it

or students.

may be

rather naive to assume that a consensus between the

government and higher education could be reached regarding philosoplhcal
policies and programs.

education commimit5^

Kenyan society

I

is to

Nor can

a consensus be expected just within

Some consensus

meet the challenge

is

necessary, nevertheless,

of social

development through

major mstitutions

—particularly higher education.

recommendations

will

now be addressed.

higher

tlie

if

ideals,

the

its

several

Therefore, the topic of
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In

view of the disparities

in

the higher education comrnmiity,

made.

some recommendations or suggestions

These succinct recommendations are

or entirely comprehensive.
will help shed

for a

outlook between the national government and

new

some

in

no maimer meant

Recommendations are put

additional light on the

to

will

be

be cxliaustive

forth in the hope that they

complex issues

of social

development

nation.

The recommendations are:
1.

the need for explicit clarification of the ideals;

2.

the need for

awareness

of

contemporary and historical

social factors;

3.

the need for dissemination of information;

4.

the need

5.

the

for cooperative endeavors; and

need for

anew

social-political orientation.

Clarification of Ideals

Since several major ideals have usually been cited by the national govern-

ment, one of the first tadvs must be the clarification of

For example, considerable confusion over the ideal
exists.

Does

it

Or does

Does

it

meim

mean

philosophical positions.

elimmatmg neocolonialism

the reinstitutionalization of a completely African culture?

mean maintaining present
it

of

its

institutional

arrangements with African persoimel

both
altering contemporary institutional structure while combining
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an African and Western perspective to insure social development?

These and other

similar questions must also be raised regarding neocolonialism and other major
ideals.

All such questions illustrate the complexity of clarifying ideals.

Within the higher education community, philosophical ideals also must be
clarified.

needs
to

For example, how

in relation to national

will higher education

address the issue of manpower

development? Will each faculty or department continue

produce manpower needs regardless

of other higher education efforts?

Or

will

mter-departmental or mter-collegiate efforts become evident?
Clarification of philosophical ideals could insure a similar orientation or

perception by the government, higher education and Kenyan people.

\Vlien the

ideals of national development, African Socialism, Africanization jmd eliminatmg

neocolonialism are discussed, similar views could lead to mutual understanding.

Mutual understanding

is a

necessary prerequisite for the implementation of any

ideals by the government and/or higher education.

All additional recommendations

are, in fact, related to this need.

Awareness

of

Contem porary and

Wliile ideals

may be

Historical Social Factors

clarified, close

awareness of various contemporary

be undei stood.
and historical social factors which influence higher education must

Both the national goveimment and higher education must be aware

The scope and purpose

of

such factors.

independence,
of higher education during the early years of

higher educatiomd activities.
as well as its historical anticedents, influence current
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If

the issue of

example,

it

Or how was

manpower needs

for national development is used again, for

might be asked how was this concera addressed by colonial powers?
the issue addressed

when the University

University of East Africa? Are similar practices

was part

of Nairobi

still

of the

part of higher education?

Dissemination of Information
Ideals

may be

clarified, ajid the

government

and higher education may

discern social elements which influence the academic community.

and the education community must be aware

officials

of

Yet government

such factors.

And an

awareness i)etween the government and higher education must be created.
very crucial that the academic community and the goveimment be cognizant
ajid

is

It

of

understand their unicjue functions in regarci to the several ideals and social
This should help the government and higher education

factors.

tlieir

to

understand

relation to each other.

Within the higher education community, the practice
information could prove very useful.

About

of

disseminating

one -half of the student interviewees
•

expressed an awareness

Perhaps

of extension

programs, whereas

this Vv^as due to a lack of information.

If

all

administiators did.

students did not

know a particular

they could not discuss
philosophical ideal has been operationalized, obviously

it.

33

See Tables Three and Five in Chapter Four.
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Cooperative Endeavors

The need for cooperative endeavors between

the higher education

and the national government can serve several useful purposes.

commimity

In their unique

position as an academic or intellectual community, scholars crm help the govern-

ment defme and

clarify the country's objectives.

The aeademic community

designed for critical analysis of ideals, conceptions and objectives.
the education
is,

community should not be confined
community should

the academic

and programs

in

to

This role of

academic boimdaries.

That

critique government philosophies, policies

order to enhance social development.

The Ministry

of Education, for

example, has al.ways contributed some

input into secondary teacher training institutions.

and the Ministry

is

of

The Ministry

of Agriculture

Economic Planning and Development, for example, have as

mucli at stalce as the Ministrj^ of Education.
educational system has been noticeably less.

Yet their direct input

into the

Officials in the Ministries of

Agriculture and Economic Planning and Development might point out that their
functions do not include formulating education recommendations, whereas

these are the concerns of the Ministry of Education.

Further, the argument has

been voiced that agTicnlture and economic officiMs have
is,

undoubtedly,

proficient

i

arise

manpower

from

agencies.

some

tliem,

validity in both assertions.

for these Ministries and the

demands an input

otlier priorities.

There

However, the assuiance

many

into the educational

of

national endeavois which

system by such government

1G2

Cooperative efforts between higher education and the government
would be
related to the inevitable issue of academic freedom or autonomy.

community could maintain
qualified.

its

autonomy or freedom

in

procedures should always relate
If

bility of the

commgs.

the

tliat it is

best

area of curriculum design, for example, the education commimity

In the

is best suited to select the appropriate study material.

society.

realms

The academic

to objectives

academic community

government

to

However, such academic

which are bemeficial to the entire

fails in this regard,

seek means for addressing

In essence, higher education

autonomy

it

becomes

tlie

responsi-

tliese educational short-

is contingent

upon overall beneficial

social goals.

To avoid
community.

ments have

duplication joint endeavors should be practiced within the acadetnic

The

Institute of African Studies and the literature

all initiated

practices of gathering oral history.

each group can perform should be clarified.

and history depart-

Exactly what role

Some endeavors

of the Facult}^ of

Education and Kenya Science Teachers College could also be coordinated.

Presenting

specific materials to in-service secondary school teachers could be the responsibility
of

one institution, while

Social-*-

tlic

other could initiate additional extension services.

Pol i tical Orie ntati on

A new

social-political orientation would enable the higher education

to fully understand the crucial

That

is, all social

imporbmee for

relating

all activities

community

to the people.

services and extension activities should be integTal components

1G3
of educatioD institutions.

No longer should these be

of Education, an mdustrial education

the sole

aoncems

of a Faculty

department or an Institute of Adult Studies.

Rather the various faculties and departments, whether
liberal arts or science,
shoidd be actively involved.
Social political orientation could also relate to the
issue of student participation.

Student dissatisfaction with the lack of their involvement
in higher education

policy ajid

progTams has been

quite acute.

Tiie practice of excluchng student

participation, whether based upon an old British

and government directives, must be reviewed.
education level seems necessar3^

with students, who must
participation.
all their

lie

aware

It is

method or current higher education
Student particiiDation at the higher

the goveniment and higher education, along

of the social-political

importance

of student

The future Kenyan leaders mand professionals camiot afford

to obtain

decision-making abilities wMle "on the job.

All of these

recommendations suggest

divorced from policies and programs.

that philosophical ideids caimot be

To discuss the ideals

of national development,

Africanization, African Socialism or eliminating neocolonialism without linldng

them

to

concrete policies and programs is quite meaningless.

The absence

interrelation will not lead to an 0 ])timal level of social development.

endeavors between the government and higher education

is

of an

Cooperative

one primar}^ manner of

insuring that philosopliy will not be at variance with observable policies and

programs.

The cooperative endeavors could extend from

efforts to clarify ideals

1G4

to

dissemination of information to the formidation of a new social-political

orientation.

In

sum, congruence among philosophies, policies and practices

is

related to the four major recommendations.

SUMMARY
This chapter began with a brief analysis of the role of the national government.

According to various doctrines such as the Sessional Paper Number Ten

,

the government is concerned with providing very comprehensive services, for

example, social justice and political equality.

government concerns

of the

verj'’

among

Several major national reports which

others. The Kenya Education

Commission

specifically, the national

itself wdth issuing national directives that should seiwe as

guidelines for various social institutions.
included,

More

of Inquiry

Commission Report The Report

and various National Development Plans established

broad and general guidelines for various aspects

institutions.

,

of

The Kenya Parliament Act Number Sixteen

Kenyan education
of 1970

was a notable

doctrine which dealt specifically with higher education.

With regard to the role

of the intellectual or the

several schools of thought have been heard.

comnnmity and

academic community,

They ranged from viewing

tlie

academic

the intellectual as critics of national policies to active and cooperative

participants with the national government in areas of genuine social development.

It

appeared that the latter school of thought which espoused mutually cooperative

and integrative efforts between liigher education and the government will ultimately
foster social progress.
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Some higher education interviewees and several
scholars expressed
difficulty in perceiving national directives
for higher education.

discussed national rUrectives

hi

terms

of tangible examples.

Persons frequently

Thus the ideals

of

national development, Africanization and eliminating
neocolonialism were mentioned

m terms

of higher education policies

and programs.

For example, satisfaction

or dissatisfaction with the practice of Africanizatiou
at the three higher education
institutions

was usually expressed.

On

the other hand, interviewees did not

discuss African Socialism because there were no evident indices
of this
the

ideal, in

government or higher education community.

The higher education community

to a large exTent,

had

ceiving the four prominent ideals issued by the government.

outlook seemed to stem from several factors.

social factors

(3)

(2)

m per-

The disparities

These included:

philosophical ideals were not clarified by the government;

related to various social institutions;

difficulty

(1)

in

the several

philosophical ideals

various historical and contemporary

were not examined which influenced higher education;

(4)

Mgher

education interviewees and scholars frequently responded to tangible examples
of ideals;

and

(5)

divergent views existed withm the higher education community.

Succinct recommendations were put forth in the hope that they would help

shed some light on ways of addressmg the discrepancies and contribute
development.

The main recommendations were:

cation of the ideals;

(2)

the

need for awareness

of

(1)

to social

the need for exjalicit clarifi-

contemporary and historical
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social factors;

(3)

the

need for dissemination

cooperative endeavors; and

(5)

the need for a

of information; (4) the

new

need for

social-political orientation.

CILA.PTER SIX

mOIIER EDUCATION AND TRANSITION:

THE SEARCH FOR DIRECTION

III

the beginning of this study a basic hyiiotliesis

was formulated.

According

to this hypothesis, higher education would contribute optimaUy
to the developing

Kenyan nation

programs

if

there was a continuity

of both the

among

the philosophies, policies and

academic community and the larger society.

shown, during the course of this study,

tliat

— were put forth by the national government.

community was sometimes aware

has been

four major philosophical ideals—

African Socialism, national development, Africanization
colonialism

It

a^id

eliminating neo-

The higher education

of these philosophical stances and

sporadic policies and programs in conjunction

ivith the ideals.

had initiated

Some

ideals such

as African Socialism, however, had not remotely penetrated the academic scene.

The previous chapter sought

to analyze

some reasons

for

tlie

disparities

and to make tentative recommendations for alleviating the discrepancies.

Both

discrepancies and recommendations helped to elucidate the need for a close

among philosopMes,

policies and programs.

Yet how will congruency among the

three elements assist higher education in performing
tliis

question

may

l)e

philosophical idciils.

answered by

liulcage

first attempting to

its

major roles ? Perhaps

examine the rationale for
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PIHLO SOPHY
The four major contemporary philosophical ideals which have been frequently
cited by the national government

seem

and the independence periods,

The very harsh colonial

traditional

Kenyan culture

^

to have their origins in both the colonial
ex} 3 ericnce stripped the

of its basic anthropocentric orientation.

the first crucial tasks awaiting the independent government

was

to

Hence one

of

attempt the

re-establishment of those multiple positive values v/hich placed primary emphasis

on the wan an chi

Miether these positive characteristics were a cooperative

.

mutual responsibility or democracy,
ethos.

The ideal

of

all still

spirit,

contributed vital parts of the Kenyan

African Socialism which advocated mutual responsibility based

on democratic endeavors was one example of an effort to reldndle positive features
of the traditional society.

Seeking means for tangible physical improvements which had also been

thwarted diming

tlie

colonial period led to the discussion of other major ideals,

such as national development.

among other aims,

Tlie ideal of national

development has included,

the eradication of poverty, disease and illiteracy.

these philosophical ideals has been a difficult endeavor.
political realities

have to be kept

in

mind.

To achieve

Here the economic and

Because there

is not an adequate

^For a detailed discussion of how the national goveniment has viewed its
current problems in the colonial and mdependent periods, see John Anderson,
The Struggle for the School, London {Longman), 1970.
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amount

of

economic resources, many

realities since independence.^ Yet

of the philosophical ideals have not

become

promises for future improvements, along wnth

attempts to maintain a semblance of national unity and cohesiveness,
have caused
the continued utterance of the primary philosophicai ideals.

The elimination

of neocolonialism and Mricanization

were also philosophical

ideals put forth in response to the colonial exiiericnce and the
caitemporary

necessity for modernization.
is

For exaanple, the

ideal, of

eliminating neocolonialism

discussed in direct response to the very adverse features of colonialism that

are

still

present.

Examples

of these include alien

economic and educational

that are not designed for the overall improvement of Kenya.
still

S 3'’stems

Such negative features

prevent the perpetuation of the positive aspects of traditional African culture,

while simultai-ieously stalling

modem

social development.

As an

ideal and practice,

Africanization has been discussed as a visual sjanbol of Kenyan authority.
"flag" independence is not adequate.
nation.

The wananchi must believe

that

Kenya

Mere
is tlieir

Africanization of positions in the government and higher education serves

as conspicuous examples of indigenous independent authority.

The need for

pltysical

improvements

an.d the

preservation of the human

element are two fundamental reasons for the government's philosophical positions.
Alleviating poverty and teclmological advancements are illustrative of the physical

2

Kenneth Prewitt, "Education and Social Equality in Kenya, " (Institute for
Development Studies Paper Number 157), Nairobi (University of Nairobi) December
1972.
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factor, while mutual responsibility is an example of the

Kenyan independence, various social
these two basic principles

integ'ral

institutions have

human element.

been called upon to mal^e

aspects of their functioning.

heavy burden has been placed on education as there
tendency to view this institution as a panacea.

Since

lias

An

especially

sometimes been the

Wliether the basic priuciples and

roles of higher education are congruent with the desired values of the larger

Kenyan society must be taken mto account.
Ail initial

or partial viewpoint might be gleaned from the following quote:

"An ingredient which
environment
limited.

.

.

is

will

perhaps have die most significant impact on the African

higher education, not only because

its contribution

has been so

but because of the need to balance the creation of physical capital
O

with

its

human

counterpaii;. "

The development mid

through higher education can be translated into

its

utilization of physical capital

human

counteriiart by social

service endeavors on the part of the academic community.'^ That higher education
is a pivotal institution

transformed

into the

because physical resources can be channeled

human element suggests

that

Though the preceeding remarks nidicate
of

performing both functions,

it

into

it

and

is capable of dual functions.

that higher education is capable

is this duality part of its

major purposes? An

G. V. Krislma, "University Teaching Needs and tlie University Share
" East Africa Journal August 1965, p. 13.
of the NatiouLil Revenue,
'"^K.

,

"^Uiid.

,

p.

17.
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examination of a variety

of educational

systems--whether

in tlie historical

context, the contemporary scene, in the developed nations or in the developing

nations

— portrays that they have two major purposes.
A

function.

first
5

major

puri:>osc of the educational

The socialization process

is the

society is taught to and internalized in its

system

manner

members.

are taught and associated with membership

in the

in

is the socialization

which the culture
Social values and

larger society.

of a

norms

Through the

socialization process, values and ideals such as cooperation, mutual social
responsibility'’,

African Socialism, national unity, Africanization, dcmocracj'- and

citizenship could be taught.

Education

is

expected to accomplish more than socialization.

concerned with the transmission

of

Imowledge and sldlls pertinent

tasks and the teclmologj'- of the society.
is

That

It is

to the

is, tlie tooling function^ of

also

economic
education

designed to insure students' learnmg required professional and/or vocational

Several analytical works have been written concerning tiie major purposes
of educational institutions in any society. See, Emile Durldieim, Education and
Sociology, (Translated by Sherwood D. Fox) Glencoe, Illinois (Free Press), 1956
and Tilden LeMclle and Wilbert LeMelle, The Black College: A Strategy for
Relevancy, New York (Frederick A. Praeger), 1969. Kenneth Prewitt, "Education

and Social Equality in Kenya."

^The term tooling function was coined by Tilden LeMelle and Wilbert
LeMelle in their poignant work. The Black College; A Strategy'’ for Relevancy

.
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and to remain abreast of tecimological
progress.
all

forms

of learning

Examples

of this

from various student teaching techniques

would include

to imderstanding

agricultural methods to the design of
pertinent economic planning systems.

new

These

diverse facets of the tooling function could
definitely contribute to national
develop-

ment.

These dual functions

of higher education institutions are
similar (to) and

related to the two major ideals which the Kenyan
national government has emphasized.

The

tooling function of higher education is comparable
to the ideal of improving

physical conditions of the society.

Concurrently, national physical resources

contribute to the tooling function of education.

permits the construction

of sites for colleges

the socialization function is related to

tlie

For example, physical
and universities.

cajiital

In a similar waj',

concern for the human element.

Values

such as cooperation, national unity and mutual social responsibilities,
which are
part of the socialization process, should see that the human element remains

in the

forefront.
Ideally, then the socialization and the tooling fimctions of higher education

should be equally blended.

two has been a

difficult

Equality in Kenya,

"

However, maintaining the delicate balance between the

endeavor.

In an insightful article, "Education and Socifd

Kenneth Prewitt described how

tlie

Kenyan educational

while engaged in these hvo purposes, has not affected this balance.
of

economic and physical resources has meimt

S3'Stem,

The shortage

that all students do not and cannot

have equal access to formal educational opportimities.

For those who are fortunate
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enough to attend and complete certain formal education,
the tooling function of
education, that is, Imowledge and skills, have alwaj'-s had
precedence.
tile

It

Although

socialization function has been present, its stated goals
have not been achieved.

espouses egalitarian values, while concurrently supporting distinctions
between

those who liave more access to the tooling function.

Though PrevAtt's

ar-ticle

focused on primary and secondary schools,

considerable relev mice to higher education.

A

very stringent selection

impoitanc

tluui the socialization function.

tiie

tooling function.

For the

appears more

Indeed the views of students concerning

curriculum and examinations, as presented
the importance of

has

process

has determined who will enter and eventually complete higher education.
Jiigher education student, then, the tooling function frequently

it

in

Chapters Three and Four, suggest

The acquisition

skills as assessed by formal examinations is

of certain

Imowledge and

more important than

social

considerations.

The failure

to recognize

tlie

importance of blending the traditional African

values with the tooling functions of higher education, however, is not primarily

determined by students.

Policies and prognams which are in the hands of

administrators and faculty

members

are major sources of the disparity.

7

Kenneth Prewitt, "Education and Social Equality

m Kenya.
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POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
Policies and subsequent programs are ideally based
on underlyingphilosophical premises. In turn, philosophical ideals
should also be paid of
policies or programs.

Africanization is a case which illustrates this point.

The

ideal of Africanization advocates the penetration of the
Africans perspective in
all

phases

of

Kenyan

life.

In

terms

tion of positions in the society.

As

of a policy, this

would call for the Africaniza-

a program, Africanization woidd be the

actual mamiing of positions with Africans.

The national government and higher education would
perspective penetrate

tlie

academic scene.

pragmatic consideraticns.
substantial increase in the

Yet this desire

Id^e to see the Africa

is

blended with some

For example, the Kenyan government desired a

number

of science teachers for secondary school. ^

Because there was a severe shortage

of qualified

Kenyan college instructors

to

prepare secondaiY science teachers, the national government worked out a
cooperative agTeement with the Swedish government.
initially

comprise the teaching

staff of

Swedish personnel would

Kenya Science Teachers College.

Gradually

African instructors would assume the college posts at an approximate annual
increase of ten per cent a year.

In ten years, the Africanization

complete at Kenya Science Teachers College.

program would be

9

U

Kenya Government, High- 1 jevel Manpower Requirements and Resources
Kenya (1964-1970), p. 38.
9

Olga Limic, An

EvM

uation of

tlie

hi

Kenya Science Teacliers College, pp. 10-1
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Several positive features would be evidenced
by the congruence of this
particular philosophy, policy and

progTam

of Africanization.

The African per-

spective could quicldy penetrate the secondary
school scene as Kenyan college

graduates assume teaching positions.

Concurrently., the African perspective
would

be increasing at the college level as additional
African instructors assume
lectureships.

At the collegiate and the secondary school levels,

had spelled out a plan for Africanization.

exiilicit policies

Thus the philosophy and policy were

borne out by a specific program.
Table Seven in Chapter Four indicated various perceptions
of higher
education respondents toward Africanization.

Tangible policies and programs such

as that witnessed at Kenya' Science Teachers College were discussed.

example cited was the increase

in African

administrative and teaching posts.

Another

personnel in University of Nairobi

These views again reiterate the fact

that

persons respond to tangible examples.
Tlie

Kenyan goveinment has called upon higher education

services for the people.
In

Higher education has partially adapted

to provide social

tliis

philosophy.

accord with this philosophical appeal, higher education has delineated some

policies and

Education.

programs

for the lustitxite of Adult Studies £md the Faculty of

The largely extension service programs

of the Institute of Adult

Studies have been implemented in response to a policy of social services.
of the Institute of Adult Studies include preparing persons to talce the

Programs

Kenya

Junior School Certificate Exammation, helping primary school teachers upgrade
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themselves and instructing rural tutors

in

Similarly, the Faculty of Education has

programs designed

various teaching teclmiques.
to provide social

services.

The general area
national development.

education respondents.

would

fulfill

of

manpower requirements was

also a component of

This particular concern was frequently cited by higlier

Each Faculty or department produced graduates

that

some manpower requirements. These were practices or sporadic

instances of programs.

Such practices has some comiection with a philosophical

ideal without the necessary intermediate linking policy.

These limited examples

of Africanization and national development

were

generally the only areas wherein contmuity was observed among philosophies,
policies and progTams.

Even within the realm

development, additional examples

of continuity

of Africanization and national

would be

example, financing students' higher education was
national development.

was

difficult to discern.

For

usually linked to the ideal of

One reason for the proposed tuition-loan plan or policy

to ensure equity in the financing of students’ education.

such as those pursuing Diploma of Education curriculum wll

Yet some students
still

have their

expenses paid, while those earning a Bachelor of Education degree
college will not. Thus there

was

at the

same

not continuity between the philosophy and policy.

10

See Tables Three, Four and Five in Chajjtcr Four.
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Discerning continuity is even more

difficult

when viewing

ideals of African Socialism and
eliminating neocolonialism.

the philosopliical

The government and

higher education have not clarified
these Ideals, much less issued
explicit policies
or mtroduced programs.

Hence

it

was comprehensible why African
Socialism was

not discussed in Chapter Four,
which depicted the views of higher
education inter-

viewees toward philosophies.
any policies or programs.

This philosophy has not yet been
translated into

Somewhat similar conclusions could be
reached

in

reference to the elimination of neocolonialism,
although some proposals for this
philosophical ideal were being formulated.

This short discussion illustrates only a few
examples
philosophies, policies and programs.

important for two primary reasons.
policies and

The lack

of substantial

First, non-continuity

of continuity

examples was

means

prognams regarding cuimiculum and examinations,

not geared to national needs.

In other

concerned with imparting certain Imowledge and

IS

not completely focused on social advancement.

that educational

for example, are

words, the tooling function

is

among

of education

skills through the

which

curriculum

Rather this tooling function of

higher education means that some learning is pursued for the
sake of "learning.

An absence

of continuity

was also most noticeable

witli

respect to African

Socialism and eradicating neocolonialism. These two ])hilosophical ideals should
bo integrally coimected to anotlier overall j^urpose of higher education, namely,
the socialization fimction.

For

tliese crucial ideals,

"

apparently there were no
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policies qjkI programs.

The absence

of policies

and programs for African

Socialism means that values such as cooperation,

unit}^

were not being emphasized as they should have been.
stress the

human element

The

and mutual responsibility

Tliese tyiDcs of values

in the society.

ideal of eliminating neocolonialism should be emphasized through the

socialization function of higher education.

However, this function

the lack of policies and programs which address the ideal.
is perpetuated;

clement

is

is

impeded by

Thus neocolonialism

and the traditional Afric;m perspective which focuses on the human

not evident.

Despite the limited continuity of philosophies, policies and programs, such
as

some

for nationfil development, physical improvements for modernization are

intermittently witnessed.

If

the continuity could be strengthened and extended to

the entire higher educational realm, additional examples of physical societal

advancements would become evident.
be balanced with the

human element.

function of education.

The physieal improvements, however, must
Tliis is a

major purpose

of the socialization

Yet the social values of African Socialism, for example,

have not been evident even to the limited extent

of tliose for national development.

Hence the desired socialization and tooling functions are not equally balanced.

THE SEARCH FOR DIRECTION
To

the extent that limited contmiuty

programs are witnessed,

it

among

philosophies, policies and

could be argued that the Kenymi higher education
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system has performed part

of its

major fupotioas.

Even the absenee

of continuity

does not preclude indices of some
roles or functions that arc being
performed by
lugher education.

An

educational

program which should annually produce
over

1,

GOO

tmiversity graduates^ within the next
live years is demonstratmg
the tooling
function.

Such graduates will

staff high

as well as a variety of highly skilled

aiid

and middle-level administrative
posts,
teclmical positions.

But wll higher education be performing

manner?

function in

optimum

Will the 1,600 plus university graduates
merely occupy strategic positions

without contributing to Kenyan development?
Its

its tooling

Has higher education actually equipped

graduates with the ability to be innovative and
to translate formal training into

pragmatic conditions which

Some remarks

is

necessary for national development?

of student and faculty interviewees, as
well as policies and

programs which were discussed
answers to these questions.

in

Chapters Three and Four suggest some negative

The curriculum and examination system

The policies and practices which structure the curriculum
are

point.

the British tradition and frequently have

emphasis

is still

to providing

little

in the manipulation of

still

case in

based upon

relevance to the Kenyan scene.

perceived in academic terms.

traming

is a

Much

Primary

of the curriculum is dedicated

symbols or abstract ideas

ratlier than

empirical examples, to reliance on ''mtellectual'^ tliinldng rather than feeling
and
interaction and a

^

committment

to underst^mding rather than action based upon total

^University of Nairobi, Draft Development Plan, 1973-74 to 1978-79.
Appendix One.
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comprehension.

Examination programs are also designed to assess that winch

is

ardently stressed in the curriculum.

Undoubtedly, this type of tooling function should be drastically altered.
so,

how

will the socialization function of education

appear?

example, were altered so that feelings and sensitivity
ciurrentl}^

blended

w’ith

to

If

Even

the curriculum, for

human needs were con-

a total comprehension of the Kenyan environment, then any

worry about the socialization function would be unwarranted.

For the most part,

unfortunately, tangible Kenyan higher education policies and programs do not

support this supposition.

The search
and progTams

for directions and methods to tiamslate philosophies, policies

into tooling

and socialization functions of higher education that,

turn, will contribute to social development is a
difficulty is initially

most complex dilemma.

politiciil

leaders.

Needless

to say, translating

vague ideals such as national development into policies and programs

The

difficulty

Considerable

caused by the nebulous national directives which have been

advocated by the government and

feat.

in

which higher education interviewees experienced

is a difficult

in perceiving

a philosophy for national development was depicted in Chapter Foim, particularly as

portrayed

in

Tables Tliree, Four and Five.

Hence

this nebulous ideal

must be

cla.rified.

Such a clarification could begin

with coo]jerative endeavors between the national government and higher education.

With regard to national development, the Kcuyan government

is in

a position to Imow,

0
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say, certain

manpower needs, while higher education has

persons for such requirements.

Moreover, higher education can also

examine the government’s assessment
clarification can be
hi a similar

,

m

the ability to train

of

manpower

critically

policies so that further

made.
manner, higher education and the government might engage

cooperative pursuits regarding other phases of national development, Africaniza-

tion and eliminating neocolonialism.

policies and

programs for

Thus the learning

As these

philosophical ideals are clarified,

the tooling fimction of education can be formulated.

of skills

and Imowledge can be integrally linked to these ideals

for socia.1 improvements and advancements.
I

To attempt similar endeavors concerning African Socialism would be very
j

difficult.

'

The government has published various doctrines which attempt

and outline the many dimensions of African Socialism.

to define

Yet an observance

of

major

I

national economic, political and social institutions will demonstrate that African

’

!

Socialism

is not the guiding principle.

the otlicr hand,

Ratlier capitalism is that principle.

idcMs such as Africanization and national development have,

Qn
to

I

some
!

extent, been borne out in the various national policies and programs.

attempt to structure itself upon a socialistic pliilosophy, while other major

^“Colm Leyes,
I

'

I

i

I

To

’’Kenya’s Secend Development Plan and Political and
Ahmed Mohiddin, "Socialism or Capitalism? Sessional

Admmistrative Aspects.
Paper No. 10 Revisited.

’’
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institutions are not, would be impossible for higher education.

I

government could simply discontinue financial appropriations

The national

to higher education,

j

thereby maicmg the academic community short-lived.
I

i

Given the capitalistic orientation of the Kenyan society, perhaps

it

be more realistic to attempt to preserve some very positive social values

would
of

;

African Socialism.

Preserving the values

of

cooperativeness and mutual

j

'

responsibility, for example, might be attempted albeit quite difficult.
difficulty

!

i

would be caused since such values are antitheses

values cjm

still

be observed

The socialization fimction
such an attempt.

in the

Kenyan villages and on

of education, nevertheless,

To do otherwise

Yet such

to capitalism.

the

shambas (farms).

must concern

is to aid the society in

The

itself witli

movmg toward

cleavage between the elites and masses which is observable

in

a sharp

developed

capitalistic societies such as the United States.

Wliereas higher education should engage

in

national goveimment for social development, this
ij

;i

.

cooperative effoiTs vnth

still

does not preclude

.

tlie

tlie

...

colleges and university from engaging in certain fairly autonomous activities.

'j
I

Such activities could be designed in conjunction with specific philosopliies and
j

I

policies.

For example, higher education institutions have considerable autonomy

i

within the rciilm of hiring administrative personnel and faculty

academie and/or technical expertise
witli their social

j

f

members. The

of candidates should be jointly considered

and political perspectives.

If

an extremely competent and

level without
sldlled person only wishes to confine his teaching to an 'intellectual''
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considering rmd relating his Icnowledge to the larger society, then the hiring of

such a person will not ultimately foster social development.

Social or national

development would have formed the philosophical and policy basis for such hiring
practices or prognams.

Higher education has a responsibility to consider such

philosophies and policies in its hiring practices.

Curriculum, examinations and research are additional areas wherein
tlie

higher education community has considerable autonom

be related to definite philosophies imd policies.

These areas should

Eliminating neocolonialism and

encouraging Africanization could be the basis for new curriculum and examination

progTams.

Curriculum and examinations' based upon and geared

ment would certainly eliminate many remnants
eously promoting Africanization.
political science and

of

to social develop-

neocolonialism while simult^m-

No longer would American

sociology or

European literature, for example, be focal concerns within

the curriculum and examination programs.
In addition, the

areas of research and social services could be structured

from similar philosophical and policy

foundations.

Within the realms of

research and social services, cooperative programs among colleges, faculties
and departments could be initiated.

If

the

Department

of Education at

Kenya

school math
Science Teachers College is conducting seminars for secondary

teachers,

it

would be unnecessary for Kenyatta University College

these social services.

Similarly, duplicate research

to duplicate

programs such as gathering
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oral history by the Institute of African Studies, the Institute for Development
Studies nnd the History Department are redundant.

Undoubtedly, such research and social semdccs can encourage Africanization and eliminate neocolonialism. The current scarcity of economic and

physical resources does not warrant uncalled for duplication, however.
this suggests cooperative

programs.

The

Institute for

Rather

Development Studies and

the Listitute for African Studies might engage in cooperative practices, while

the Departments of Education at

Kenya Science Teachers College and Kenyatta

University College might do likewise.

Cooperative practices for disseminating

information could assist in informing the Amrious colleges, faculties, depart-

ments and

institutes of otlier policies and

programs.

Hence

this could

reduce

duplication and encourage cooperation.

Each

of these suggestions could assist the

search for equally blending

the tooling and socialization functions of higher education with philosopliies,
policies and programs.

One succinct example

will illustrate this contention.

Wiiile national development is a philosophical ideal,

terms

of tangible

it is

usually perceived

evidence such as manpower requirements.

How

to

in

meet

manpower requirements,

say, for future planning needs could be elucidated

tlirough definite policies.

The higher education community could perceive

definite philosopliy,

namely, national development. Some policies

education could be geared

to this specific

the

of higher

area of manpower needs.

Training

persons to be future planners would constitute the program or practice.
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ig Uie formal trainmg
and learning situation for
people to

would he part of the tooling
fmietion.

fulfill

these needs

Concurrently, the promotion of
traditional

African values such as sensitivity
and concern for fellow humans
would be

fulfilling

the socialization function of
education.

THE TRANSITION
Tlie transformation

from a former underdeveloped
colony

to a genuinely

independent, viable and modern
nation mil be a herctdean
accomplishment; and
social institutions are

needed lor this tremendous transition.

all

The coordinated

efforts of the various social
economic, governmental and educational
institutions,

among

others, are all necessary components
lor this on-going endeavor.

Higher

education institutions, in particular,
are perceived as indispensable agents
tor this

change.

These

institutions

perform a variety

of roles

which assist other major

aspects of the society, along with other
activities primarily delimited

mterests.

Examining

this multi-dimensional institution

was

to their

o™

the scope of this

research study.
It

was hypotliesized

desired transformation,

that Jiigher education woidd contribute
optimally to the

if its

philosophies, policies and programs were congruent

within its o\^m structure and with tliose of the
larger society-primarily as discussed

by the national goveniment.

grams were

out of phase.

characteristics of

In

many areas

of analysis, philosophies, policies and pro-

Implicit and nebulous government ideals as well as similar

tl)e liigher'

education community, were reasons for discrepancies. Trims
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lating vaguo philosophical ideals into policies
and
In

some areas, more philosophies than

programs were evident and vice versa.

programs was

quite difficult.

eitlier educational policies

or

Considerable philosophy concerning

African Socialism, for example, was discussed wltliout any
tangible programs or
policies.

Programs and

policies for eliminating neocolonialism

discussed without* relating them to philosophies.

The ideals

ment and Africanization did provide limited examples

were being

of national develop-

of continuity

among

philosophies, policies and programs.

The national government has expressed
teclmological and

human elements

the desire to see the physical or

equally emphasized.

With regard to higher

education, two of its major functions could address these desired goals.

The

tooling function of education could concern itself with methods for physical or

technological modernization, while the socialization function could address values

which preserve and encourage the human dimension.

That the two major educational functions were not evident was seen tlirough
the non-continuity of stated philosopliies

other words, the

human and

,

policies and programs.

physical elements were not integrated.

recommendations which were formulated might assist
the discrepancies.

The recommendations included

in tlie

In

Various

search for alleviating

clarification of ideals, dis-

semination of information, a new social-political orientation and cooperative efforts

between higlier education

ajid the national

efforts within the education

community.

government

— as well

as cooperative
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If

the

Kenyan higher education

among philosophies,

institution begin to

policies and progTams,

it

will be a

move toward congruency
major step toward

attaining the multiple desired social values during the contemporaiy post-

independence period.
values and goals.

Transition is

The trmisition

tlie

is the

holistic

process

of

moving toward these

bridging of the gap between traditional

African society and modernization, between the socialization and the tooling
functions and, above
the wananchi.
transitions.

all,

iDctween the physical vOr technological elements and

The social responsibility

of higher education is to seek these
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APPENDIX ONE
KENY.\N HIGHER EDUCATION INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1.

Wliat do you think your country's philosophy of higher education is?

2.

Wliat do you think the country's philosophy of education should be?

3.

Do you think

that higher educational policies reflect one (or both) of these

philosophies?
4.

Do you envision the future continuance

5.

Wliat do you tlihik your institution 's major goals are?

6.

Wliat do you think your institution is actually concerned with?

7.

What subjects should be required
(e.g,

,

of these pliilosophies and policies?

of all students, in addition to his (her)

8.

During your college career, have their been
(If so, what are some of tliese changes?)

9.

Wln'ch department has implemented the most changes in the curriculum?

10.

If

major?

social sciences, math, sciences, humanities, other)
sig?iiCicant

changes

in the

curriculum?

there were a major question concerning higher education policy, how do you

think the issue should be resolved?

(e.g.

,

the national government, by the

university, by the government and university, oilier)
11.

Who

12.

What should be a primary purpose of the student's participation in a National
Service Program? (e.g. promote national unity, promote this institution's
growth, enliance students' social and political awareness, other)

actually m^d^^es the major decisions concerning this institution?

,

197

13.

Who

14.

Who

15.

What should be

16.

In

should finance higher Education? (Higher education would include teacher
education, university education, and professional or graduate education)
should be concerned with supportnng and promoting Pan -Africanism?

regard

the extra-mural activities of this institution?

to this institution's role in

Kenyan development, which area do you

think should be given the higher priority?

(Why, this particular area?)

17.

Wliat are your department's major goals in relation to this institution?

18.

What

19.

In

20.

What

21

What are

.

role should your department play in relation to national development?

your opinion, what
is

is

Kenyanization?

(Africanization)

Kenyanization in relation to higher education?
the major higher educational problems or issues facing Kenya?

